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® Motor Vehicle Audio Device
® The invention relates to a motor vehicle audio device,

including an interface for a CD changer, whereby an
interface emulator (4) is connected to the interface (2) for
the CD changer, and a player (7) for digital audio signals
that are stored in compressed form is connected to the
interface emulator (4), and whereby the interface emulator
(4) converts oontrol and status signals coming from the
motor vehicle audio device (1) to a format compatible with
the ptayer, and status signals coming from the player (7)
to a format compatible with the CD changer.
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Description

[0301] The invention relates to a motor vehicle audio device,
including an interface for a CD changer, as described in the
preambie of Claim l.

[0002] Currently, there essentialiy exist several standards for 5
storing music signals or tone signals in a compressed manner
in digital form, for example, the MP—3 Standard (MPEG-1
Audio Layer 3), the MS Audio Standard (WMA} and AAC
(Advanced Audio Codirig), defined by the MPEG-2 Standard. 10
With the aid of an appropriately equipped computer, one is
able to store audio signals, coded and compressed according to
these standards, on CD ROMS available in the market, and
recall them at any time. Due to the compression, one is thus
able to achieve on a CD-ROM a playing time that is greater by 15
a multiple. Various portable players, such as MP-3 players, are
already known for playback Various devices are already
known for the integration of a player of co1nprcssed—stored
data into a motor vehicle.

[0003] A combined player for digitally stored music signals 20
and tone signals is known from DE 299 19 802 U1,
in which, with the aid of a laser beam, optically scannable data
of the inserted CDICD-ROM are guided either to a signal
processing stage for MP3 or to a signal processing stage for
non-data-reduced signals, using a manual switch or
automatically, using an identification device.
[0004] An MP3 player for a motor vehicle is known from El’
0 999 549 A2, which includes a device for the recognition of
the data format, whereby the data of an audio CD are guided
directly to a digital/analog converter and the MP3 data are
guided to an MP3 decoder having a digital/analog converter
connected downstream. Using a single CD player, both audio
CD's and MP3 CD's may thus be played, so that one may do
without a CD changer.
[lll}{l5] The disadvantage of the known MP3 player design
approaches is that, in each case, the motor vehicle radios that
are already present have to be exchanged. This is extremely
costly, especially in the case of high-valued motor vehicle 40
radios as a component of infotainment design approaches. On
the other hand, the majority of motor vehicle radios present
offer no possibility of practically integrating players for data
stored in compressed fashion.
[0005]
problem of creating a motor vehicle radio with a player of data
stored in compressed form, whereby motor vehicle radios
already present should largely be able to be retrofitted.
[61007] The solution of the technical problem follows from the
subject matter having the features of Claim 1. Additional
advantageous embodiments of the invention follow from the
dependent claims.
[0008] To this end, an interface emulator is connected to the
interface for the CD changer of the motor vehicle radio, and a
player of audio data stored in compressed form according to
one of the standards is connected to the interface emulator,

whereby the interface emulator converts control and status
signals coming from the motor vehicle radio to a formal
compatible with the player, and status signals coming from the
player to a format compatible with the CD changer.
[0909] In a further preferred specific embodiment, the output
of the player of the digital audio signals stored in compressed
form is connected directly to an input of the motor vehicle
audio device, whereby the digital audio signals are then
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converted to analog audio signals in the player before being
passed on to the motor vehicle audio device.
ifltlltll In principle, the interface emuiator could be
integrated into the player of audio signals stored in
compressed form. This is of advantage if the configuration
does not change. However, in that case the currently
avaiiable players have to he modified.
[0011} In a {rather preferred specific embodiment, the
interface emulator and the player of digital audio signals
stored in compressed form are therefore designed as separate
units. In this context, an interface is preferably allocated to
each the player and the interface emulator, particularly an
interface for wireless data transmission, via which the

control signals and the status signals can be transmitted.
{0912] In another preferred specific embodiment, the player
of digital audio signals stored in compressed form is
connected to the motor vehicle electrical system via the
interface emulator or via a plug connection. If the player is a
portable unit, it may be provided that the accumulators are
charged during the operating phases of the motor vehicle.
[0013] In another preferred specific embodiment, means for
converting various portable media-playback devices are
stored in the interface emulator, which can optionally be
connected to the interface emulator.

|lJfl14] The invention is explained in greater detail below,
on the basis of a preferred exemplary embodiment. The only
figure shows a schematic block diagram of a motor vehicle
audio device with an MP3 player.
[0015] Motor vehicle audio device 1 includes an interface 2
for a CD changer and an audio input 3 for CD data. Motor
vehicle audio device 1 is connected to an interface emulator

4, via interface 2. Interface emulator 4 is also designed to
include a wireless interface 5. Interface emulator 4 is able to

communicate, via wireless interface 5, with an MP3 player 7
which is situated in an accommodating unit 6. The MP3 data
may be either stored in a storage mediun.1 or made available
onlinc.

[0016] Accommodating unit 6 includes mechanical
connecting means and electrical plug connections that are
not shown, via which the MP3 player can be connected to a
motor vehicle electrical system 8 and audio input 3 of motor
vehicle radio 1. In addition, MP3 player 7 is designed to
have a wireless interface 9. MP3 player 7 is situated
detachably in accommodating unit 6, so that, for instance,
portable MP3 players 7 can be attached only temporarily to
motor vehicle audio device 1.

[0017} Now, if such a portable MP3 player 7 is situated in
the accommodating turit, it is supplied with voltage via
motor vehicle electrical system 8, and the accumulators, not
shown, are charged at the same time. The output signals of
MP3 player 7, which in a portable unit are usually emitted to
the headphones, may be emitted directly to audio input 3 of
motor vehicle radio I, from where the signals may he passed
on to the loudspeakers in the motor vehicle.
{B818} The main task of interface emulator 4 is converting
the control and status signals of motor vehicle audio device
1 and MP3 player 7. The control and status signals
transmitted by motor vehicle audio device 1 via interface 2
are adapted for a CD changer. Interface emulator 4 receives
these signals and converts them to a format for MP3 player 7.
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The converted controi and status signals are then sent by
interface emulator 4 via air interface 5, and, using air
interface 9, received and executed by MP3 player 7.
Conversely, MP3 player 7 sends its status signal via wireless
interface 9, which are received by wireless interface 5 of
interface emuiator 4. inteiface emulator 4 converts the status

signals of MP3 player 7 to status signais of a CD changer, and
transmits those via interface 2 to motor vehicie radio 1. From

a signal technology point of view, interface emuiator 4 has the
effect that the motor vehicle radio communicates with a

virtual CD changer.

What Is Claimed is:

l. A motor vehicle audio device, including an
interface for a CD changer, wherein an interface
emulator (4) is connected to the interface (2) for the
CD changer, and a ptayer (7) of audio signals stored
in compressed form is connected to the interface
emulator (4), whereby the interface emulator (4)
converts control and status signals coming fi'om the
motor vehicle audio device (1) to a format compatible
with the player (7), and status signais coming from the
player (7) to a format compatible with the CD
changer.
2. The motor vehicle audio device as recited in Claim

1, wherein a signal output of the player (7) is directly
connected to a signal input (3) of the motor vehicle
audio device (1).
3. The motor vehicle audio device as recited in Claim

1 or 2, wherein the interface emulator (4) and the
player (7) are developed as separate units, which
communicate with one another via at least one

interface for wireless connection (5, 9).
4. The motor vehicle audio device as recited in one of

the preceding claims, wherein the player (7) is
connected to the motor vehicle electricai system (8)
via interface emulator (4) or a plug connection.
5. The motor vehicle audio device as recited in one of

the preceding claims, \vherein means for converting
various portable media-playback devices are stored in
interface emulator (4), which can optionally be
connected to the interface emulator (4).

(i Page of Drawings)
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1, Robert C. Ferber, declare that I am well qualified as a

translator of German to English and that I have carefully

reviewed the attached English language translation from the

original document ,

KRAFTFAHRZEUG-AUDIOGERfiE — German Document DE 101 01 702 A1

VWGOAOOO8475~VWGOAO0D8478

(Motor Vehicle Audio Device)

written in German; and that the attached translation is an

accurate English version of such original to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true

and correct .
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® Kraftfahrzeug-Audiogeréit
6?) Die Erfindung botrifft oin Krafifahrzcug-Audiogerét,

umfassend eina Schnittsteile filr einen CD-Wechsler, wo-
bei an der Schnittstelte (2) fiir den CD-Wachsler ein
Schni‘I:‘t5te!|en—Emu|ator (4) und an dam Snhnittstellerr
Emulator (4) ein Abspialgeréit (7) fair komprimiert abge-
speicherte digitale Audiosignale angeschiossen ist, wo-
bei der Schnitts1el|en—E mulator (41 vom Kraf‘rfahrzeug-Au-
diogeréit (1) kommende Steuer- und Staiussignale in sin
fiir das Abspielgerét kompatibles Format und vom Ab-
sgielgerél (7) komrnencle Siatussignale in ein CD-Wechs-
ler kompatibles Format umsetzt.
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Bcschrcibung

[0001] Die Erfindung bettiffl ein Kra.t'tfahrzeug-Audioge-
i'.":it,_ui11fzissend cine Schniflstcllc fiir einen CD-Wechsler ge-
1n33‘B clem Oberbegriff des Patcntanspruchs 1.
[0002] Zur Zeit gibt es in] wesentiichen rnehrere Stan-
dards Musik- hzw. Tonsignale komprimiert in digitaler
Form zu speichern, mm Beispiel den MP-3—Standard
(MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3), den MS-Audio-Standard (WMA)
und AAC (Advanced Audio Coding), definiert dutch den
MPEG-2-Standard. Auf handelsflbliclze CD-ROMS lassen

sich mit Hilfe cines cntsprechcnci ausgcriistctcn Computers
nach diesen Standards codierte und koniprimierle-Audiosi—
gnale speichern und jederzeit wieder abrL1fen_ Aufgruncl dcr
Kornprimierung kann somit auf cine CD—ROM eine um ein
Vieifaches hiihere Spielzeit erreicht warden. Zur Wieder-
gahe sind ineneiis die verschiedenslen tragbaren Abspielge-
rate, zum Beispiel M1’-3-Player bekannt. Zur Integration ei-
nes Abspielgerates -fiir die Ecomprimiert abgespeicherten Da-
ten in ein Kraftfahrzeug sind bereits verschiedene Vorrich-
tungen bekannt.
[0003] Aus der DE29919 8021]} ist ein kombinierles

Abspielgeriit fiir digital gespcicherte MLtsik- bzw. Tonsi-
gnale bekannt. wobei mit Hilfe eines Laserstrahls optisch
ah7.uLa.t:|.en{le Dalen tier eingeleglen CDILD-ROM IIIlIi.I-:.lS
eines Inanuellen Sclmllers oder f.1lll.0!Ilfll_lSCl1 Iniltels einer Er-

kennungseinrichtung entweder auf eine Signal\rerarbei-
Eungsstufe fijr MP3 Oder auf eine Signalverarbeitungsstufe

nicht datenreduzierte Signale gefiihrt wercien.
[0094] Ans der EP 0 999 549 A2 in rain MP3-Player fiir
ein Krafifaiuzeug bekannt, der eine Einrichturig zur Erken-
nung des Datenformats umfaflt. wobei die Dalen einer Au-
dio-CD direkt anf einen Digiiai-Analog-Wandier und die
IVEP3-Daten auf eincn MP3-Dekodierer mit 11achgescl1alte-
{em Digital-Analog-Wandler gefiillrt werden. Mittels eines
einzigen CD-Abs:pie1ger:'iIes kiinnen mnnil sowohl AEJ(ll€l-
CD5 als aueh MP3-CD3 abgespiclt werdcn, so daB auf CD-
Wechslcr venaichlet wcrden kann.

[0005] Naclileilig an den bekannten MP3-Player L6sun-
gen ist, dais jeweiis die bereits vorhandenen Krai‘l.fal:|rzeug-
Radios allsgeiauscht werden mijssen. Insbesondere bei
lrochwenigen K1“afifai1rz.eug—Radi0s als Bestanrlleil Von In-
fotainment-Lésungcizi ist dies extrem kostspielig. Andercr-
seits bieten die Mehrzahl der vorhandenen Kraf1fal1meug-
Radios keine Mtiglichkeit, Abspielgeréite fiir die kompri-
miert abgespeicherten Daten praktikabel zu integrieren.
[0006] Der Erfindung liegt daher das Iechnische Problem
zugrunde, Gin Kraftfahrceug-Radio rnii cincm Abspielgcréil
fijr die komprimiert abgespeicherten Daien zu schaffen, wo-
bei bereits vnrhandene Kraftfalirzeug-Radios weitgehend
nachrfistbar sein sollen.

[0007] Die Liisung des technischen Problems ergibt sich
t‘ll.ll'Cll den Gegenstand mit den Merkmalen des Panentan-
spruehs 1. Weiicre vorteilhaftc Ausgcstaltungen clcr Edin-
dnng ergeben sich ans den Unteranspriichen.
[0808] Ilierzu wird an die Schnittstclle ffir den CD-
Wechsler des Krafifahrzeug-Radios ein Schnilistellen-Emir
lalur und an den Sehnillslellen-Eiimlalor ein Abspielgeriil
fiir die nach cinem dcr Standards kompiimiert abgespcicher-
ten Audiodaten angeschlossen, wobei der Scl1nit1stellen-
Emulator vom Krafifallrzeug-Radio konuiiende Steuer- und
Stallissignale in ein fiir das Abspielgeriit kompatibles For-
mat und V0111 Abspielgeréit kommende Statussignale in ein
CD-Wechsicr kompatibles Format umsctzl.
[0009] In einer weiteren bevorzuglen Ausfiihrungsform
wird der Ausgang cies Abspielgeriiles fiir die komprimierl
abgespeichenen digitalen Audiosignale direkt mit einem
Eingang des Kraflfahrzeug-Audiogeriits verbunden, wobei
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die digitalcn Audiosignale dann ini Abspiclgcriit vor dcr
Weilergabe an das Kraftfahrzeug Audiogeréit in analoge Au-
diosignale umgewandelt werden.
[0010] Prinzipiell ksmn der Schnitlstellen-Elllulalor in dns
Abspiclgeriit fiir komyriiniert abgespeicherte Audiosignale
integriert werden. Dies ist von Vorteil, wenn die Konfigura-
tion sich niclu dndert. Jedoch sind damn die vorhandenen
Ahspielgerfite zit modifizieren.
[0011] In cine: weiscrcn bcvorzugtcn Ausfiihrungsform
sind dahe-r der Schnillstellen-Emulator und das Abspielgerat
fiir die litJ1Tlp1‘il‘l'J.lelfi abgespeicherten digitalen Audiosignale
als separate Einhciten ausgebiidct. Dabci ist vorzugswcisc
dem Abspielgeréit und dem Schnittstellen-Eluulator jeweils
cine Suchnittstelle, insbesondere eine Sclinittstelle zurdral1t-
losen Dateniibertragung zugeordnet, fiber die die Sieuer-
und Statussignale Ubern-agbar sind.
[0012] In einer weileren bevmzuglen Ausfiihrungsfonn
ist das Abspielgeriil fiir die Ecomprimiert abgespeicherten di-
gitalen Audiosignale ijber den Schnittstellen-Emulator oder
eine Steckverbindung mit dem Kraftfahrzeug-Bordnetz ver-
bunden. Handelt es sich bei deni Abspielgeriit. nan ein trag-
bares Geriil, so kann vorgcsehen sein, dalfi in den BeLriebs-
phasen im KrafLfahr-zeug die Akkumuiatoren aufgeladen
warden.

[0013] in einer weileren hevor/.ug[en Aunfiihrungsfnnn
sind in dem Schnillslellen-Eniulaior Miilel zur Konverlie-

rung verschiedener tragbarer Medienwiedergabegeriite ab-
gelegt, die wahlweise mit dem. Sch nittstellell-Emulator ver-
bindbar sind.

[0014] Die Erfindung wird nachfolgend anhand eines be-
vorzuglen Ausfiihrungsbeispielcs néiher eriéiutert. Die ein-
zige Figur zeigt ein schematisches Blocksehallbild eines
Krafifa§1rzeL:g-Audiogeriites mi I. MP3-Player.
[0015] Das Kraftfalnieug-Audiogeriil 1 umfafit eine
Schnittstelle 2. fiir einen CD-Wechsler und einen Audioein-

gang 3 fiir CD-Dalen. fiber (lie Schnillslelle 2 isl.da.\: Krafi-
fahracug-Audiogerfit l "mit cincm Schnittstcllen-Emulator 4
verbunden. Der Sehniuslellen-Ernuialor 4 isl, des weilercn

mil einer Lufisclulillstelle 5 ausgebildei. fiber die Luft-
scimitistelle 5 kann der Sclinittslellen-Esriulalor 4 mit einem

in einer Aufnahmeeinheit 6 angeordneten MP3-Player 7
kommunizieren. Die MP3-Daten kénnen dabei entweder i.n

eincm Speichermedium abgclcgt odcr onljne zur Vcrfiigung
gestellt werden.
[0016] Die Aufnahmeeinheit. 6 umfaBt nieln dargestellte
mechanische Verbindungsmittel und elektrische Sleckven
bindungen. iiber die der MP3-Player -mit einem Kraftfahr—
zeug-Borclnctz 8 und dern Audioeingang 3 des K.rafIfahr—
zeug-Radios I verbindbar ist. Weiter ist der MP3-Player 7
mit einer Liiftschnittstelle 9 ausgebildet. Der MP3-Player 7
ist lésbar in der Aufnaluneeinlieit 6 angeordnet, so dafl bei-
spieisweise tragbaxe MP3-Player 7 auch nur Iemporiir dem
K|'af[fal11'r.eug-Audiogeriil 1 zuordenbar sind.
[0017] Wird nun ein derartiger lragbarer MP3-Player 7 in
der Anfnahmeeinheit angeordnet, so wird dieser fiber das
Kraftfahrzeug-Bordncrz. 8 mi: Spannung vcrsorgt und
gieichzeitig die nicht dargesleilten Akkurnulaloren aufge1a-
den. Die Ausgangssignale des MP3-l’1:«zyer 7, die bei einein
tragbarcn Geriit iiblichcrwcisc auf die Kopthfircr ausgcgc-
ben werden, kiinnen direkt auf Altdioeingang 3 des Kraft-
fahrzeug-Raclios 1 ausgegebeu werclen, Von wo aus diese an
die Laulsprecher im Kraftfahrzeug weitergeleitet warden
ktinnen.

[0018] Die Hauptaufgabe des Sclmittstclien-Emularors 4
is! die Konvertierung der Steuer- und Slatussignale von dem
Kraflfahrzeug-Audiogerfit 1 und dem l\EP3-Player '7. Die
von dem Kraftfahrzeug-Audiogeriii 1 iiber die Schniltstelle
2 iibemagenen Slenerv und Statussignale sind auf einen CD-
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Wcchslcr abgcstimmt. Der Sehnittstellen-Emulator 4 emp-
ffingt diese Signale mad konvertiert diese Lu ein Format fiir
den MP3—P1ayer 7. Die kenvertierten SLcuer- uud SLatussi-
gnale werden dann von dem Schnitlstellcn-}:Imu1ator 4 fiber
die Luflschnittstelle S gesendet und mittcls der Luftschnim
stelle 9 vom MP3-Player 7 empfangen and ausgefiihrt. Um-
gekehrt sendel der MP3-Player '7 seine Statussignale fiber
die Lufisehnittstelle 9, die VOl‘1 der Lufisehnitistelle S des
Schnittstellen-Emulators 4 cmpfangen warden. Der Scl1nitt-
stellen-Emulator 4 konvertiett die. Slatussignale des MP3-
Players 7 in S tamssignale eines CD-Wechslers und iibertfzigt
diese iiber die Schnittstclle 2 an das Kraftfahrzeug-Radio 1.

Signalteehnisch bewitkt der Schnittstellen-Emulator 4, dais
das Kraftfahrzeug-Radio 11u'le'mem viriuellcn CD—Weehs1er
komm uniziert.

Palenlanspriiclle

1. K3'aftfah1'zeug-Audiogeréit, umfassend eine Schnitt-
slellc fi.'1r einen CD-Wcchsler, dadurch gekennzeiclr
net, da an der Sclmittslelle (2) fiir den CD—Weehs1er
ein Schnittsleflen-Eznuiator (4) mad an dam Sehnittsre1-
Len-Emulator (4) cin Abspielgeriit ('7) fiir komprimiert
abgespeicherse Audiosignale angeschlossen ist, wobei
darn Schnil1slc|Ien-Emulator (4) VOIH Kraflfahr/sug-
Audiogeriit (1) kommende S1eue.r- Lmti Slaiussignale in
ein fur das Abspielgerfit (7) kompatibles Format unit
vom Abspielgcriit ('7) komJ11e11de Statussignale in ein
CD—Wechsler kompatibles Format umseizt.
2. Kraflfahrzcug Audiogcriit nach Anspruch 1, da-
(lurch gekcnnzeicimel, dafl ein Signalausgang des Ah-
spiclgerfites ('7) direkt mjt cinem Signaleingang (3) dos
Kraftfahrzetlg-Atldiogerfites (1) verbundea isl.
3. K.rafr.fahIzeug—Audioger§L nach Anspruch 1 ode: 2.
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dali der Sehnittstellen-Emu-
lalur (4) [mil Abspielgeriil (7) als separate Einlleilen
ausgebildet sind, die fiber mindestens cine Schnittstellc
v.ur drahtloscn Vcrbindung (5, 9) Inileinander k0mmu-
uizieren.

4. KIaflfuhrz.eug—Audiogeriit nach einem der vo1':mge—
gangenen Anspruche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dafi
fiber den Selmittsteilen-Emu1aio1' (4) Oder cine Stack-
verbindung Abspielgefait (7) mil dem Krafifa.hrzeug-
Bordnetz (B) verbunden 1st.
5. Kraftfallrzeug-Audiogeriil naci1 eiuem der vorange-
gangencn Anspriiche, dadurch gelcennzeiclmct, dal3 im
Sehnittstcllen-Emulator (4) Mittek zur Konvertierung
vcrschiedeucr Iragbarer Medicnwioeicrgahcgerfite ab-
geiegt sind, die wahlweise mit dem Sc1mit1stel1en-
Emuiator (4) verbindbar sfind.

Hierzu 1 Seite(n)Ze'1chr1ungen
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Description Fee Code Quantity
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 S“:-S1-;(t$a)| in
Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($) 180
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

m

—

Title of Invention: METHOD FOR CONTENT DELIVERY

I

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment yes—

—Auth°”zedUSer  
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:
 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)
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File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

Amendment after Notice of Allowance AFF004C7US312Amendment.

(Rule 312) pdf :314b8c43b99cf9c6d3f06b2d08163d8d92
ba021

Information:

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)
Filed (SB/08) d78112ac5b60d35623ee2ff586ff19a85d42

451

Information:

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

278088

Foreign Reference DE10101702A1.pdf
ba680f6917517b0004f429e166c0558ca3a

Information:

12249090
CommentsOfRequesterAndExh

NPL Documents ibitsm pdf 1971257cbca6e09a973f3ba7b23d5cb1:05
e107d

Information:

13432373
CommentsOfRequesterAndExh

NPL D°°”me”tS ibits02ToFi|e.pdf acb36c069635a80ffbb44db50d91fede207 .
7b50

Information:

12868825
CommentsOfRequesterAndExh

NPL Documents ibitsoapdf 06f6485c3ceb9e3b7486650148fe8914f1 d0
593e

Information:

_ 14242266
DeclaratIonOfDrDewaynePerry.NPL D t

ocumen s pdf 8565e02ae5f4d6996f213b7d0ad24f5897c3
b963

Information:

_ 3988521
Dec|aratIonOfScottAndrews01.

NPL D t
ocumen s pdf 7838ad49bdd01d2a87c3cce8ac81ef07a21

2ccb5

Information:
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_ 4014341
Dec|aratIonOfScottAndrews02.

pdf
NPL Documents

289199d92be3f3d19d72b37d32f390379fc
73:0

Information:

2301243

NPL Documents GSMver601.pdf 733f489bd0b22dfd285f7b6777694dfe7bd
8562e

Information:

HandbookForTheWorkPadC3P 4730581
CCompanion.pdf

NPL Documents
3b0d3041283566339413903481c603b71b

dfecb

Information:

_ _ _ 216299
IEEE100theAuthorItatIveDIct.

pdf
NPL Documents

6bf6ce34163df319e4cbd67193d247bbe88
6b8e9

Information:

Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info.pdf e33ef80b382384831cb03c174081db92175
07410

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Russell W. White et al. § Group Art Unit: 2617

§

Serial No.: 12/495,190 §

§ Examiner: Erika A. Gary

Filed: June 30, 2009 §

§

For: Method for Content Delivery § Atty. Dkt. No.: AFF.0004C7US

§

Mail Stop Issue Fee
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. 1.312

Sir:

Please amend the aboVe—referenced patent application as follows.

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 3 of this paper.

Date of Deposit: March 3, 2011
I hereby certify under 37 CFR § 1.8 this correspondence is being
deposited via EFS on the date indicated above.

[Stephanie Petreas(

Ste hanie Petreas 
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Amendments to the Specification:

Please replace paragraph beginning on page 2, paragraph 1 with the following amended

paragraph:

This application is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No. 12/015,320, filed January 16,

2008 which is now U.S. Patent No. 7,778,595, which issued on August 17, 2010 entitled
 

"Method for Managing Media," which is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No.

10/947,755, filed on September 23, 2004, which is now U.S. Patent No. 7,324,833, which issued

on January 29, 2008, which is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No. 09/537,812, filed on

March 28 2000 which is now U.S. Patent No. 7,187,947, which issued on March 6, 2007, the
 

disclosures of which are all hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entirety for all

purposes.
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

The above amendment to the Specification updates the priority claim to include the

application serial numbers and filing dates.

Applicants respectfully submit that the priority claim including serial numbers was

included with the present application as filed, as the Transmittal Letter filed with the application

included such information. Further the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office has correctly

identified the priority in the Filing Receipt received, which indicates priority to U.S. Patent

Application No. 12/015,320, filed January 16, 2008, U.S. Patent Application No. 10/947,755,

filed September 23, 2004 and U.S. Patent Application No. 09/537,812, filed March 28, 2000.

Thus it is respectfully submitted that no petition is needed for the above amendment, per

M.P.E.P. §201.11V (“...the Oflice will not require a petition and the surcharge under 37 CFR

1.1 7(t) to correct the benefit claim if the information concerning the benefit claim contained

elsewhere in the application was recognized by the Oflice as shown by its inclusion on a filing

receipt. ”), and per this section of the M.P.E.P., the Specification is amended above.

Also provided herewith is an Information Disclosure Statement that includes various

comments filed by third party Requesters (on December 20, 2010 and February 11, 2011) in

pending reexaminations of patents related to the present application, and documents in

connection with these comments. It is respectfully requested that the Examiner consider these

documents.

In view of these remarks, the application is now in condition for allowance and the

EXaminer’s prompt action in accordance therewith is respectfully requested. The Commissioner

is authorized to charge any additional fees or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 20-

1504.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: March 3 2011 /Mark J. Rozman/

Mark J. Rozman

Registration No. 42,117

TROP, PRUNER & HU, P.C.

1616 S. Voss Road, Suite 750

Houston, Texas 77057-2631

(512) 418-9944 [Phone]

(713) 468-8883 [Fax]

Customer No.: 21906
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

21906 7590 02/22/2011

TROP, PRUNER & HU, P.C. GARY,ERIKAA
1616 S. VOSS ROAD, SUITE 750

HoUsToN. Tx 77057-2631
2617

DATE MAILED: 02/22/2011

12/495,190 06/30/2009 Russell w. White AFF.0004C7US 2380

TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD FOR CONTENT DELIVERY

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

NO $3 00 $0 $ 1 810nonprovisional $ 1510 05/23/2011

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.

THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS

PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

1. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:
SMALL ENTITY status:

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or
above.

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B - B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check box 5a on Part B - Fee(s)
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above, or Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) and 1/2

the ISSUE FEE shown above.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page 1 of3
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or1 (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where

appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address asin icated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" formaintenance fee notifications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Blocklfor any Change Ofaddress) Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

 

2l906 7590 02/22/2011

TROP, & HU, Ih b T Lh Ce;_tif;cat(e )of'FMailir_1g qr_T;a_nsmdissior_1 d _th Lh U _ dere y cert1 y at t 1s ee s ransm1tta 1s e1ng epos1te w1 e n1te
1616 S- VOSS ROAD’ SUITE 750 States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
HOUSTON, TX 77()57-263] addressed to the Ma1l Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or be1ng facs1m1le

transm1tted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date 1nd1cated below.

(Depositofs name)

(Signature)

(Date)

12/495,190 06/30/2009 Russell W. White AFF.0004C7US 2380

TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD FOR CONTENT DELIVERY

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

NO $0nonprovisional $ 1510 $300 $1810 05/23/2011

GARY, ERIKA A 2617 455—410000

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 2. For printing on the patent front page, list
CFR 1.363).

3 Chan e of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address orm PTO/SB/ 122) attached.

3 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Vumber is required.

(1) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR, alternatively,

(2) the name of a single firm (having as a member a 2
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 3
listed, no name will be printed. 

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : '3 Individual '3 Corporation or other private group entity '3 Government

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
3 Issue Fee 3 A check is enclosed.

3 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 3 Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

3 Advance Order — # of Copies 3 The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any
overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this form).

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

3 a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. J b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27(g)(2).
NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Authorized Signature Date

Typed or printed name Registration No.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. T is collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will v de endin upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete
this form and/or su gestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to e C ief In ormation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O.
Box 1450, Alexan ria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

PTOL—85 (Rev. 02/11) Approved for use through 08/31/2013. OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Tra§e‘irm1Su1lElg;EJ.3S, 111fl>lA4qM1afifr OF COMMERCE
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.goV

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE F {ST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
12/495,190 06/30/2009 Russell w. White AFF.0004C7US 2380

21906 7590 02/22/2011

TROP, PRUNER & HU, P.C. GARY, ERIKAA
1616 S. VOSS ROAD, SUITE 750

HOUSTON, TX 77057-2631
2617

DATE MAILED: 02/22/201 1

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 0 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the

mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half

months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 0 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the aboVe—identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval

(PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.goV).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of

Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be

directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1—(888)—786—0101 or (571)-272-4200.

Page 3 of 3
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with

your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to

the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this

information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the

principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process

and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the

requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine

your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or

expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom

of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of

records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these

records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting

evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel

in the course of settlement negotiations.

. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress

submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has

requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency

having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be

required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5

U.S.C. 552a(m).

. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this

system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World

Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for

purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy

Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,

General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of

that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and

programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance

with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant

(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about
individuals.

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either

publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35

U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a

routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in

which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a published

application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local

law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or

regulation.
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Application No. App|icant(s)

12/495,190 WHITE ET AL.

Erika A. Gary 2617

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL—85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. IX] This communication is responsive to 1/18/11.

2. IX] The allowed cIaim(s) is/are 19 21-33 36-41.

3. El Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C.§119( )—(d) or (f).

a) D All b) I:I Some* c) I] None of the:

1. I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. El Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2( )).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE” of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

4. D A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER’S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO—152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient.

5. El CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

(a) I:I including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review ( PTO—948) attached

1) El hereto or 2) El to Paper No./Mail Date

(b) I:I including changes required by the attached Examiner’s Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of

Paper No./Mail Date

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. I:l DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner’s comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)

1. I:l Notice of References Cited (PTO—892) 5. El Notice of Informal Patent Application

2. I:l Notice of Draftperson‘s Patent Drawing Review (PTO—948) 6. El Interview Summary (PTO—413),
Paper No./Mail Date .

3. IX] Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 7. El Examiner’s Amendment/Comment
Paper No./Mail Date

4. I] Examiner’s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8. El Examiner’s Statement of Reasons for Allowance
of Biological Material

9. El Other .

/Erika A. Gary/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2617

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-06) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20110217
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification 12495190 WHWE ET AL

H|I|HI|“|“WWWW |I
Erika A Gary 2617

ORIGINAL INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

SUBCLASS

———_
410

CROSS REFERENCE(S)

SUBCLASS (ONE SUBCLASS PER BLOCK)
U1

NNNNNNNNNNNNN IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
I]E Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant CPA |:I T.D. El . .

Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original
33

(Assistant Examiner)

34

35

3e

37

33

39

4o

41

/Erika A Gary/
Primary Examiner.Art Unit 2617 O.G. Print C|aim(s) O.G. Print Figure

LOO0\IO7U'l-J>(.OI\)
8

3

53

L‘

3

aa‘

Total Claims Allowed:

20

(Primary Examiner) 1 1

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. 20110217
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

Search N019-9 12495190 WHITE ET AL.

| Examiner A” Unit
Erika A Gary 2617     

SEARCHED

 
‘see EAST search attached 9/14/10
‘see EAST search attached 2/17/11

SEARCH NOTES

Search Notes 2 
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Affinity Labs of Texas, LLC, v. BMW North America, LLC, et ai., Civil Action No. 9:06CV164, Order Denying

5.

 
 
 

 
 

Group of America, Inc.; and Kia Motors America, lnc., Civil Action No. 9:08CV164, Jury Verdict Form, filed October 28,
Affinity Labs of Texas, LLC, v. Hyundai Motor America, lnc.; Hyundai Motor Manufacturing Alabama LLC.; Volkswagen
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2010, pages 1 - 16.
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Pages 2634 Through 2824, Reporter's Transcript of Jury Trial. pages 1 — 19.

Affinity Labs of Texas, LLC, Plaintiff and Counter-Claim Defendant, vs. Apple lno., Defendant and Counter—Claim
Plaintiff, Case No. 09-4436-CW, Apple |nc.‘s First Invalidity Contentions Pursuant To Patent Local Rule 3-3, filed
January 5, 2011, pages 1-25, with accompanying Appendixes A-G.

I1 H

I3 Affinity Labs of Texas, LLC, vs. BMW North America, LLC, et ai., Docket 9:D8CV164, October 27, 2010, Volume 8 of E
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6248946 2001-06-19
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Document
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publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite

Sony Corporation, Sony Portable MiniDisc
Recorder MZ—R90/MZ—R91 Operating Instructions, Doc. No. 3—867—571—22(1), 1999, pp. 1-55.

Empeg Car User Guide, 1999, pp. 1-19.

Empeg Car User Guide (2000) pp. 1-48

Crowe, Mike. Empeg Car Beta 10a, March 25, 2000, 3 pages.

Emplode Help, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C.
102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 25 pages.
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“MP3 Portable Player Goes Elite” The Mac Observer, Nov. 17, 1999, 3 pages.

"MP3 in Your Car Has Arrived" (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 1 page.

Photos from Comdex Fall 1999, Nov. 1999, 9 pages.

Photos from LinuxWor|d Expo, Winter 1999, Mar. 1-4, 1999, 22 pages.

1 Craig Knudsen, “MP3 Linux Players,” Linux Journal, Jul. 1, 1999, pp. 1-3.

riocar.org — Empeg Car History, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 4 pages.

A “Visteon: For Your Listening Pleasure - Any Music, Any Time, Anywhere,” Presswire, Jan. 5, 2000, 1 page.

4 Photographs in email to Hugo Fiennes, Sept. 22, 1999, 4 pages.

A -P HP Jornada 420 User’s Manual, 1999, pp. 1-142.

IEEE Standard 802.11b, 1999 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications:
Higher-Speed Physical Layer Extension in the 2.4 GHz Band) Sep. 16, 1999, 96 pages.

4 U1

6) Rea|P|ayer Plus G2 Manual, 1999, pp. 1-81.
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IEEE Standard 802.11a, 1999 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications: High-
Speed Physical Layer in the 5GHz Band), 1999, 91 pages.

\I

A W Rod Underhill & Nat Gertler, "The Complete |diot’s Guide to MP3: Music on the Internet,'' 1999, 44 pages.

4 L0 Bill Mann, "| Want My MP3! How to Download, Rip, & Play Digital Music," McGraw-Hill 2000, 175 pages.

IEEE Standard 802.11, 1997 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications), 1997,
pp. 1-145.

IEEE Standard 802.3ab, 1999 Edition (802.3 Physical Layer Specification for 1000 Mb/s Operation on Four Pairs of
Category 5 or Better Balanced Twisted Pair Cable (1000BASE-T) 1999, 140 pages.

4

IBM Wireless Modem for Cellular/CDPD - Quick Reference, Oct. 1995, pp. 1-20.
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(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Name of Patemee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Kind Publication where Relevant

Passages or Relevant

Figures Appear

IEP 984584 I2000-08-03 Lippert

Applicant of cited
Document

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item

(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number( ),

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite

Sony Corporation, Sony Portable MiniDisc
Recorder MZ—R90/MZ—R91 Operating Instructions, Doc. No. 3—867—571—22(1), 1999, pp. 1-55.

Empeg Car User Guide, 1999, pp. 1-19.

Empeg Car User Guide (2000) pp. 1-48

Crowe, Mike. Empeg Car Beta 10a, March 25, 2000, 3 pages.

Emplode Help, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C.
102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 25 pages.
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STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

“MP3 Portable Player Goes Elite” The Mac Observer, Nov. 17, 1999, 3 pages.

"MP3 in Your Car Has Arrived" (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 1 page.

Photos from Comdex Fall 1999, Nov. 1999, 9 pages.

Photos from LinuxWor|d Expo, Winter 1999, Mar. 1-4, 1999, 22 pages.

1 Craig Knudsen, “MP3 Linux Players,” Linux Journal, Jul. 1, 1999, pp. 1-3.

riocar.org — Empeg Car History, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 4 pages.

A “Visteon: For Your Listening Pleasure - Any Music, Any Time, Anywhere,” Presswire, Jan. 5, 2000, 1 page.

4 Photographs in email to Hugo Fiennes, Sept. 22, 1999, 4 pages.

A -P HP Jornada 420 User’s Manual, 1999, pp. 1-142.

IEEE Standard 802.11b, 1999 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications:
Higher-Speed Physical Layer Extension in the 2.4 GHz Band) Sep. 16, 1999, 96 pages.

4 U1

6) Rea|P|ayer Plus G2 Manual, 1999, pp. 1-81.

I

I
I
I
I

I
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STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

IEEE Standard 802.11a, 1999 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications: High-
Speed Physical Layer in the 5GHz Band), 1999, 91 pages.

\I

A W Rod Underhill & Nat Gertler, "The Complete |diot’s Guide to MP3: Music on the Internet,'' 1999, 44 pages.

4 L0 Bill Mann, "| Want My MP3! How to Download, Rip, & Play Digital Music," McGraw-Hill 2000, 175 pages.

IEEE Standard 802.11, 1997 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications), 1997,
pp. 1-145.

IEEE Standard 802.3ab, 1999 Edition (802.3 Physical Layer Specification for 1000 Mb/s Operation on Four Pairs of
Category 5 or Better Balanced Twisted Pair Cable (1000BASE-T) 1999, 140 pages.

4

IBM Wireless Modem for Cellular/CDPD - Quick Reference, Oct. 1995, pp. 1-20.

Creative Sound Blaster Live! Platinum product, documentation, and software: Creative Technology Ltd., Creative
Sound Blaster Live! Platinum Getting Started, Sept. 1999, 93 pages.

psa[p|ay Getting Started Guide, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), pp. 1-16.

-l>

l\) O‘! psa[p|ay Getting Started Guide, 2000, pp. 1-16.

l\) C) Rio 800 User Guide, 2001, pp. 1-38.

l\) \l Rio 800 Digital Audio P|ayer—Getting Started, 2000, pp. 1-19.

I
I

I
I
I
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(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Rio 600 Getting Started Guide, 2001, pp. 1-169.

Rio 600 User Guide, March 2001, pp 1-38.

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

/Erika Garx‘ 02/1 7/2011 02/1 7./2011
*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at vwww.t.lSF*'i‘f3.G(.l‘\fi or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i
English language translation is attached.
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£3262 03 //27/201 1 PTO/SB/08a (01-10). . . . . A df th h 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U_S_ Patent and Traggggfk O?fri::§U_S:?tE,gEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 12495190

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
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. . * Patent Number Issue Date . Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial No Code1 of cited Document .

Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Relevant Passages or RelevantNumber Code1 Date of cited Document .
Figures AppearPublication Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where

Name of Patentee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Country Kind Publication where Relevant

Code2i Code4 Date Applicant of Cited Passages or RelevantDocument .
Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item

(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number( ),

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite
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STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

The Rio 500 Getting Started Guide, 1999, pp. 1-2.

“Visteon’s Mobile Office Solutions Give Busy Commuters More of What They Need - Time,” Canada Newswire, Sept.
15, 1999, 3 pages.

Hiatt, “RIAA Sues Napster, Claiming ‘Music Piracy’,” MTV News, Dec. 8, 1999, 3 pages.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG-731/PCG-735, 1998, pp. 1-131.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG—812, 1998, pp. 1-144.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG—838, 1999, pp. 1-121.

Sony Service Manual PCG-731/735/737, 1997, pp. 1-22.

Sony Service Manual PCG-723/729, 1998, pp. 1-22.

A 9 Sony Service Manual PCG-812/818, 1998, pp. 1 - 22.

Sony Service Manual PCG—838, 1999, pp. 1 - 22.
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STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

"Digital Download Provider Musicmaker.com Partners With Download Directory Listen.com; Offers Nearly 100,000
Downloadable Tracks Via the Online Directory," PR Newswire, Sept. 15, 1999, pp. 1-3.

N

4 O0 MP3.com prospectus, Jul. 21, 1999, pp. 1 — 81.

Ana Orubeondo, "Trim AirCard 300 Eases Power Demands," |nfoWor|d, Volume 21, Issue 48. Nov. 29, 1999. pg 46 &
50.

A -P

4 "Net Music Firms to Tap Public Market," Billboard. Jul. 17, 1999. pp. 1 — 2.

4 "Cellular for Notebook PCs." CIO Vo.. 13, No. 1. Oct. 1, 1999, pg. 90.

"Briefs," Network World. Volume 16, no. 24. Aug. 23, 1999, pg. 27.

The MusicMatch.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 32 pages.

A

The MusicMaker.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 10 pages.

A

l\) O Qualcomm QCP-1960 User Manual. Apr. 1999, pp. 1 - 76.

i\) 4 Samsung SCH—3500 User Manual. 1999, pp. 1 — 108.

l\) l\) Motorola Digital StarTAC User Guide. Mar. 1999, pp. 1 — 118.

I
I

I
I
I
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STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

l\) 00 Nokia 9110 Quick Guide/Accessories Guide. 1999, pp. 1-31.

"MP3.com and i—drive.com Join Forces to Store and Manage MP3 Files," Business Wire, Oct. 7, 1999, pp. 1-3.N-P

l\) O‘! Nomad User Guide, Jun. 1999, pp. 1-34.

Nomad ll Getting Started Manual, Jan. 2000, pp. 1 - 38.

GSM 03.64 version 6.2.0 Release 1997, European Telecommunications Standards Institute, 1999, pp. 1 - 42.

The i—Drive.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35
U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 6 pages.

GSM 03.64 version 7.0.0 Release 1997, European Telecommunications Standards Institute, 1999, pp. 1-42.

Specification of the Bluetooth System Version 1.0B (Vol. 1),
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson et al. Dec. 1, 1999, pp. 1-1082.

Specification of the Bluetooth System Version 1.0B (Vol. 2),
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson et al. Dec. 1, 1999, pp. 1-440.00 A

The MP3.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.
S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) Screenshots from MP3.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp.
to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 6 pages.

00 l\)

00 O0 MP3.com and i—drive.com Join Forces to Store and Manage MP3 Files, Business Wire, Oct. 7, 1999, pp. 1-3.

I
I
I

I
I
I
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STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

The EMusic.com website (formerly wvvvv.goodnoise.com) (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be
prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 2 pages.

00-P

00 U1 EMusic.com prospectus, Sept. 24, 1999, pp. 1 - 61, F1 - F41.

00 6) "Logging On; Setting Sound Free From the CD," The Washington Post, Mar. 3, 2000, pp. 1-3.

"Music Factory; Retailers Struggle to Expand Listening Options Online,'' Contra Costa Times Mar. 19, 2000, pp. 1- 2.

The MyP|ay.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35
U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 1 page.

Myp|ay.com Launches Today, PR Newswire. Oct. 13, 1999, pp. 1-2.

Myplay, Inc. Launches Consumer Online Music Service, PR Newswire, Oct. 13, 1999, pp. 1-3.

Empeg.com, “Does Your Car Stereo Run Linux," (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art
under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 2 pages.

-P A

TIA/EIA Interim Standard, Cellular Digital Packet Data, System Specification - Part 403, Mobile Data Link Protocol,
Telecommunications Industry Association. Dec. 1997, 83 pages.

-P l\)

-P 00 “The Listen Up Player from Audio Highway” 1996. 1 page.

-P-P “Audio Highway Announces The Listen Up Player,” Audio Highway Press Release, Sept. 23, 1996, 2 pages.

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
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STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

MPMan F-10 and F-20 digital audio players and review article “MP3 Player Saehan MPMan F20 Review”, X—bit labs,
July 14, 1999. 6 pages.

Boehlart, “Artists to Napster: Drop Dead” Sa|on.com, Mar. 24, 2000. 3 pages.

Menta, “RIAA Sues Music Startup Napster for $20 Billion” Newswire, Jan. 11, 2000, 4 pages. E

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

/Erika Gar / 02./17/2on‘s 02/17/20-:1
*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documentsator MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i
English language translation is attached.
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DOC Code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (01-10). . . . . A df th h 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U_S_ Patent and Traggggfk O?fri::§U_S:?tE,gEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 12495190

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

U.S.PATENTS

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where
. . * Patent Number Issue Date . Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial No Code1 of cited Document .

Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Relevant Passages or RelevantNumber Code1 Date of cited Document .
Figures AppearPublication Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where

Name of Patentee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Country Kind Publication where Relevant

Code2i Code4 Date Applicant of Cited Passages or RelevantDocument .
Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item

(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number( ),

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Riocar dot org, "rio car dot org Geek Guide," empeg car Mk.1, July 16, 2010, 4 pages.

The MP3.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.
S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) Screenshots from MP3.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp.
to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 8 pages.

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at vwww.t.lSF*'i‘f3.G(}‘\fi or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i
English language translation is attached.
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:I from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(1).

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure

statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(2).

See attached certification statement.

Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

None

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

Date WW-MM-DD>
Name/Print Registration Number 42117

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed

application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a( ).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218( )).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record

may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: Method For Content Delivery

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Russell W. White

Attorney Docket Number: AFF.0004C7US

Utility under 35 USC111(a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)
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Description Fee Code Quantity
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 S“:-S1-;(t$a)| in
Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($) 180
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

m

—

Title of Invention: Method For Content Delivery

I

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment yes—

—Au*h°”ZedUSer  
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:
 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)
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File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) AFF004C7|DSApp|eFtpMiscDoc
Filed (SB/O8) sTOF|LE.pdf 3a7fd8987e94f69322e9078965e9d4e1216

1332e

Information:

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

592922

NPL Documents RiocarDotOrgGeekGuide.pdf
7693b83cbe8125149987267ccdb04b1f57d

90008

Information:

610600

NPL Documents MP3dotCom.pdf
731 d634cc6ff6b2ff54a255d0b84abcaf2e10

4d4

Information:

Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info.pdf
2cc7134b50dd6641185a36d077e9246679 ‘

18033

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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DOC Code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (01-10). . . . . A df th h 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U_S_ Patent and Traggggfk O?fri::§U_S:?tE,gEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 12495190

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

U.S.PATENTS

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where
. . * Patent Number Issue Date . Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial No Code1 of cited Document .

Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Relevant Passages or RelevantNumber Code1 Date of cited Document .
Figures AppearPublication Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where

Name of Patentee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Country Kind Publication where Relevant

Code2i Code4 Date Applicant of Cited Passages or RelevantDocument .
Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item

(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number( ),

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

The Rio 500 Getting Started Guide, 1999, pp. 1-2.

“Visteon’s Mobile Office Solutions Give Busy Commuters More of What They Need - Time,” Canada Newswire, Sept.
15, 1999, 3 pages.

Hiatt, “RIAA Sues Napster, Claiming ‘Music Piracy’,” MTV News, Dec. 8, 1999, 3 pages.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG-731/PCG-735, 1998, pp. 1-131.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG—812, 1998, pp. 1-144.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG—838, 1999, pp. 1-121.

Sony Service Manual PCG-731/735/737, 1997, pp. 1-22.

Sony Service Manual PCG-723/729, 1998, pp. 1-22.

A 9 Sony Service Manual PCG-812/818, 1998, pp. 1 - 22.

Sony Service Manual PCG—838, 1999, pp. 1 - 22.

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

"Digital Download Provider Musicmaker.com Partners With Download Directory Listen.com; Offers Nearly 100,000
Downloadable Tracks Via the Online Directory," PR Newswire, Sept. 15, 1999, pp. 1-3.

N

4 O0 MP3.com prospectus, Jul. 21, 1999, pp. 1 — 81.

Ana Orubeondo, "Trim AirCard 300 Eases Power Demands," |nfoWor|d, Volume 21, Issue 48. Nov. 29, 1999. pg 46 &
50.

A -P

4 "Net Music Firms to Tap Public Market," Billboard. Jul. 17, 1999. pp. 1 — 2.

4 "Cellular for Notebook PCs." CIO Vo.. 13, No. 1. Oct. 1, 1999, pg. 90.

"Briefs," Network World. Volume 16, no. 24. Aug. 23, 1999, pg. 27.

The MusicMatch.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 32 pages.

A

The MusicMaker.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 10 pages.

A

l\) O Qualcomm QCP-1960 User Manual. Apr. 1999, pp. 1 - 76.

i\) 4 Samsung SCH—3500 User Manual. 1999, pp. 1 — 108.

l\) l\) Motorola Digital StarTAC User Guide. Mar. 1999, pp. 1 — 118.

I
II
II
I
I
I
I
I
II
II
II
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

l\) 00 Nokia 9110 Quick Guide/Accessories Guide. 1999, pp. 1-31.

"MP3.com and i—drive.com Join Forces to Store and Manage MP3 Files," Business Wire, Oct. 7, 1999, pp. 1-3.N-P

00l\)l\)l\)l\)l\) OL000\lG)O‘!
Nomad User Guide, Jun. 1999, pp. 1-34.

Nomad ll Getting Started Manual, Jan. 2000, pp. 1 - 38.

GSM 03.64 version 6.2.0 Release 1997, European Telecommunications Standards Institute, 1999, pp. 1 - 42.

The i—Drive.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35
U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 6 pages.

GSM 03.64 version 7.0.0 Release 1997, European Telecommunications Standards Institute, 1999, pp. 1-42.

Specification of the Bluetooth System Version 1.0B (Vol. 1),
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson et al. Dec. 1, 1999, pp. 1-1082.

Specification of the Bluetooth System Version 1.0B (Vol. 2),
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson et al. Dec. 1, 1999, pp. 1-440.00 A

The MP3.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.
S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) Screenshots from MP3.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp.
to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 6 pages.

00 l\)

00 O0 MP3.com and i—drive.com Join Forces to Store and Manage MP3 Files, Business Wire, Oct. 7, 1999, pp. 1-3.
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Samsung Ex. 1414 p. 210

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

The EMusic.com website (formerly wvvvv.goodnoise.com) (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be
prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 2 pages.

00-P

00 U1 EMusic.com prospectus, Sept. 24, 1999, pp. 1 - 61, F1 - F41.

00 6) "Logging On; Setting Sound Free From the CD," The Washington Post, Mar. 3, 2000, pp. 1-3.

"Music Factory; Retailers Struggle to Expand Listening Options Online,'' Contra Costa Times Mar. 19, 2000, pp. 1- 2.

The MyP|ay.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35
U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 1 page.

Myp|ay.com Launches Today, PR Newswire. Oct. 13, 1999, pp. 1-2.

Myplay, Inc. Launches Consumer Online Music Service, PR Newswire, Oct. 13, 1999, pp. 1-3.

Empeg.com, “Does Your Car Stereo Run Linux," (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art
under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 2 pages.

-P A

TIA/EIA Interim Standard, Cellular Digital Packet Data, System Specification - Part 403, Mobile Data Link Protocol,
Telecommunications Industry Association. Dec. 1997, 83 pages.

-P l\)

-P 00 “The Listen Up Player from Audio Highway” 1996. 1 page.

-P-PO0O0O0-POL000\I
“Audio Highway Announces The Listen Up Player,” Audio Highway Press Release, Sept. 23, 1996, 2 pages.
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

45 MPMan F-10 and F-20 digital audio players and review article “MP3 Player Saehan MPMan F20 Review”, X—bit labs,
July 14, 1999. 6 pages.

IMenta, “RIAA Sues Music Startup Napster for $20 Billion” Newswire, Jan. 11, 2000, 4 pages. E
IBoehlart, “Artists to Napster: Drop Dead” Sa|on.com, Mar. 24, 2000. 3 pages. E

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documentsator MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i
English language translation is attached.
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Samsung Ex. 1414 p. 212

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:I from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(1).

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure

statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(2).

See attached certification statement.

Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

None

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

Date WW-MM-DD>
Name/Print Registration Number 42117

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed

application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Samsung Ex. 1414 p. 213

Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a( ).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218( )).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record

may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

International Application Number: 

Title of Invention: Method For Content Delivery

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) AFF004C7|DSApp|eFtp|DS2of2
Filed (SB/08) ToFi|e.pdf b5l l b620c54064c45fed8c5b6079fl 08d42

e8a5a

Information.
o

- .. . r-, . ~
‘ I . A A . A

  



Samsung Ex. 1414 p. 215

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

226444

NPL Documents MyP|ayLaunchesToday.pdf 211cd854cfe9c018a1365bbf81e3a1ed3783
6f37

Information:

228618

NPL Documents MyP|ayLaunchesConsumer.pdf a19e008f9e867acc2396f0ae4586f0260207
124:

Information:

3745550

NPL Documents TIAE|AinterimStandard.pdf
ef4f10a9f4245905389cbdc72abc857c5fda

346

The page size in the PDF is too large. The pages should be 8.5 X11 or A4. If this PDF is submitted, the pages will be resized upon entry into the
Image File Wrapper and may affect subsequent processing

847771

NPL Documents rio500gettingstartedguide.pdf 9921 b83ee971 851fa851 aafe4f4b315e0889
6348

Information:

3554067

NPL Documents sonyservicemanua|731.pdf 63b4dc0e245252a7278e5511bffb54659dc
ae41 e

Information:

3348369

NPL Documents sonyservicemanua|723.pdf ff601Cdab94ffd5C1920b1b87a9b3ecd579d
fda8

Information:

3664157

NPL Documents sonyservicemanua|812.pdf 193786270146572fea845cf4fc15440d396fA
3db

Information:

3565502

NPL Documents sonyservicemanua|838.pdf 7c753e86213e29efef38e47d67a143dbb30
a7e91

Information:
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5519286

NPL Documents MusicMatchWebSite.pdf cd0985b7bb815a40e88e1bec3a88180a6e .
d5910

Information:

NPL Documents Mp3dotcomandidriviejoin.pdf 55ac2bad9bc37fee6a5f0a33a3b7e4b15e8
33ea

Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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DOC Code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (01-10). . . . . A df th h 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U_S_ Patent and Traggggfk O?fri::§U_S:?tE,gEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 12495190

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

U.S.PATENTS

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where
. . * Patent Number Issue Date . Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial No Code1 of cited Document .

Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Relevant Passages or RelevantNumber Code1 Date of cited Document .
Figures AppearPublication Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where

Name of Patentee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Country Kind Publication where Relevant

Code2i Code4 Date Applicant of Cited Passages or RelevantDocument .
Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item

(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number( ),

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

The Rio 500 Getting Started Guide, 1999, pp. 1-2.

“Visteon’s Mobile Office Solutions Give Busy Commuters More of What They Need - Time,” Canada Newswire, Sept.
15, 1999, 3 pages.

Hiatt, “RIAA Sues Napster, Claiming ‘Music Piracy’,” MTV News, Dec. 8, 1999, 3 pages.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG-731/PCG-735, 1998, pp. 1-131.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG—812, 1998, pp. 1-144.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG—838, 1999, pp. 1-121.

Sony Service Manual PCG-731/735/737, 1997, pp. 1-22.

Sony Service Manual PCG-723/729, 1998, pp. 1-22.

A 9 Sony Service Manual PCG-812/818, 1998, pp. 1 - 22.

Sony Service Manual PCG—838, 1999, pp. 1 - 22.

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
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Samsung Ex. 1414 p. 219

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

"Digital Download Provider Musicmaker.com Partners With Download Directory Listen.com; Offers Nearly 100,000
Downloadable Tracks Via the Online Directory," PR Newswire, Sept. 15, 1999, pp. 1-3.

N

4 O0 MP3.com prospectus, Jul. 21, 1999, pp. 1 — 81.

Ana Orubeondo, "Trim AirCard 300 Eases Power Demands," |nfoWor|d, Volume 21, Issue 48. Nov. 29, 1999. pg 46 &
50.

A -P

4 "Net Music Firms to Tap Public Market," Billboard. Jul. 17, 1999. pp. 1 — 2.

4 "Cellular for Notebook PCs." CIO Vo.. 13, No. 1. Oct. 1, 1999, pg. 90.

"Briefs," Network World. Volume 16, no. 24. Aug. 23, 1999, pg. 27.

The MusicMatch.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 32 pages.

A

The MusicMaker.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 10 pages.

A

l\) O Qualcomm QCP-1960 User Manual. Apr. 1999, pp. 1 - 76.

i\) 4 Samsung SCH—3500 User Manual. 1999, pp. 1 — 108.

l\) l\) Motorola Digital StarTAC User Guide. Mar. 1999, pp. 1 — 118.

I
II
II
I
I
I
I
I
II
II
II
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Samsung Ex. 1414 p. 220

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

l\) 00 Nokia 9110 Quick Guide/Accessories Guide. 1999, pp. 1-31.

"MP3.com and i—drive.com Join Forces to Store and Manage MP3 Files," Business Wire, Oct. 7, 1999, pp. 1-3.N-P

00l\)l\)l\)l\)l\) OL000\lG)O‘!
Nomad User Guide, Jun. 1999, pp. 1-34.

Nomad ll Getting Started Manual, Jan. 2000, pp. 1 - 38.

GSM 03.64 version 6.2.0 Release 1997, European Telecommunications Standards Institute, 1999, pp. 1 - 42.

The i—Drive.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35
U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 6 pages.

GSM 03.64 version 7.0.0 Release 1997, European Telecommunications Standards Institute, 1999, pp. 1-42.

Specification of the Bluetooth System Version 1.0B (Vol. 1),
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson et al. Dec. 1, 1999, pp. 1-1082.

Specification of the Bluetooth System Version 1.0B (Vol. 2),
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson et al. Dec. 1, 1999, pp. 1-440.00 A

The MP3.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.
S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) Screenshots from MP3.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp.
to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 6 pages.

00 l\)

00 O0 MP3.com and i—drive.com Join Forces to Store and Manage MP3 Files, Business Wire, Oct. 7, 1999, pp. 1-3.
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

The EMusic.com website (formerly wvvvv.goodnoise.com) (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be
prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 2 pages.

00-P

00 U1 EMusic.com prospectus, Sept. 24, 1999, pp. 1 - 61, F1 - F41.

00 6) "Logging On; Setting Sound Free From the CD," The Washington Post, Mar. 3, 2000, pp. 1-3.

"Music Factory; Retailers Struggle to Expand Listening Options Online,'' Contra Costa Times Mar. 19, 2000, pp. 1- 2.

The MyP|ay.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35
U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 1 page.

Myp|ay.com Launches Today, PR Newswire. Oct. 13, 1999, pp. 1-2.

Myplay, Inc. Launches Consumer Online Music Service, PR Newswire, Oct. 13, 1999, pp. 1-3.

Empeg.com, “Does Your Car Stereo Run Linux," (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art
under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 2 pages.

-P A

TIA/EIA Interim Standard, Cellular Digital Packet Data, System Specification - Part 403, Mobile Data Link Protocol,
Telecommunications Industry Association. Dec. 1997, 83 pages.

-P l\)

-P 00 “The Listen Up Player from Audio Highway” 1996. 1 page.

-P-PO0O0O0-POL000\I
“Audio Highway Announces The Listen Up Player,” Audio Highway Press Release, Sept. 23, 1996, 2 pages.
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

45 MPMan F-10 and F-20 digital audio players and review article “MP3 Player Saehan MPMan F20 Review”, X—bit labs,
July 14, 1999. 6 pages.

IMenta, “RIAA Sues Music Startup Napster for $20 Billion” Newswire, Jan. 11, 2000, 4 pages. E
IBoehlart, “Artists to Napster: Drop Dead” Sa|on.com, Mar. 24, 2000. 3 pages. E

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documentsator MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i
English language translation is attached.
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:I from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(1).

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure

statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(2).

See attached certification statement.

Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

None

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

Date WW-MM-DD>
Name/Print Registration Number 42117

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed

application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a( ).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218( )).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record

may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

International Application Number: 

Title of Invention: Method For Content Delivery

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) AFF004C7|DSApp|eFtp|DS2of2
Filed (SB/08) ToFi|e.pdf b5l l b620c54064c45fed8c5b6079fl 08d42

e8a5a

Information.
.

- .. . r-, . --
1 I . ‘ ‘ .
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This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

7452088

NPL Documents Nomad||GettingStarted.pdf
IIa7260ecf3e58ef6a7c926bfaff20ebd3719

d58

Information:

NPL Documents EMusicDotCom.pdf
ed6245ccebI 8659f8I ai 2944f8I 21 7541 ba A

f6I4

Information:

1542455

NPL Documents theListenUpP|ayerFrom.pdf 6cd3I 284c8a029eI 5bd4I 2485ceefd8cbfd
02953

Information:

. . 3804556
audIoHIghwayAnnoucesNewDNPL Documents .

evIce.pdf d63d8502cc0f8I a2d6469I 395eI 7eb3afb9
I0ddd

Information:

668380

NPL Documents MPManreviews.pdf
fb373a8I 5d2ae3be055b3aafd08e984a30‘

036a

Information:

NPL Documents Menta.pdf
f6dc09586I I 60c00fI f5399e70I c8c8295be

61:3

Information:

NPL Documents Boeh|ert.pdf
d400I 633853314bbc8a72a0de9ffcb8d2eb

4984f
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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DOC Code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (01-10). . . . . A df th h 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U_S_ Patent and Traggggfk O?fri::§U_S:?tE,gEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 12495190

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

U.S.PATENTS

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where
. . * Patent Number Issue Date . Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial No Code1 of cited Document .

Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Relevant Passages or RelevantNumber Code1 Date of cited Document .
Figures AppearPublication Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where

Name of Patentee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Country Kind Publication where Relevant

Code2i Code4 Date Applicant of Cited Passages or RelevantDocument .
Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item

(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number( ),

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

The Rio 500 Getting Started Guide, 1999, pp. 1-2.

“Visteon’s Mobile Office Solutions Give Busy Commuters More of What They Need - Time,” Canada Newswire, Sept.
15, 1999, 3 pages.

Hiatt, “RIAA Sues Napster, Claiming ‘Music Piracy’,” MTV News, Dec. 8, 1999, 3 pages.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG-731/PCG-735, 1998, pp. 1-131.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG—812, 1998, pp. 1-144.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG—838, 1999, pp. 1-121.

Sony Service Manual PCG-731/735/737, 1997, pp. 1-22.

Sony Service Manual PCG-723/729, 1998, pp. 1-22.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG—838, 1999. pp. 1 - 121.

A 9 Sony Service Manual PCG-812/818, 1998, pp. 1 - 22.

Sony Service Manual PCG—838, 1999, pp. 1 - 22.

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

"Digital Download Provider Musicmaker.com Partners With Download Directory Listen.com; Offers Nearly 100,000
Downloadable Tracks Via the Online Directory," PR Newswire, Sept. 15, 1999, pp. 1-3.

N

4 O0 MP3.com prospectus, Jul. 21, 1999, pp. 1 — 81.

Ana Orubeondo, "Trim AirCard 300 Eases Power Demands," |nfoWor|d, Volume 21, Issue 48. Nov. 29, 1999. pg 46 &
50.

A -P

4 "Net Music Firms to Tap Public Market," Billboard. Jul. 17, 1999. pp. 1 — 2.

4 "Cellular for Notebook PCs." CIO Vo.. 13, No. 1. Oct. 1, 1999, pg. 90.

"Briefs," Network World. Volume 16, no. 24. Aug. 23, 1999, pg. 27.

The MusicMatch.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 32 pages.

A

The MusicMaker.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 10 pages.

A

l\) O Qualcomm QCP-1960 User Manual. Apr. 1999, pp. 1 - 76.

i\) 4 Samsung SCH—3500 User Manual. 1999, pp. 1 — 108.

l\) l\) Motorola Digital StarTAC User Guide. Mar. 1999, pp. 1 — 118.

I
II
II
I
I
I
I
I
II
II
II
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

l\) 00 Nokia 9110 Quick Guide/Accessories Guide. 1999, pp. 1-31.

"MP3.com and i—drive.com Join Forces to Store and Manage MP3 Files," Business Wire, Oct. 7, 1999, pp. 1-3.N-P

00l\)l\)l\)l\)l\) OL000\lG)O‘!
Nomad User Guide, Jun. 1999, pp. 1-34.

Nomad ll Getting Started Manual, Jan. 2000, pp. 1 - 38.

GSM 03.64 version 6.2.0 Release 1997, European Telecommunications Standards Institute, 1999, pp. 1 - 42.

The i—Drive.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35
U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 6 pages.

GSM 03.64 version 7.0.0 Release 1997, European Telecommunications Standards Institute, 1999, pp. 1-42.

Specification of the Bluetooth System Version 1.0B (Vol. 1),
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson et al. Dec. 1, 1999, pp. 1-1082.

Specification of the Bluetooth System Version 1.0B (Vol. 2),
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson et al. Dec. 1, 1999, pp. 1-440.00 A

The MP3.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.
S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) Screenshots from MP3.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp.
to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 6 pages.

00 l\)

00 O0 MP3.com and i—drive.com Join Forces to Store and Manage MP3 Files, Business Wire, Oct. 7, 1999, pp. 1-3.
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

The EMusic.com website (formerly wvvvv.goodnoise.com) (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be
prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 2 pages.

00-P

00 U1 EMusic.com prospectus, Sept. 24, 1999, pp. 1 - 61, F1 - F41.

00 6) "Logging On; Setting Sound Free From the CD," The Washington Post, Mar. 3, 2000, pp. 1-3.

"Music Factory; Retailers Struggle to Expand Listening Options Online,'' Contra Costa Times Mar. 19, 2000, pp. 1- 2.

The MyP|ay.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35
U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 1 page.

Myp|ay.com Launches Today, PR Newswire. Oct. 13, 1999, pp. 1-2.

Myplay, Inc. Launches Consumer Online Music Service, PR Newswire, Oct. 13, 1999, pp. 1-3.

Empeg.com, “Does Your Car Stereo Run Linux," (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art
under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 2 pages.

-P A

TIA/EIA Interim Standard, Cellular Digital Packet Data, System Specification - Part 403, Mobile Data Link Protocol,
Telecommunications Industry Association. Dec. 1997, 83 pages.

-P l\)

-P 00 “The Listen Up Player from Audio Highway” 1996. 1 page.

-P-PO0O0O0-POL000\I
“Audio Highway Announces The Listen Up Player,” Audio Highway Press Release, Sept. 23, 1996, 2 pages.
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

45 MPMan F-10 and F-20 digital audio players and review article “MP3 Player Saehan MPMan F20 Review”, X—bit labs,
July 14, 1999. 6 pages.

IMenta, “RIAA Sues Music Startup Napster for $20 Billion” Newswire, Jan. 11, 2000, 4 pages. E
IBoehlart, “Artists to Napster: Drop Dead” Sa|on.com, Mar. 24, 2000. 3 pages. E

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documentsator MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i
English language translation is attached.
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:I from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(1).

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure

statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(2).

See attached certification statement.

Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

None

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

Date WW-MM-DD>
Name/Print Registration Number 42117

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed

application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a( ).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218( )).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record

may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: Method For Content Delivery

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Russell W. White

Attorney Docket Number: AFF.0004C7US

Utility under 35 USC111(a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)
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Description Fee Code Quantity
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 S“:-S1-;(t$a)| in
Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($) 180
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

m

—

Title of Invention: Method For Content Delivery

I

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment yes—

—Au*h°”ZedUSer  
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)
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File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) AFF004C7|DSApp|eFtp|DS2of2
Filed (SB/O8) TOF|LE.pdf ad244d5c0826e4883c2b8814534483dc763

93959

Information:

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

4096016

sonynotebookcomputersuserg
NPL Documents uidepgC731.pdf 831ad061ceaa1e0abc199e7fd4cb12ae870

5ff79

Information:

4058100

sonynotebookcomputersuserg
NPL Documents uidepgcmzpdf 9ebf44641367da565d3949ba77e20370589

e32e3

Information:

8865230

sonynotebookcomputersuserg
NPL Documents uidepgC838.pdf dc6c9a5f9c24efa0e5e5483399193c8f352f3

930

Information:

228166
DigitalDown|oadProviderMusic

NPL Documents Makenpdf 0d6224c682938ac5595b3c76f9482ef1301a
068a

Information:

589545

NPL Documents MP3dotcomProspectus.pdf
889b974d7690ab66d05c445eed9055cf812

Zbbfd

Information:

2900790

NPL Documents Orubeondo.pdf
ed45f4e1e45dc8d033dcd88aab7c908a156

5eb22

Information:

225872

NPL Documents NetMusicFirmsToTap.pdf
4ee2fe3af1515:1e5e1dc5219abb279fe195‘

992

Information:
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667401

NPL Documents Cellu|arForNotebookPcs.pdf dfd3e9aa3ac9e7887f7fb00a66a43fe8cbde
92e3

Information:

2927787

NPL Documents Briefs.pdf 65792d2c165f5a6e6a33e85d0ac4255de62
61206

Information:

7117704

NPL Documents MusicMatchWebSite.pdf 26fdf2c6432d9b3475bc8e27775a338685b
a267c

Information:

3072873

NPL Documents Qua|commUserManua|.pdf 7df71e192698c12a141333efff88300eb6d9
4702

Information:

5611123
SamsungSCH3500UserManuaI.NPL D t

ocumen s pdf 229de15f9ece63c58c7f637ed7db6754da9
36dec

Information:

6688162
Motoro|aStarTacU serManua|.

NPL D t
ocumen s pdf a0ce6d8b0006f734d925a838e8e7c8e9070

442:6

Information:

1327518

NPL Documents Nokia9110QuickGuide.pdf 474bdac27aa1c2c1cf6deaa34cc0e591622 -

Information:

7491346

NPL Documents NomadUserGuide.pdf eb52e790c97cbc47b24b2061dc888b2c53 -
e1 b25

Information:

2301243

NPL Documents GSMver620.pdf e22f7ac6b4f9fce72d213e7183eafd57ef52d
f10

Information:
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2463221

NPL Documents GSMver700.pdf 7648651431eb5e5328b849b648768432d0
8a2e51

Information:

646019

NPL Documents EMusicdotcomProspectus.pdf cf94769b9427e9423c6a5c4522828905162
41b3f

Information:

_ _ 232030
LoggIngOnSettIngSoundFree.

pdf
NPL Documents

7d104eba94faf9ac7585aed269e829b2c59
3983

Information:

_ _ 226489
MusIcFactoryRetaI|ersStrugg|e.

pdf
NPL Documents

0cabc32599a39c98efdf022ec55e1649fc2c
a21

Information:

Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info.pdf efb707672cd8f26886b2864ff4cd6f7ae43e
018

Total Files Size (in bytes) 61823473

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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DOC Code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (01-10). . . . . A df th h 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U_S_ Patent and Traggggfk O?fri::§U_S:?tE,gEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 12495190

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

U.S.PATENTS

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where
. . * Patent Number Issue Date . Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial No Code1 of cited Document .

Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Relevant Passages or RelevantNumber Code1 Date of cited Document .
Figures AppearPublication Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where

Name of Patentee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Country Kind Publication where Relevant

Code2i Code4 Date Applicant of Cited Passages or RelevantDocument .
Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item

(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number( ),

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite

EFS Web 2.1.17
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

The Rio 500 Getting Started Guide, 1999, pp. 1-2.

“Visteon’s Mobile Office Solutions Give Busy Commuters More of What They Need - Time,” Canada Newswire, Sept.
15, 1999, 3 pages.

Hiatt, “RIAA Sues Napster, Claiming ‘Music Piracy’,” MTV News, Dec. 8, 1999, 3 pages.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG-731/PCG-735, 1998, pp. 1-131.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG—812, 1998, pp. 1-144.

Sony VAIO Notebook Computer User Guide PCG—838, 1999, pp. 1-121.

Sony Service Manual PCG-731/735/737, 1997, pp. 1-22.

Sony Service Manual PCG-723/729, 1998, pp. 1-22.

A 9 Sony Service Manual PCG-812/818, 1998, pp. 1 - 22.

Sony Service Manual PCG—838, 1999, pp. 1 - 22.

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
EFS Web 2.1.17
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

"Digital Download Provider Musicmaker.com Partners With Download Directory Listen.com; Offers Nearly 100,000
Downloadable Tracks Via the Online Directory," PR Newswire, Sept. 15, 1999, pp. 1-3.

N

4 O0 MP3.com prospectus, Jul. 21, 1999, pp. 1 — 81.

Ana Orubeondo, "Trim AirCard 300 Eases Power Demands," |nfoWor|d, Volume 21, Issue 48. Nov. 29, 1999. pg 46 &
50.

A -P

4 "Net Music Firms to Tap Public Market," Billboard. Jul. 17, 1999. pp. 1 — 2.

4 "Cellular for Notebook PCs." CIO Vo.. 13, No. 1. Oct. 1, 1999, pg. 90.

"Briefs," Network World. Volume 16, no. 24. Aug. 23, 1999, pg. 27.

The MusicMatch.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 32 pages.

A

The MusicMaker.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 10 pages.

A

l\) O Qualcomm QCP-1960 User Manual. Apr. 1999, pp. 1 - 76.

i\) 4 Samsung SCH—3500 User Manual. 1999, pp. 1 — 108.

l\) l\) Motorola Digital StarTAC User Guide. Mar. 1999, pp. 1 — 118.

I
II
II
I
I
I
I
I
II
II
II

EFS Web 2.1.17
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

l\) 00 Nokia 9110 Quick Guide/Accessories Guide. 1999, pp. 1-31.

"MP3.com and i—drive.com Join Forces to Store and Manage MP3 Files," Business Wire, Oct. 7, 1999, pp. 1-3.N-P

00l\)l\)l\)l\)l\) OL000\lG)O‘!
Nomad User Guide, Jun. 1999, pp. 1-34.

Nomad ll Getting Started Manual, Jan. 2000, pp. 1 - 38.

GSM 03.64 version 6.2.0 Release 1997, European Telecommunications Standards Institute, 1999, pp. 1 - 42.

The i—Drive.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35
U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 6 pages.

GSM 03.64 version 7.0.0 Release 1997, European Telecommunications Standards Institute, 1999, pp. 1-42.

00 A

The MP3.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.
S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) Screenshots from MP3.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp.
to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 6 pages.

00 l\)

00 O0 MP3.com and i—drive.com Join Forces to Store and Manage MP3 Files, Business Wire, Oct. 7, 1999, pp. 1-3.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

The EMusic.com website (formerly wvvvv.goodnoise.com) (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be
prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 2 pages.

00-P

00 U1 EMusic.com prospectus, Sept. 24, 1999, pp. 1 - 61, F1 - F41.

00 6) "Logging On; Setting Sound Free From the CD," The Washington Post, Mar. 3, 2000, pp. 1-3.

"Music Factory; Retailers Struggle to Expand Listening Options Online,'' Contra Costa Times Mar. 19, 2000, pp. 1- 2.

The MyP|ay.com website (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35
U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 1 page.

Myp|ay.com Launches Today, PR Newswire. Oct. 13, 1999, pp. 1-2.

Myplay, Inc. Launches Consumer Online Music Service, PR Newswire, Oct. 13, 1999, pp. 1-3.

Empeg.com, “Does Your Car Stereo Run Linux," (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art
under one or more of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 2 pages.

-P A

TIA/EIA Interim Standard, Cellular Digital Packet Data, System Specification - Part 403, Mobile Data Link Protocol,
Telecommunications Industry Association. Dec. 1997, 83 pages.

-P l\)

-P 00 “The Listen Up Player from Audio Highway” 1996. 1 page.

-P-PO0O0O0-POL000\I
“Audio Highway Announces The Listen Up Player,” Audio Highway Press Release, Sept. 23, 1996, 2 pages.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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Samsung Ex. 1414 p. 247

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

45 MPMan F-10 and F-20 digital audio players and review article “MP3 Player Saehan MPMan F20 Review”, X—bit labs,
July 14, 1999. 6 pages.

IMenta, “RIAA Sues Music Startup Napster for $20 Billion” Newswire, Jan. 11, 2000, 4 pages. E
IBoehlart, “Artists to Napster: Drop Dead” Sa|on.com, Mar. 24, 2000. 3 pages. E

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documentsator MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i
English language translation is attached.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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Samsung Ex. 1414 p. 248

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:I from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(1).

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure

statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(2).

See attached certification statement.

Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

None

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

Date WW-MM-DD>
Name/Print Registration Number 42117

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed

application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a( ).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218( )).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record

may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.

EFS Web 2_1_17 Samsllng EX. p.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

International Application Number: 

Title of Invention: Method For Content Delivery

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) AFF004C7|DSApp|eFtp|DS2of2
Filed (SB/08) ToFi|e.pdf ebl a344l 3e85d0063802cd8093580adefl 9

67f87

Information.
.

- .. . r-, . - -
a I . ‘ ‘ . I
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This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

122639

NPL Documents |DriveDotCom.pdf
786318345a165dd8a2d8f16e15fce7fc594a

eac9

Information:

Mp3dotcomandidriviejoin02.
pdf

NPL Documents
053007666b4c85bcd2ef734855dbc8f472f5

7afa

cbc94bc08f52f0f15dacd3168801b9a2bfb6
a952

fb15bcc85d6da32708e70531dfa88b6bd0b
5e608

NPL Documents MP3dotCom.pdf
2aafe2712b7505640207f805e5fe45f169dd

16b8

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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DOC Code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (01-10). . . . . A df th h 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U_S_ Patent and Traggggfk O?fri::§U_S:?tE,gEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 12495190

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

U.S.PATENTS

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where
. . * Patent Number Issue Date . Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial No Code1 of cited Document .

Figures Appear

2001-0619
1996-11-05

6248946

5572442

5797089 1998-08-18
2001-12-11
1998-04-07 Seazholtz

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Publication Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where

6330247

5737706

6338044 I 2002-01-08

Relevant Passages or RelevantNumber Codel Date of cited Document .
Figures Appear

EFS Web 2.1.17
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

I20010042107 I 2001-11-15 
If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Name of Patemee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Examiner Cite Foreign Document Kind Publication where Relevant

' ' Passages or Relevant

Figures Appear

IEP 984584 I2000-08-03 Lippert

Applicant of cited
Document

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item

(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number( ),

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite

Sony Corporation, Sony Portable MiniDisc
Recorder MZ—R90/MZ—R91 Operating Instructions, Doc. No. 3—867—571—22(1), 1999, pp. 1-55.

Empeg Car User Guide, 1999, pp. 1-19.

Empeg Car User Guide (2000) pp. 1-48

Crowe, Mike. Empeg Car Beta 10a, March 25, 2000, 3 pages.

Emplode Help, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C.
102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 25 pages.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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Samsung Ex. 1414 p. 254

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

“MP3 Portable Player Goes Elite” The Mac Observer, Nov. 17, 1999, 3 pages.

"MP3 in Your Car Has Arrived" (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 1 page.

Photos from Comdex Fall 1999, Nov. 1999, 9 pages.

Photos from LinuxWor|d Expo, Winter 1999, Mar. 1-4, 1999, 22 pages.

1 Craig Knudsen, “MP3 Linux Players,” Linux Journal, Jul. 1, 1999, pp. 1-3.

riocar.org — Empeg Car History, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 4 pages.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This invention relates to a method and system
for playback of live and pre-recorded multimedia data in
real-time over a large scale communication network,
such as the world-wide web.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The world wide web, or Internet, is a large
scale communication network that has become increas-

ingly popular with users for accessing data from a huge
variety of sources. Currently, a large percentage of us-
ers access the Internet through modems, typically hav-
ing a data rate between about 33.6 Kbps and 14.4 Kbps.
For data such as text or simple graphics, such speeds
are adequate to enable a "web browsing" experience
that most users find enjoyable. These data rates are al-
so acceptable Ior transmittal and playbackof multimedia
data (e.g., audio, video, still images, text, hyperlinks,
etc.) in real-time if the data is highly compressed. Ac-
cordingly, a number of schemes have been implement-
ed for allowing users to access and download com-
pressed multimedia data streams for local decompres-
sion and playback.
[0003] One such approach for real-time multimedia
data playback utilizes the Internet multicast protocol.
Multicasting includes transmitting a communication
from one site to a group of selected receivers (multicast-
ing differs from broadcasting in that a broadcast is sent

to everyone who has the equipment or connection to re-
ceive it). Under this scheme, a user initiates an action
(e.g., selection of a uniform resource locator - URL - ad-
dress) that requests that a multimedia data stream be
transmitted from a server to the user's client system, for
decompression and playback by a software process ex-
ecuting on the client. The request causes the router to
which the user is coupled to access special multicast
Internet addresses. The requested data is then supplied
to the user (or "subscriber") by means of a multicasting
backbone (MBone), which is a network of special Inte-
met sites that supports Internet Protocol multicastingfor
a limited number of users. MBone provides a fastertech-
nology than the Internet for transmitting real-time audio
and video programs.
[0004] A disadvantage of Internet multicasting is that
a multicast event (e.g., a live radio show) can only ef-
fectively support several hundreds to a few thousands
of users with uninterrupted data streams. Due to band-
width constraints and the lack of guaranteed quality of
service for the Internet, adding more users may cause
objectionable pauses in content (e.g., pauses in multi-
media playback). Thus, for some events, Internet mul-
ticasting cannot meet user demand.
[0005] Accordingly, there is a need for an architecture
that can provide for playback of live and pre-recorded
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multimedia data in real-time over a large scale commu-
nication network. such as the world-wide web, for a large
number of users, typically in the hundreds of thousands

of users. The present invention provides a method and
system for such an architecture.

SUMMARY

[0006] The preferred embodiment of the invention al-
lows a user connected to a specialized network having
a "Multimedia Broadcast" feature to play back a multi-
media broadcast. One aspect of the invention includes
a Studio Console Process executing on a content pro-
vider client system that allows multimedia content to be
created and scheduled as a ''playlist''. The data compris-
ing a playlist may be pre-recorded or live. The playlist
data is compressed under the control of the Studio Con-
sole Process and transmitted to a host system as part
of a "capture" protocol controlled by a "radio IN" proc-
ess. The captured playlist data may then be "broadcast"
to users who "tune in" to a "live multimedia show", or

stored for later broadcast. (In this context, "broadcast"
simply means transmittal of a data stream to a user who
selects content to be played back on the user's client
system).
[0007] A user may choose a "channel" selection from
a playlist, and cause the selected item to be downloaded
and played back by means of a "pIaybacktooI". The data
stream corresponding to the selected item optionally
may include embedded non-audio content. such as hy-
pertext links to other forms, URLs to web pages, static
images, video images, etc.

[0008] The host system includes a highly efficient dis-
tribution system that allows a large number of users ac-
cessing the host through Terminal Information Handlers
to rapidly access one or more channels of audio data
augmented by non-audio multimedia data. In particular,
the inventive system architecture provides a "fan out"
mechanism that includes a master broadcast process
that accepts a multi-stream data flow from a "radio OUT"
process and then distributes the multi-stream data flow
to essentially every Terminal Information Handler ac-
cessible to the host. The load of providing data streams
is thus spread among a large number of Terminal Infor-
mation Handlers, reducing access latency to typically
less than about 3 seconds, and providing support for
hundreds of thousands of users over a large scale com-
munication network such as the world-wide web.

[0009] In particular, in one aspect the invention in-
cludes a system for playback of live and pre-recorded
multimedia data in real-time over a large scale commu-
nication network, including a computer system having a
plurality of terminal information handlers for managing
general information flow to and from a plurality of users;
an output process for assembling multiple multimedia
data streams for distribution; at least one broadcast

process, in communication with the output process, for
distributing the assembled multiple multimedia data
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streams to each of the terminal information handlers;

and a selector process, in communication with the ter-
minal information handlers, for receiving a channel re-

quest from a user through an terminal information han-
dler associated with the user, mapping the channel re-
quest to a Corresponding one of the multiple multimedia
data streams, and enabling transmission of the corre-
sponding one multimedia data stream to the user
through the associated terminal information handler. In
another aspect, the invention includes a corresponding
method.

[0010] The details of one or more embodiments of the
invention are set forth in the accompanying drawings
and the description below. Other features, objects, and
advantages of the invention will be apparent from the
description and drawings, and from the claims.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0011] FIG. 1A is block diagram of the preferred em-
bodiment ot the invention.

[0012] FIG. 1B is block diagram of a portion of an al-
ternative embodiment of the invention.

[0013] FIG. 2 is a "screen shot" of one embodiment
of a graphical user interface (GUI) for defining a data
stream within a studio console process in accordance
with the invention.

[0014] FIG. 3 is a "screen shot" of one embodiment
of a GUI for defining a playlist schedule within a studio
console process in accordance with the invention.
[0015] FIG. 4 is a "screen shot" of one embodiment
of a GUI for displaying playback information and allow-

ing selection of a playback channel within a user client
process in accordance with the invention.
[0016] FIG. 5A is a block diagram showing the client-
host architecture fora capture session.
[0017] FIG. 5B is a data f ow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for establishing a capture session.
[0018] FIG. 5C is a data f ow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for recording during a capture session.
[0019] FIG. 5D is a data f ow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for ending a capture session.
[0020] FIG. 6A is a data f ow diagram showing the da-
ta flow architecture for playback of a multimedia data
stream.

[0021] FIG. 6B is a data f ow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for starting a playback session.
[0022] FIG. 6C is a data f ow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for switching a playback channel.
[0023] FIG. 6D is a data f ow diagram showing the da-
ta tlow for ending a playback session.
[0024] Like reference numbers and designations in
the various drawings indicate like elements.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview

[0025] The preferred embodiment of the invention al-
lows a user connected to a specialized network having
a "Radio" feature (e.g., the America Online network) to
play back an audio broadcast that may be augmented
with non—audio multimedia data, such as video and still

images, URLs, text fields, etc. One aspect of the inven-
tion includes a Studio Console Process executing on a
content provider client system that allows such content
to be created and scheduled.

[0026] For example, the Studio Console Process en-
ables a content provider to schedule a week's worth of
prerecorded content that changes daily. The content
provider uses a form in the Studio Console Process to
assemble a ''playlist'' for each day. If the content provider
then needs to conduct a live event on the Radio system,
the content provider uses the Studio Console Process
to override any existing playlist. When the live event is
completed, the playlist resumes as originally scheduled.
[0027] The data comprising a playlist may be pre-re-
corded or live. The playlist data is compressed under
the control of the Studio Console Process and transmit-

ted to a host system as part of a "capture" process. The
captured playlist data may then be "broadcast" to users
who "tune in" to a "live multimedia show", or stored for

later broadcast. (In this context, "broadcast" simply
means transmittal of a data stream to a user who selects

content to be played back on the user's client system).
[0028] A user may initiate a form that displays availa-

ble playlists for one or more "channels" of a host system,
choose a selection from a playlist, and cause the select-
ed item to be downloaded and played back by means
of a "playback tool''. The data stream corresponding to
the selected item optionally may include embedded
non—audio content, such as hypertext links to other
forms, URLs to web pages, static images, or video im-
ages.

[0029] The host system includes a highly efficient dis-
tribution system that allows a large number of users to
rapidly access one or more channels of audio data aug-
mented by non—audio data. The latency of access - the
time between a request for playback of a particular
channel and commencement of playback on a user cli-
ent - is typically less than about 3 seconds, compared
to tens of seconds for many prior art systems.

System Architecture — Content Provider Client

[0030] FIG. 1A is block diagram of the preferred em-
bodiment of the invention. Content to be broadcast is

typically developed by a content provider utilizing a con-
tent provider client 100. A Studio Console Process 102
executes on the content provider client 100. The Studio
Console Process 102 allows a content provider to define
("author") a play list data stream to be uploaded to a
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host 300 during a "capture" session for "broadcast" to
users selecting the channel assigned tothe playlist. (De-
tails of a capture session are described below.) The

playlist data stream includes audio content and may in-
clude images or other data which may be inserted into
the data stream as the data is being compressed. In the
preferred embodiment, the Studio Console Process 102
communicates with a separate encodertool 104 that re-
sponds to and carries out the directions of the content
provider input by means of the Studio Console Process
102. In particular, the encoder tool 104 selects one of a
plurality of encoder "p|ugins" 106 to perform necessary
data compression of the multimedia content of the data
stream. The encoder tool 104 also packages the com-
pressed multimedia content Into packets for transmis-
sion tothe host 300. In the preferred embodiment, audio
data is given priority over non-audio data to reduce the
likelihood of any objectionable interruption in audio play-
back. In general, other types of data may be appended
to audio packets as long as the total transmission packet
(e.g., an Internet protocol packet) does not exceed atar-
get bit rate (e.g., 10 Kbps).
[0031] Audio Content may come from ''live'' sources to
the content provider client 100, such as an input to a
computer sound card from a microphone 108 or "line-
in" source (e.g., an analog or digital audio playback de-
vice such as an audio tape or CD player), or a direct
input to the computer from a direct digital connection (e.
g., CDROM player). Alternatively, audio content may
come from pre-recorded ("canned") sound files, such as
WAV and ART files, located on storage media 110 ac-
cessible to the content provider client 100.

[0032] Similarly, images (still or video) may come from
''live'' sources to the content provider client 100, such as
video cameras. Still images can be from standard file
formats, including ART, BMP, GIF or JPG (JPEG) for-
mats. In the preferred embodiment, all such formats are
re—compressed into a single format (ART) for the broad-
cast data stream.

[0033] One aspect of the invention is that a content
provider may change an encoder plugin 106 "on-the-f|y"
to accommodate different content inputs as such inputs
change. For example, an encoder plugin 106 particular-
ly well-suited for speech may be used for a time (for ex-
ample, while a conductor is explaining a music piece
about to be played), and then an encoder plugin 106
particularly well-suited for music may be switched in
when the source material changes (for example, when
the music piece is being played).
[0034] FIG. 2 is a "screen shot" of one embodiment
of a graphical user interface (GUI) for defining a data
stream within the Studio Console Process 102. The pre-
ferred content definition GUI for the Studio Console
Process 102 includes controls that allow the content

provider to do at least the following in "authoring" a play-
list entry:

- Select an audio source 150 (''live'' or "canned") for
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a data stream.

Define an audio target 152 for the data stream (e.

g., a file name for storage on the content provider
client 100 or on the host 300 for later broadcast, or

a channel name for a live broadcast).

Select an encoder 154 for compressing the audio
source data stream. The list of available encoders

allows selection of varying degrees of compression,
depending on the desired final sound quality and
the nature of the audio source material (e.g.,
speech generally can be compressed more than
music). Examples of such encoders include those
available from Voxware, Inc. of Princeton, NJ. For

example, the Voxware VR12 Speech Codec re-
quires a bit rate of only 1.5 Kbps for speech, while
a music Codec may require as much as 10 Kbps.

Define a "stream name" 156, which is a name for

the data stream that is delivered to a user's play-
back tool whenever playback is started for a partic-
ular virlual Channel.

Define a "stream description" 158 that provides a
detailed description of the data stream that can be
delivered to a user's playbacktool on demand. For
example, the description may contain rich-text -
HTMLformatted text that may contain font and color
information tags.

Define "caption text" 160, which is simple text that

can appear within the data stream. In the preferred
embodiment, when a playback tool receives a com-
plete caption string. the caption string is forwarded
to an auxiliarytool for display in a textfield on a form,
if the field exists. The caption text may be used for
closed captioning or for other "headline" updates,
and is preferably in "rich text format" (RTF). The
caption text may also included hyperlinks.

Select image data 162 that can be delivered ap-
pended to and interleaved with the audio data. The
image data is inserted in the data stream wherever
available space is found after the audio packets (a
target bit rate for the data stream is set at authoring
time) to expedite transfer to the client. When data
is received at the playback tool, it is forwarded to
an auxiliary tool for rendering. The original image
data may be in any of a variety of formats, such as
the well-known ART, BMP, GIF or JPG (JPEG) im-
age formats, but is preferably transformed into a
single multimedia ART format for broadcast. A
number of images may be linked to form a "slide
show". To save space in the data stream itself, a
global ID reference to an image or video data may
be delivered instead of an image itself. The global
ID is passed by the user's playback tool to an aux-
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iliary tool for rendering. This approach is useful if
the referenced data resides on the client's system
(i.e., the data was downloaded previously). Video

data can also be delivered appended to and inter-
Ieaved with the audio data. As with image data, vid-
eo data is inserted in the data stream wherever

available space is found after the audio packets.
However, a significant amount of bandwidth is re-
quired for video data, even for highly compressed
video images, and thus should be limited for low-
bandwidth users. When video data is received at

the playback tool, it is forwarded to an auxiliary tool
for rendering.

- Select or define URLs 164 that can be delivered ap-
pended to and interleaved with the audio data.
When URLs are received at the playback tool, they
forwarded to an auxiliary tool which attaches them
to a button or image on a form (if one exists) dis-
played to the user. When the button or image is se-
lected by the user, the attached UFIL is activated in
conventional fashion.

[0035] The Studio Console Process 102 also may be
used to schedule playlist content on a channel for an
extended period of time. FIG. 3 is a "screen shot" of one
embodiment of a GUI for defining a playlist schedule
within the Studio Console Process 102. The preferred
playlist definition GUI for the Studio Console Process
102 includes controls that allow the content provider to
do at least the following in scheduling a playlist:

- Define a schedule 170 of start and stop times for
each of a plurality ot audio content files.

- Select a channel 172 on which multimedia content
will be made available to users.

0 Define a release date 174 for the playlist.

- Checkthe overall start and stop times 176 and file
characteristics 178 for the playlist content.

System Architecture - User Client

[0036] FIG. 1A also shows a user client 200. In the
preferred embodiment, a User Client Process 202 com-
municates through a playback tool 204 across a network
(e.g., the Internet) with the host 800 to access playlists
and select achanneltor playback. The UserC|ient Proc-
ess 202 responds to and carries out the directions of a
user by means of the playback tool 204. In particular,
the playbacktool 204 selects one of a plurality of decod-
er plugins 206 to perform necessary data decompres-
sion of the multimedia content of a received data stream.

The playback tool 204 also parses multimedia packets
received from the host 300. In particular, the playback
tool 204 processes all audio data internally, but forwards
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all non-audio data to one or more auxiliary tools 208,
each of which can manage and render such data.
[0037] In the preferred embodiment, while a data

stream may contain all types of data, each particular
calling form displayed by the User Client Process 202
notifies the auxiliary tools 208 of the data that pertain to
the form. That way, different forms can have different
presentations for the same data stream. For example,
one small form may only have start and stop buttons for
the audio portion of the stream with no image box. The
auxiliary tools 208 would not try to render any accom-
panying image data. Another, larger form may have an
image boxthat is updated by an auxiliary tool 208 when-
ever a new image appears in the data stream.
[0038] In the preferred embodiment. the user client
process 202 provides the ability for a user to play back
a particular playlist selection until a different channel is
selected or the playback session is ended. Multimedia
content may be delivered in a one-time transmission or
may be continuously broadcast in a looping manner. In
either event, the user is able to join an active broadcast
at any point during its transmission.
[0039] FIG. 4 is a "screen shol" of one embodiment
of a GUI for displaying playback information and allow-
ing selection of a playback channel within the User Cli-
ent Process 202. (Details of a playback session are de-
scribed below.) The preferred playback GUI includes
controls that allow the user to do at least the following:

- Display a playlist 400 of stream names for selecta-
ble data streams.

- Display a stream description 404 for a selected
stream name.

- Display accompanying caption text 406.

- Display accompanying graphics 408.

- Display active link buttons 410 for accompanying
URLs.

- Include other desired or convenient controls, such

a stop button 412. For example, if the user presses
the stop button 412, the playback tool 204 should
blank out the stream name, stream description, link
button, and caption text. The playback tool 204
could also display a default name, such as "no sta-
tion selected". The playback tool 204 may also
cause a blank image sent to the appropriate auxil-
iary tool 208 if the user presses the stop button 412
while an image is being rendered. A standard
graphic can be displayed instead.

System Architecture — Host Broadcast System
Architecture

[0040] Referring to FIG. 1A, a playlist of multimedia
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content generated by a content provider client 100 is
transferred in conventional fashion over a network (e.g.,
the Internet) to a host 300. The host 300 generally in-
cludes one or more "front-end" Terminal Information

Handlers (TIH) 302 that manage general information
flow to and from the host 300 for multiple users. For ex-
ample, on the America Online network, each TIH 302
can manage about 63 concurrent users. A radio IN proc-
ess 304 executing on the host 300 receives data from
a content provider client 100 that is transmitted by
means of "ri" (radio input) messages. The radio IN proc-
ess 304 generally stores multimedia content as files in
a storage device 306 that is accessible to the host 300
for later broadcast orfor archiving of the multimedia con-
tent. However. the radio IN process 304 may also be
used to directly transfer the received multimedia content
to a radio OUT process 308 for broadcast to users re-
questing playback.
[OO41] In accordance with a primary aspect of the in-
vention, the radio OUT process 308 provides multiple
data streams of multimedia content for access by users.
In particular. the radio OUT process 308 may access
multiple data streams from one or more storage devices
306, or accept ''live'' feeds of multimedia content from
the radio IN process 304 (e.g., a live interview or live
reporting from the scene of a news event). Thus, the
radio OUT process 308 gathers and assembles the data
packets representing such multimedia content data
streams into a "broader" multi-stream data flow.

[0042] In order to provide a highly efficient distribution
system that allows a large number of users to rapidly
access one or more channels of multimedia data, the

inventive system architecture provides a "fan out" mech-
anism that includes a master broadcast process 312.
The broadcast process 312 accepts the multi-stream
data flow from the radio OUT process 310 and then dis-
tributes the multi-stream data flow (shown as thick ar-
rows in FIG. 1A) along with instances of itself 312 to
essentially every terminal information handler 314 ac-
cessible to the host 300. (Although only two instances
of the broadcast process 312 and two T|Hs 314 are
shown, any number may be selected). Thus, the load of
providing data streams is spread among a large number
of Terminal Information Handlers 314.

[0043] For example, in the America Online network,
one instance of each broadcast process would be dis-
tributed within an internal networkto a "pod", each com-
prising a large numberof individual servers. Coupled to
each pod in a ring are multiple T|Hs 314. Executing on
each pod is an instance of the broadcast process 312.
which circulates the multi-stream data flow among all
T|Hs within the pod. In this manner, any one channel of
multimedia data stream within the multi-stream data

flow is available fortransmittal to a user requesting play-
back with very little delay. As noted above, in one em-
bodiment of the invention, the access latency is typically
less than about 3 seconds.

[0044] FIG. 1B is block diagram of a portion of an al-
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ternative embodiment of the invention. In this embodi-

ment, the Terminal Information Handlers are configured
hierarchically. A multi-stream data flowfrom a broadcast

process 350 is transmitted to a top-level terminal front
end processor (TFEP) 352 of conventional design,
which c:ontrols multiple T|Hs 354. The TFEP 352 then
re-transmits the multi-stream data flow to dependent
TI Hs 354, reducing data traffic within the overall system
compared to the ring architecture referenced above.
Multiple user clients 356 may then access selected
channels of the multi-stream data flowthrough the T|Hs
354.

[0045] Once the multi-stream data flow content is
available in the T|Hs 314, any channel of the multi-
stream data flow is available for transmittal to a user re-

questing playback. To allow a user to select a particular
channel, a tuner process 318 executing within the host
300 is coupled to each TIH 314. The tuner process 318
intercepts channel requests from users and commands
the TIH 314 with which the user is in communication to

deliver a particular multimedia data stream to that user
from the multi-stream data flow. Thereafter, packets
from that data stream are transmitted to the requesting
user (see below for further discussion of playback ses-
sions).
[0046] An additional function of the tuner process 318
is that it can "map" a channel name to a channel number.
For internal efficiencies, each channel of the multi-

stream data flow is given a channel number. However,
it may be desirable to give one or more channel names
to each channel number. Thus, channel "1" may be as-
signed the channel name of "The AOL Radio Hour" on

one playback list form displayable to users for a partic-
ular time slot, but be assigned the channel name of "The
Motley Fool'' on the same or another playback list form
for a different time slot. Accordingly, in the preferred em-
bodiment, the tuner process 318 maintains a map of
channel names to channel numbers. The tuner process
31 8 then maps an incoming channel name from a user's
channel request to the corresponding channel number.
That channel number is then used to select the corre-

sponding data stream on the TIH 314 to transmit to the
user

[0047] The inventive architecture may also be used in
conjunction with conventional Internet multicast sys-
tems by providing a connection 320 from the radio OUT
process 308 toamulticast serversystem, in known fash-
ion. This capability may be useful when a channel is ex-
pected to have a relatively small audience which would
not tax the "fan out" characteristics of the multicast sys-
tem. However. for large "fan out" needs, the inventive
architecture provides the advantages noted above.

Capture Session

[0048] FIG. 5A is a block diagram showing the client-
host architecture for a capture session. A content pro-
vider is provided with the Studio Console Process 102,
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encoder tool 104, and encoder plugins 106 described
above, which may be considered to be a single ''capture
tool'' 502 executing on a content provider client 100. The

capture tool 502 communicates with the host 300 over
a network through a Send function 504, which takes
care of the details of data transmission in known fashion.

The host 300 communicates with the capture tool 502
through a Terminal Information Handler (TIH) 302, as
described above. The capture process requires only
one host process, the radio IN process 304, whose func-
tion is to receive data from a content provider that is
transmitted by means of "ri" (radio input) messages. The
radio IN process 304 stores multimedia content as files
in a storage device 306 that are accessible to the host
300 for later broadcast. There are three phases of a cap-
ture session: Starting the capture session, Recording,
and Ending the capture session.
[0049] For a live input (e.g., a microphone capture),
initiating a capture session will start recording, com-
pressing the multimedia data using the selected encod-
er plugin 106, packetizing the compressed multimedia
data as a data stream, and uploading the data stream
to the host 300. Since the data is compressed and trans-
mitted while the ''live'' data (e.g., voice from a micro-
phone) is being recorded, the author has no ability to
edit and review the content. This option will most likely
be used for unrehearsed content. For pre-recorded in-
put (e.g., a WAV file), initiating a capture session will
start compressing the multimedia data using the select-
ed encoder plugin 106, packetizing the compressed
multimedia data as a data stream, and uploading the
data stream to the host 300. Because the input data is

file based, the author has the ability to edit and review
content off-line before submitting it to the host 300.
[0050] FIG. 5B is a data flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for establishing a capture session (the represen-
tation of the Send function 504 and TIH 302 from FIG.

5 have been omitted for clarity). To establish a capture
session, the user invokes a "connect" function 506 in a

form 508 of the capture tool 502, which uploads a
CLlENT_CONNECT message 510 to the radio IN proc-
ess 304 within the host 300. The radio IN process 304
returns the same message 512 to acknowledge that a
connection has been established.

[0051] FIG. 5C is a data flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for recording during a capture session. After the
host 300 has been informed that the content provider
client 100 will be sending data, the capture tool 502 in-
itiates transfer of multimedia content with an "rc" (radio
control) STAFIT_STREAM message 514. The radio IN
process 304 returns the same message 51 6 to acknowl-
edge the start of data transmission and opens 515 a file
to store the data stream. The initialization message is
then followed by "ri" (radio input) DATA messages 518-I
to 518—nfrom the capture tool 502. The DATA messages
contain the audio data and any supplemental data ap-
pended to the audio data. At the end of the data stream,
the capture tool 502 sends an "rc" (radio control)
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END_STREAM message 520. The radio IN process 304
returns the same message 522 to acknowledge the end
of data transmission and closes 523 the data file used
to store the data stream.

[0052] FIG. 5D is a data flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for ending a capture session. The capture ses-
sion is stopped by closing the open form 508 of the cap-
ture tool 502 or by pressing the appropriate cancel con-
trol. When this happens, the capture tool 502 sends an
"rc" (radio control) CL|ENT_D|SCONNECT message
52410 the radio IN process 304. The radio IN process
304 returns the same message 526 to acknowledge that
the connection has been terminated. When this occurs,

the capture tool 502 is shutdown by the content provider
client 100.

Playback Session

[0053] FIG. 6A is a data flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow architecture for playback of a multimedia data
stream. A user is provided with a user client process
202, playbacktool 204, and decoder plugins 206 as de-
scribed above, which may be considered to be a single
"playback too|" executing on the user client 200. The
playback tool includes a playback form 602 to accept
user selection of a channel. The channel selected is

communicated to the processes described above with
respect to FIG. 1A, which may be considered to be a
single "broadcast system" 604 from the user's perspec-
tive.

[0054] The broadcast system 604 manages the deliv-
ery of radio control messages ("rc") and radio broadcast

("rb") data to the user client 200 through a Terminal In-
formation Handler, as described above. There are four

phases of playback sessions: Start Playback, Playback,
Switching Channels, and Ending Playback.
[0055] FIG. 6B is a data flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for starting a playback session. To establish a
playback session, the user uses the playback tool to
download a selection form from the host 300. In partic-
ular, the broadcast system 604 will have initialized the
playback form 602 with the available channels. A chan-
nel is selected from the playbackform 602, and the play-
back tool notifies the broadcast system 604 of the se-
Iected channel through a CHANNEL REQUEST com-
mand message 606.
[0056] Once the broadcast system 604 has been in-
formed that the user client 200 has selected a particular
radio channel for playback (i.e., the tuner process 316
receives an "rw" token with a channel name), the broad-
cast system 604 initiates the broadcast with a "rc" (radio
control) START_CMD message 608. This initialization
message is immediately followed by "rb" (radio broad-
cast) data messages 610. The data messages 612 pref-
erably alternate header information and multimedia da-
ta. In the preferred embodiment, an identical header to-
ken is repeated with every data transmission so that us-
ers can join in the broadcast at any particular moment.
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The final "rb" data packet 614 transmitted contains an
"end-of-fiIe" (EOF) identifier. In the preferred embodi-
ment, if the playback content loops, the first data header

will be transmitted again, and the broadcast will restart.
Otherwise, a special "rc" STOP_PLAY_O message (not
shown) is sent to shut down that particular channel.
[0057] FIG. 6C is a data flow diagram showing the da-
ta flowfor switching a playback channel. The basic proc-
ess is similartothe process described for FIG. 6B. How-
ever. when a program is playing, the user can request
a different program using the playback form 602. The
playback tool notifies the broadcast system 604 of the
new selected channel through a channel request mes-
sage 606'. The broadcast system 604 then initiates the
new broadcast with a "re" (radio control) STAFIT_CMD
message 608'. This initialization message is immediate-
Iy followed by "rb" (radio broadcast) data messages 610'
for the new channel. Whenever a new channel is start-

ed, the stream name and stream description is sent to
the appropriate auxiliary tool 208 for display if provided
by the playback form 602.
[0058] FIG. 6D is a data flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow [or ending a playback session. The playback ses-
sion is stopped by closing the open playback form 602
or by pressing the appropriate cancel control. When this
happens, a TERMINATE SESSION command message
616 is sent to the broadcast system 604 to force a
STOP_PLAY_O 618 message to be sent backto the us-
er client 200. When this occurs, the playback tool is shut-
down.

Computer Implementation

[0059] The invention may be implemented in hard-
ware or software, or a combination of both. However,

preferably, the invention is implemented by means of a
computer program executing on one or more program-
mable systems each comprising at least one processor.
a data storage system (including volatile and non-vo|a-
tile memory and/or storage elements). at least one input
device, and at least one output device. Program code is
applied to input data to perform the functions described
herein and generate output information. The output in-
formation is applied to one or more output devices, in
known fashion.

[0060] Each such program may be implemented in
any desired computer language (including machine, as-
sembly, high level procedural, or object oriented pro-
gramming languages) to communicate with a computer
system. In any case, the language may be a compiled
or interpreted language.
[0061] Each such computer program is preferably
stored on a storage media or device (e.g., ROM or mag-
netic media) readable by a general or special purpose
programmable computer, for configuring and operating
the computer when the storage media or device is read
by the computer to perform the procedures described
herein. The inventive system may also be considered to
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be implemented as a computer-readable storage medi-
um, configured with a computer program, where the
storage medium so configured causes a computerto op-

erate in a specific and predefined manner to pertorm the
functions described herein.

[0062] A number of embodiments of the present in-
vention have been described. Nevertheless, it will be un-

derstood that various modifications may be made with-
out departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
For example, while specific controls have been shown
in FIGS. 2-4, other controls may be used to provide sim-
ilarfunctionality. Further, while FIGS. 5A-5D and 6A-6D
show preferred messaging and data flow protocols, oth-
er messaging and data flow protocols may be used to
provide similar functionality. Accordingly, other embod-
iments are within the scope of the following claims.

Claims

1. A system for playback of live and pre-recorded mul-
timedia data in real-time over a large scale commu-
nication network, including.

(a) a computer system having a plurality of ter-
minal information handlers for managing gen-
eral information flow to and from a plurality of
users;

(b) an output process for assembling multiple
multimedia data streams for distribution;

(c) at least one broadcast process, in commu-
nication with the output process, for distributing
the assembled multiple multimedia data
streams to each of the terminal information

handlers; and

(d) a selector process, in communication with
the terminal information handlers, for receiving
a channel request from a user through an ter-
minal information handler associated with the

user, mapping the channel request to a corre-
sponding one of the multiple multimedia data
streams, and enabling transmission of the cor-
responding one multimedia data stream to the
user through the associated terminal informa-
tion handler.

2. The system of claim 1, further including an input
process for receiving multimedia data streams for
distribution.

3. The system of claim 1, further including at least one
storage device for storing multimedia data streams
for later transmission.

4. A method for playback of live and pre-recorded mul-
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timedia data in real-time over a large scale commu-
nication network, including the steps of:

(a) providing a plurality of terminal information
handlers for managing general information flow
to and from a plurality of users;

(b) assembling multiple multimedia data
streams for distribution:

(C) distributing the assembled multiple multime-
dia data streams to each of the terminal infor-

mation handlers; and

(d) receiving a channel request from a user
through an terminal information handler asso-
ciated with the user, mapplng the channel re-
quest to a corresponding one of the multiple
multimedia data streams, and enabling trans-
mission of the corresponding one multimedia
data stream to the user through the associated
terminal information handler.

The method of claim 4, further including the step of
receiving multimedia data streams for distribution.

The method of claim 4, further including the step of
storing multimedia data streams for later transmis-
sion_
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NO 9742582 A 13-11-1997
US 5983005 A 09-11-1999

EPOFORMP0459
For more details about this annex zsee Official Joumai of the European Patent Office, No. 12132
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: Method For Content Delivery

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Russell W. White

Attorney Docket Number: AFF.0004C7US

Utility under 35 USC111(a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)
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Description Fee Code Quantity
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 S“:-S1-;(t$a)| in
Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($) 180
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

m

—

Title of Invention: Method For Content Delivery

I

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment yes—

—Au*h°”ZedUSer  
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:
 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)
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File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) AFF004C7|DSApp|eFtp|DS1of2
Filed (SB/O8) TOFlLE.pdf 4bc1Zdbd824b9dbf7a4f9acc5bf05183cdb

00e44

Information:

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

575543

Foreign Reference EP984584.pdf
607000cf59afc8e9d0e741445470eab5430

037b

Information:

_ _ _ 2696172
SonyPortab|eMInIdIscMzR90.NPL D t

ocumen s pdf eaba2ba3cbfe2f50c557f74512c89a6ce534
a22b

The page size in the PDF is too large. The pages should be 8.5 X11 or A4. If this PDF is submitted, the pages will be resized upon entry into the
Image File Wrapper and may affect subsequent processing

Information:

2714710

NPL Documents EmpegCarUserGuide1999.pdf 53e282b9bdd0bab8b3d3c1e9d573591892
fdce18

Information:

870439

NPL Documents EmpegCarUserGuide2000.pdf dbb88ae6954626bd1fe6f7a22443703cfa5 I

Information:

798095

MP3portab|eP|ayerGoesE|ite.
pdf

NPL Documents
7f431be2d55e77d0fca5afc97008a06c057a

3405

Information:

1118208

NPL Documents |EEE80211b.pdf 00666fe21bfba98936d95a3d795707f6fc38
c6d3

Information:

5191454

NPL Documents Underhi||AndGert|er.pdf 07e685d2dbb355ea3e3fd680d9ff33dded3
dde78
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Information:

Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info.pdf 71ea705713a167db876e9dc3a0b30ead9b
0f9d76

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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DOC Code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (01-10). . . . . A df th h 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U_S_ Patent and Traggggfk O?fri::§U_S:?tE,gEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 12495190

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

U.S.PATENTS

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where
. . * Patent Number Issue Date . Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial No Code1 of cited Document .

Figures Appear

2001-0619
1996-11-05

6248946

5572442

5797089 1998-08-18
2001-12-11
1998-04-07 Seazholtz

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Publication Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where

6330247

5737706

6338044 I 2002-01-08

Relevant Passages or RelevantNumber Codel Date of cited Document .
Figures Appear

EFS Web 2.1.17
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

I20010042107 I 2001-11-15 
If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Name of Patemee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Examiner Cite Foreign Document Kind Publication where Relevant

' ' Passages or Relevant

Figures Appear

IEP 984584 I2000-08-03 Lippert

Applicant of cited
Document

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item

(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number( ),

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite

Sony Corporation, Sony Portable MiniDisc
Recorder MZ—R90/MZ—R91 Operating Instructions, Doc. No. 3—867—571—22(1), 1999, pp. 1-55.

Empeg Car User Guide, 1999, pp. 1-19.

Empeg Car User Guide (2000) pp. 1-48

Crowe, Mike. Empeg Car Beta 10a, March 25, 2000, 3 pages.

Emplode Help, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C.
102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 25 pages.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

“MP3 Portable Player Goes Elite” The Mac Observer, Nov. 17, 1999, 3 pages.

"MP3 in Your Car Has Arrived" (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 1 page.

Photos from Comdex Fall 1999, Nov. 1999, 9 pages.

Photos from LinuxWor|d Expo, Winter 1999, Mar. 1-4, 1999, 22 pages.

1 Craig Knudsen, “MP3 Linux Players,” Linux Journal, Jul. 1, 1999, pp. 1-3.

riocar.org — Empeg Car History, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 4 pages.

A “Visteon: For Your Listening Pleasure - Any Music, Any Time, Anywhere,” Presswire, Jan. 5, 2000, 1 page.

4 Photographs in email to Hugo Fiennes, Sept. 22, 1999, 4 pages.

A -P HP Jornada 420 User’s Manual, 1999, pp. 1-142.

IEEE Standard 802.11b, 1999 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications:
Higher-Speed Physical Layer Extension in the 2.4 GHz Band) Sep. 16, 1999, 96 pages.

4 U1

6) Rea|P|ayer Plus G2 Manual, 1999, pp. 1-81.

I

I
I
I
I

I
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

IEEE Standard 802.11a, 1999 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications: High-
Speed Physical Layer in the 5GHz Band), 1999, 91 pages.

\I

A W Rod Underhill & Nat Gertler, "The Complete |diot’s Guide to MP3: Music on the Internet,'' 1999, 44 pages.

4 L0 Bill Mann, "| Want My MP3! How to Download, Rip, & Play Digital Music," McGraw-Hill 2000, 175 pages.

IEEE Standard 802.11, 1997 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications), 1997,
pp. 1-145.

IEEE Standard 802.3ab, 1999 Edition (802.3 Physical Layer Specification for 1000 Mb/s Operation on Four Pairs of
Category 5 or Better Balanced Twisted Pair Cable (1000BASE-T) 1999, 140 pages.

4

IBM Wireless Modem for Cellular/CDPD - Quick Reference, Oct. 1995, pp. 1-20.

Creative Sound Blaster Live! Platinum product, documentation, and software: Creative Technology Ltd., Creative
Sound Blaster Live! Platinum Getting Started, Sept. 1999, 93 pages.

psa[p|ay Getting Started Guide, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), pp. 1-16.

-l>

l\) O‘! psa[p|ay Getting Started Guide, 2000, pp. 1-16.

l\) C) Rio 800 User Guide, 2001, pp. 1-38.

l\)l\)l\)l\)l\)l\)—\ \l00l\)0
Rio 800 Digital Audio P|ayer—Getting Started, 2000, pp. 1-19.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

IRio 600 Getting Started Guide, 2001, pp. 1-169.
IRio 600 User Guide, March 2001, pp 1-38.

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at vwww.t.lSF*'i‘f3.G(.l‘\fi or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i
English language translation is attached.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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Samsung Ex. 1414 p. 289

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:I from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(1).

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure

statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(2).

See attached certification statement.

Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

None

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

Date WW-MM-DD>
Name/Print Registration Number 42117

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed

application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a( ).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218( )).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record

may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

International Application Number: 

Title of Invention: Method For Content Delivery

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) AFF004C7|DSApp|eFtp|DS1of2
Filed (SB/08) TOF|LE.pdf 4bcl Zdbd824b9dbf7a4f9acc5bf05l 83cdb

00e44

Information.
.

- .. . r-, .-:
a I . ‘ ‘ .
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This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

25358316

NPL Documents |EEEstandard80211.pdf
0ce6b48248e6fb416821bac7fdbb95a8aa7

754d2

Information:

_ _ 800536
IBMwIre|essModemQuIckRef.NPL D t

ocumen s pdf 4da738e7259b8Cfe85a738989cdfe4d6c45
6e7d

The page size in the PDF is too large. The pages should be 8.5 x 11 or A4. If this PDF is submitted, the pages will be resized upon entry into the
Image File Wrapper and may affect subsequent processing

_ _ 481123
psap|ayGettIngStartedGuIde.NPL D t

ocumen s pdf c7765ae3787cb4cfe78ebd81833ac5d342b
a52dd

The page size in the PDF is too large. The pages should be 8.5 x 11 or A4. If this PDF is submitted, the pages will be resized upon entry into the
Image File Wrapper and may affect subsequent processing

Information:

1569512

NPL Documents Rio800usersGuide.pdf
c2e235df093b7f8a55f956e25ac8a5d000f6 1

Information:

1400117

NPL Documents Rio600gettingStartedGuide.pd
d029ec9d1ee29ebdddb6bae3952eae78c7

dbce8c

Information:

2245478

NPL Documents Rio600usersGuide.pdf
1d8C02d05f268C983ef6b1f07d2500ca369d

3dfa
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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DOC Code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (01-10). . . . . A df th h 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U_S_ Patent and Traggggfk O?fri::§U_S:?tE,gEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 12495190

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

U.S.PATENTS

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where
. . * Patent Number Issue Date . Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial No Code1 of cited Document .

Figures Appear

2001-0619
1996-11-05

6248946

5572442

5797089 1998-08-18
2001-12-11
1998-04-07 Seazholtz

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Publication Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where

6330247

5737706

6338044 I 2002-01-08

Relevant Passages or RelevantNumber Codel Date of cited Document .
Figures Appear

EFS Web 2.1.17
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

I20010042107 I 2001-11-15 
If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Name of Patemee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Examiner Cite Foreign Document Kind Publication where Relevant

' ' Passages or Relevant

Figures Appear

IEP 984584 I2000-08-03 Lippert

Applicant of cited
Document

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item

(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number( ),

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite

Sony Corporation, Sony Portable MiniDisc
Recorder MZ—R90/MZ—R91 Operating Instructions, Doc. No. 3—867—571—22(1), 1999, pp. 1-55.

Empeg Car User Guide, 1999, pp. 1-19.

Empeg Car User Guide (2000) pp. 1-48

Crowe, Mike. Empeg Car Beta 10a, March 25, 2000, 3 pages.

Emplode Help, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C.
102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 25 pages.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

“MP3 Portable Player Goes Elite” The Mac Observer, Nov. 17, 1999, 3 pages.

"MP3 in Your Car Has Arrived" (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 1 page.

Photos from Comdex Fall 1999, Nov. 1999, 9 pages.

Photos from LinuxWor|d Expo, Winter 1999, Mar. 1-4, 1999, 22 pages.

1 Craig Knudsen, “MP3 Linux Players,” Linux Journal, Jul. 1, 1999, pp. 1-3.

riocar.org — Empeg Car History, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 4 pages.

A “Visteon: For Your Listening Pleasure - Any Music, Any Time, Anywhere,” Presswire, Jan. 5, 2000, 1 page.

4 Photographs in email to Hugo Fiennes, Sept. 22, 1999, 4 pages.

A -P HP Jornada 420 User’s Manual, 1999, pp. 1-142.

IEEE Standard 802.11b, 1999 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications:
Higher-Speed Physical Layer Extension in the 2.4 GHz Band) Sep. 16, 1999, 96 pages.

4 U1

6) Rea|P|ayer Plus G2 Manual, 1999, pp. 1-81.

I

I
I
I
I

I
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

IEEE Standard 802.11a, 1999 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications: High-
Speed Physical Layer in the 5GHz Band), 1999, 91 pages.

\I

A W Rod Underhill & Nat Gertler, "The Complete |diot’s Guide to MP3: Music on the Internet,'' 1999, 44 pages.

4 L0 Bill Mann, "| Want My MP3! How to Download, Rip, & Play Digital Music," McGraw-Hill 2000, 175 pages.

IEEE Standard 802.11, 1997 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications), 1997,
pp. 1-145.

4

IBM Wireless Modem for Cellular/CDPD - Quick Reference, Oct. 1995, pp. 1-20.

Creative Sound Blaster Live! Platinum product, documentation, and software: Creative Technology Ltd., Creative
Sound Blaster Live! Platinum Getting Started, Sept. 1999, 93 pages.

psa[p|ay Getting Started Guide, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), pp. 1-16.

-l>

l\) O‘! psa[p|ay Getting Started Guide, 2000, pp. 1-16.

l\) C) Rio 800 User Guide, 2001, pp. 1-38.

l\)l\)l\)l\)l\)l\)—\ \l00l\)0
Rio 800 Digital Audio P|ayer—Getting Started, 2000, pp. 1-19.
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

IRio 600 Getting Started Guide, 2001, pp. 1-169.
IRio 600 User Guide, March 2001, pp 1-38.

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at vwww.t.lSF*'i‘f3.G(.l‘\fi or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i
English language translation is attached.
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:I from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(1).

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure

statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(2).

See attached certification statement.

Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

None

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

Date WW-MM-DD>
Name/Print Registration Number 42117

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed

application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a( ).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218( )).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record

may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

International Application Number: 

Title of Invention: Method For Content Delivery

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

NPL Documents EmpegCarSoftwareBeta10.pdf c23dd85271cf244eca73353d9caa9c0290a5
928

Information
..

-__ V ,.' _.
. I “ll
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11350284

NPL Documents emp|odehe|p.pdf f7c673b33611ea2754d179a650a5cf5f1f52
425

Information:

114455

NPL Documents Mp3|nYourCarHasArrived.pdf d854e681efac802dbe0d9509f4d6240520d
948ae

Information:

1821386
PhotosFromComdexFa||1999.

NPL D t
ocumen s pdf e040431da10f9d562638de3b299a620924f

9e00f

Information:

_ 5006304
PhotosFromLInuxWor|d1999.

NPL D t
ocumen s pdf 0e72e4f50439C93C138a21739420b8ba03b

afb58

Information:

_ _ _ 1504250
VIsteonForYourLIstenIngP|easu

NPL Documents repdf b1d9e8e4465b58771cd6225996191b47a9
62808b

Information:

1930184

NPL Documents photos|nEmai|ToHugo.pdf 47e4cb479405778d08e0a32804c79f3224e
ad631

Information:

1855171

NPL Documents HPJornada420UsersManua|.pdf cc32d138b89cd232d31380b3f6bd28960ed
d332c

Information:

1377402

NPL Documents Rea|P|ayerP|usG2Man.pdf 1e499de04b641bf59e10f74b8adddb983d5
eca66

Information:

1449487

NPL Documents CreativeSoundB|asterLive.pdf 104f0b0d3105693cfc1b85cb2bb591aada6
46dd5

Information:
4" .I . ‘ ‘I I
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_ _ 325476
psap|ayGettIngStartedGuIde.NPL D t

ocumen s pdf f7355938171eb8501e9918c1b30d4f95637
88004

Information:

323659

NPL Documents Rio800gettingStarted.pdf b0d991a18f91a70ed665ed8ee5a2af494c3
3b39

Information:

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) AFF004C7|DSApp|eFtp|DS1of2
Filed (SB/O8) TOFlLE.pdf 4cb982db4a42a1ed711102422bbfb49a3d =

1 1407

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

Total Files Size (in bytes) 27140403

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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DOC Code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (01-10). . . . . A df th h 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U_S_ Patent and Traggggfk O?fri::§U_S:?tE,gEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 12495190

'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

U.S.PATENTS

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where
. . * Patent Number Issue Date . Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial No Code1 of cited Document .

Figures Appear

2001-0619
1996-11-05

6248946

5572442

5797089 1998-08-18
2001-12-11
1998-04-07 Seazholtz

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Publication Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant PageS’CO|UmnS’LineS Where

6330247

5737706

6338044 I 2002-01-08

Relevant Passages or RelevantNumber Codel Date of cited Document .
Figures Appear
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

I20010042107 I 2001-11-15 
If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Name of Patemee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Examiner Cite Foreign Document Kind Publication where Relevant

' ' Passages or Relevant

Figures Appear

IEP 984584 I2000-08-03 Lippert

Applicant of cited
Document

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item

(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number( ),

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite

Sony Corporation, Sony Portable MiniDisc
Recorder MZ—R90/MZ—R91 Operating Instructions, Doc. No. 3—867—571—22(1), 1999, pp. 1-55.

Empeg Car User Guide, 1999, pp. 1-19.

Empeg Car User Guide (2000) pp. 1-48

Crowe, Mike. Empeg Car Beta 10a, March 25, 2000, 3 pages.

Emplode Help, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more of 35 U.S.C.
102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 25 pages.
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

“MP3 Portable Player Goes Elite” The Mac Observer, Nov. 17, 1999, 3 pages.

"MP3 in Your Car Has Arrived" (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)) 1 page.

Photos from Comdex Fall 1999, Nov. 1999, 9 pages.

Photos from LinuxWor|d Expo, Winter 1999, Mar. 1-4, 1999, 22 pages.

1 Craig Knudsen, “MP3 Linux Players,” Linux Journal, Jul. 1, 1999, pp. 1-3.

riocar.org — Empeg Car History, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), 4 pages.

A “Visteon: For Your Listening Pleasure - Any Music, Any Time, Anywhere,” Presswire, Jan. 5, 2000, 1 page.

4 Photographs in email to Hugo Fiennes, Sept. 22, 1999, 4 pages.

A -P HP Jornada 420 User’s Manual, 1999, pp. 1-142.

IEEE Standard 802.11b, 1999 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications:
Higher-Speed Physical Layer Extension in the 2.4 GHz Band) Sep. 16, 1999, 96 pages.

4 U1

6) Rea|P|ayer Plus G2 Manual, 1999, pp. 1-81.

I

I
I
I
I

I
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

IEEE Standard 802.11a, 1999 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications: High-
Speed Physical Layer in the 5GHz Band), 1999, 91 pages.

\I

A W Rod Underhill & Nat Gertler, "The Complete |diot’s Guide to MP3: Music on the Internet,'' 1999, 44 pages.

4 L0 Bill Mann, "| Want My MP3! How to Download, Rip, & Play Digital Music," McGraw-Hill 2000, 175 pages.

IEEE Standard 802.11, 1997 Edition (Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications), 1997,
pp. 1-145.

4

IBM Wireless Modem for Cellular/CDPD - Quick Reference, Oct. 1995, pp. 1-20.

Creative Sound Blaster Live! Platinum product, documentation, and software: Creative Technology Ltd., Creative
Sound Blaster Live! Platinum Getting Started, Sept. 1999, 93 pages.

psa[p|ay Getting Started Guide, (date unknown, contended by defendant Apple Corp. to be prior art under one or more
of 35 U.S.C. 102 (a), (b), (f) and (g)), pp. 1-16.

-l>

l\) O‘! psa[p|ay Getting Started Guide, 2000, pp. 1-16.

l\) C) Rio 800 User Guide, 2001, pp. 1-38.

l\)l\)l\)l\)l\)l\)—\ \l00l\)0
Rio 800 Digital Audio P|ayer—Getting Started, 2000, pp. 1-19.
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

IRio 600 Getting Started Guide, 2001, pp. 1-169.
IRio 600 User Guide, March 2001, pp 1-38.

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at vwww.t.lSF*'i‘f3.G(.l‘\fi or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i
English language translation is attached.
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'“F°R“"’“'°“°'S°L°S“RE
STATEMENTBY ’“"’”°’*“T
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:I from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(1).

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure

statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(2).

See attached certification statement.

Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

None

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

Date WW-MM-DD>
Name/Print Registration Number 42117

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed

application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a( ).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218( )).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record

may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

International Application Number: 

Title of Invention: Method For Content Delivery

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) AFF004C7|DSApp|eFtp|DS1of2
Filed (SB/08) TOF|LE.pdf 4cb982db4a42a1ed711102422bbfb49a3d =

1 1407

Information.
.

- .. . r-, .
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This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

183190

NPL Documents Knudsen.pdf
a455b3b0fa2e98b8441e3adbddcb61e67c1

834d:

Information:

NPL Documents RiocarDotOrgToFi|e.pdf
f1 631337891 449ff1 a1 de28a23 1 31348965013

dc92

Information:

1183780

NPL Documents |EEE80211a1of2.pdf
b49168b6bf9e24332a1b7dc1d074efe7e9a

93a44

Information:

1063297

NPL Documents |EEE80211a2of2.pdf
56bc9c2ddd7de0e95a914c2bc157f6c5221

708d8

Information:

5179148

NPL Documents Mann1of2.pdf
66248d524e592155af5859675301b3170d2

Zbfdi

Information:

4465068

NPL Documents Mann2of2.pdf
e536de8b71d1940d878b8fcb1542e73b9b

a4ea0f
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Russell W. White et al. § Group Art Unit: 2617

§

Serial No.: 12/495,190 §

§ Examiner: Erika A. Gary

Filed: June 30, 2009 §

§

For: Method for Content Delivery § Atty. Dkt. No.: AFF.0004C7US

§

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

REPLY TO OFFICE ACTION MAILED SEPTEMBER 17 2010 

Sir:

In response to the Office Action mailed September 17, 2010, please amend the above-

referenced patent application as follows:
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Amendments to the Specification:

Please replace paragraph beginning on page 2, paragraph 1 with the following amended

paragraph:

This application is a continuation of U.S.

—l-6,—2008 Patent No. 7,778,595, which issued on August 17, 2010 entitled "Method for Managing

Media," which is a continuation of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,833, which issued on January 29, 2008,

which is a continuation of U.S. Patent No. 7,187,947, which issued on March 6, 2007, the

disclosures of which are all hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entirety for all

purposes.
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Amendments to the Claims:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application:

Listing of Claims:

Claims 1-18 (Canceled)

Claim 19 (previously presented): A method for content delivery, comprising:

maintaining a network resource that is accessible to a remote electronic device, the

remote electronic device being capable of wireless communication, wherein the network

resource facilitates access to a selectable piece of media content;

storing a first collection of instructions on at least one storage device, wherein the first

collection of instructions are executable by a processor of a computing device to present a

graphical user interface for the network resource; and

storing a different collection of instructions on the at least one storage device, wherein

the different collection of instructions are executable by a processor of the remote electronic

device: (1) to access a website; (2) to recognize selection of an icon presented on a display of the

remote electronic device, wherein the icon is associated with content that is deliverable as a

streaming media; (3) to present an other icon comprising the word “store” on the display; (4) to

locally store a playlist; and (5) to switch between a set of communication rates at which the

remote electronic device can wirelessly receive a first portion and a second portion of the

content, wherein the set of communication rates comprise at least a first data rate and a second

data rate that is slower than the first data rate.

Claim 20 (canceled)

Claim 21 (currently amended): The method of Claim [[20]] Q, wherein [[the]] E

of the set of communication [[rate]] rates is 10 Kbps.

Claim 22 (previously presented): The method of Claim 19, further comprising

communicating information from a network location for use by the remote electronic device via
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a computing device that already has the first collection of instructions and is operable to execute

the first collection of instructions in connection with accessing the network resource.

Claim 23 (previously presented): The method of Claim 22, further comprising

communicating a software upgrade for the remote electronic device.

Claim 24 (currently amended): The method of Claim 19, further comprising:

maintaining a store resource that can be accessed in response to a selection of the other

icon comprising the word “store” on the display of the remote electronic device; and

making a piece of software available at the store resource, wherein the piece of software

includes instructions executable by the processor of the remote electronic device.

Claim 25 (currently amended): The method of Claim 19, further comprising

providing a copy of the first collection of instructions to ~a—use1= the remote electronic device.

Claim 26 (currently amended): The method of Claim 19, further comprising

providing a copy of the different collection of instructions to ~a—use1= the remote electronic device.

Claim 27 (previously presented): The method of Claim 19, wherein the content is

segmented into a plurality of portions.

Claim 28 (previously presented): The method of Claim 27, wherein the different

collection of instructions are further executable by the processor of the remote electronic device

to receive communication of the plurality of segments in connection with outputting the content.

Claim 29 (previously presented): The method of Claim 19, wherein the different

collection of instructions are further executable by the processor of the remote electronic device

to receive at least one portion of the content in a compressed format and to process the at least

one portion.
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Claim 30 (currently amended): A method for content delivery, comprising:

maintaining a network resource that is accessible to a cellular telephone, the cellular

telephone being capable of wireless communication, wherein the network resource facilitates

access to media content;

storing a collection of instructions on at least one storage device, wherein the collection

of instructions are executable by a processor of the cellular telephone:

11) to present presenting a graphical user interface on a display of aneleetrenie

device the cellular tele hone

12) to recognize reeegniiing selection of an icon presented on the display,

wherein the icon is associated with content that is deliverable as a streaming media; and

 
Q) to direct [[a]] tl1_e processor in

the eleetreniedeviee cellular telephone to switch between a set of communication rates at which

the eleetreniedeviee cellular telephone receives a first portion and a second portion of the media

content, wherein the set of wireless communication rates comprises at least a first data rate and a

second data rate that is slower than the first data rate.

Claim 31 (currently amended): The method of Claim 30, 

wherein a portion of the collection of instructions are utilized at the eleetreniedeviee

cellular telephone to switch between at least two of the set of communication rates.

Claim 32 (currently amended): The method of Claim 30,

wherein a portion of the collection of

instructions are executed by the processor of the cellular telephone to direct the processor in the

eleetreniedeviee cellular telephone to present an other icon comprising the word “store” on the

display;

to access aeeessing a network based store resource in response to a selection of the other

icon comprising the word “store”; and
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to select selecting a piece of software available at the store network based resource,

wherein the piece of software includes instructions executable by the processor of the electronic

dcvicc cellular telephone.

Claim 33 (currently amended): The method of Claim 30, further comprising

receiving providing a software upgrade to the cellular telephone.

Claims 34 — 35 (canceled)

Claim 36 (currently amended): The method of Claim 30, 

wherein switching between the first data rate and the second data rate i_s based on an amount of

the media content that has been buffered in the clcctrenicdcvicc cellular telephone.

Claim 37 (previously presented): A system for content delivery, comprising:

a portable device having a display, a local rechargeable battery, a wireless

communication system, and a processor;

a physical interface of the portable device, the physical interface configured to connect to

an interface system that includes a cable having multiple conductive elements, wherein the

physical interface is designed such that a different electronic device can be communicatively

coupled with the physical interface of the portable device using the interface system in a manner

that allows the different electronic device to recharge the local rechargeable battery using at least

one of the multiple conductive elements and to communicate with the portable device using at

least one other of the multiple conductive elements; and

a computer—readable medium having stored instructions that when executed are operable

to cause the processor: (1) to present an icon on the display, the icon associated with content that

is deliverable as streaming media; (2) to recognize a selection of the icon; and (3) to switch

between a set of communication rates at which the portable device receives a first portion and a

second portion of the content, wherein the set of communication rates comprise at least a first

data rate and a second data rate that is slower than the first data rate.
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Claim 38 (previously presented): The system of Claim 37, further comprising the

interface system and the different electronic device, wherein at least a portion of the different

electronic device is a component of an automobile sound system and the interface system utilizes

at least one bus to communicatively couple with the different electronic device.

Claim 39 (previously presented): The system of Claim 37, further comprising the

interface system and the different electronic device, wherein at least a portion of the different

electronic device is a component of a stereo system and the interface system utilizes at least one

bus to communicatively couple with the different electronic device.

Claim 40 (previously presented): The system of Claim 37, wherein the stored

instructions are further operable to cause the processor: (1) to obtain a listing of network

locations at which to access the streaming media; and (2) to cause a first of the network locations

to be accessed to facilitate a streaming delivery of the streaming media.

Claim 41 (previously presented): The system of Claim 37, wherein the content is

selected from a group consisting of a song and a video.
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

Applicants gratefully acknowledge the indication that claims 19, 22, 23 and 27-29 are

allowed.

Provided herewith is a Terminal Disclaimer and thus it is respectfully submitted that the

double patenting rejection is overcome.

The Specification has been amended as requested and thus it is respectfully submitted

that the objection to the Specification is overcome.

Regarding the §112, first paragraph rejection as to claims 24-26, claim 24 has been

amended to recite the presence of a resource. Support exists throughout the Specification for

such a resource. For example, reference can be made to FIG. 1 and paragraphs 23-24 of the

Specification that describe a digital engine and a storage device that maintain data or information

associated with selected information. Furthermore, it must be remembered that there is no in

haec verba requirement that the exact language appear in the claims as in the Specification.

M.P.E.P. §2163. Instead, all that is needed is that the Specification must reasonably convey to

those skilled in the art that Applicants were “in possession” of the claimed invention. M.P.E.P.

§2163.02. Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that the rejection is overcome.

Further with regard to the §112 rejection of claims 25 and 26, the claims have been

amended to recite that the copy of instruction collections are sent to a remote electronic device.

Support for this subject matter can be found throughout the Specification. For example, it is

described in paragraph 45 that software upgrades can be communicated to an electronic device.

Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that the rejection is overcome.

Claim 32 has been amended in similar manner as to claim 24 with regard to the §112

rejection and accordingly it is respectfully that this rejection is also overcome.

Pending claims 30, 31, 33 and 36 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) over U.S. Patent

No. 6,587,127 (Leeke) in view of U.S. Patent No. 6,405,256 (Lin). Applicants respectfully

traverse the rejection. Here, independent claim 30 has been amended to include subject matter

from independent claim 19, which stands allowed. In light of this amendment, it is respectfully

submitted that the prior art rejection to these claims is overcome.
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STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW

The undersigned and Applicants gratefully acknowledge and appreciate the Examiner’s

time and consideration extended during a telephonic interview which occurred on December 7,

2010. Taking part in the interview were Examiner Gary, Russell White, and the undersigned.

While agreement was not explicitly reached, in light of the above amendments and remarks it is

respectfully submitted that all pending claims are in condition for allowance.

Discussed during the interview were various topics, including claims in accordance with

the above amendment, the §112 rejections, the prior art, status of a litigation involving patents

related to the present application, and IDS—type disclosure issues. Specifically, as to the

amended claims, discussed was the §112 support in the original specification and drawings for

the subject matter of the claims, including the subject matter added by the above amendment.

Regarding a lawsuit involving U.S. Patent Nos. 7,324,833 and 7,634,228 related to the

present application (one of which was examined by Examiner Gary), Applicant explained that a

jury verdict of valid and infringed was reached in the matter of Aflinity Labs of Texas, LLC v.

BMW ofNorth America, LLC et al, Docket 9:08CVl64 (E.D. Tex., Lufl<in Division).

Regarding IDS—type disclosure issues, discussed were pending litigations and

reexaminations. Applicants indicated that they would continue to cite material from these

matters in accordance with the guidelines previously indicated by the Examiner in parent

application 12/015,320 (now U.S. Patent No. 7,778,595). For ease of reference, reproduced

below are these guidelines from a Response to Office Action Mailed November 12, 2009 (as

filed on March 12, 2010).

Regarding future disclosure materials, the Examiner indicated that she did not want to receive the

grants of the reexamination requests. Applicants appreciate the Examiner’s concern regarding the

volume of disclosure materials, and Applicants will provide, going forward, additional prior art

documents discovered, along with substantive non-discovery rulings of courts in litigations

involving related patents, Office Actions, and Responses from reexaminations involving related

patents and related applications. But, at the Examiner’s request, papers filed by the parties with

the courts in such litigations and papers granting reexamination will not be provided to the

Examiner. Applicants discussed that during the prosecution of U.S. Patent No. 7,634,228,

Examiner Gelin indicated that he did not want to receive papers from re-examinations and pending

litigations other than substantive rulings of court and Office Actions/Responses. If Applicants

have misunderstood the Examiner’s wishes regarding disclosure materials, Applicants respectfully

request the Examiner to address the same in the next paper.
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Accordingly, provided herewith is an Information Disclosure Statement including such

subject matter. Further, as above, if Applicants have misunderstood the Examiner’s wishes

regarding disclosure materials, it is respectfully requested that the Examiner so indicate in the

next paper.

The application is believed to be in condition for allowance and the Examiner’s prompt

action in accordance therewith is respectfully requested. The Commissioner is authorized to

charge any additional fees or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 20-1504.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: January 18, 2011 /Mark J. Rozman/
Mark J. Rozman

Registration No. 42,117

TROP, PRUNER & HU, P.C.

1616 S. Voss Road, Suite 750

Houston, Texas 77057-2631

(512) 418-9944 [Phone]

(713) 468-8883 [Fax]

Customer No.: 21906

10
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(54) Title: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRANSFERRING AUDIO FILES

  radio base
station

(57) Abstract

A music file downloading method wherein a desired music file can readily be selected and downloaded by the user and the expense
thereof can easily be settled, and a music file reproduction apparatus employing said music file downloading method. If the user selects
a desired tune over a communication network (60), then a music file server (30) having music files stored therein sends the music file of
the selected time to a radio base station (40) together with an identifier. The radio base station (40) receives the music file of the selected
tune and the identifier from the music file server (30) and transmits them to the music file reproduction apparatus by radio. The music file
reproduction apparatus stores the music file transmitted from the radio base station (40) in its memory when the identifier transmitted from
the base station is identical with its unique identifier.
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W0 00/S4462 PCT/KR00/00157

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRANSFERRING AUDIO FILES

Technical Field of the Invention

5 The present invention relates generally to a method and apparatus for

downloading music files, and in particular to a music file downloading method

which enables a user to select and download a desired music file readily and

settle the expense thereof easily, and to a music file reproduction apparatus

employing said music file downloading method.

10

Background of the Invention

With the development of audio compression technique, music file

decoding techniques having sound quality comparable to that of a compact disc

15 and yet have a small size have recently been proposed one after another.

Among them, a motion pictures experts group 1 (MPEG -1) layer 3 (MP3)

format technique is most widely used at the present. In this MP3 technique, a

computer downloads and reproduces an MP3 file, or a portable MP3 player

downloads and reproduces the MP3 file directly so that it can be used as an

20 alternative to a conventional portable cassette player.

However, conventionally, it has been necessary to use a computer in

order to download a music file to an MP3 player. Namely, the computer needs

to be connected to a music file database for downloading a music file

therefrom to the MP3 player.

25 The construction of a conventional MP3 player and a conventional
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method for downloading a music file to an MP3 player is described hereinafter

with reference to Figs. 6 and 7.

Fig. 6 is a chart illustrating a conventional method for downloading a

music file to a conventional MP3 player and Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing

an internal construction of the conventional MP3 player.

First, the user connects an MP3 player 500 to a communication port of a

computer 20 via a cable 50. Then, in order to download a desired music file,

the user connects the computer 20 via a communication network 60 to a music

file server or a database 30 in which the desired music file is stored. The

music file server requests the user to select a music file. If the user selects a

music file in response to instructions displayed on a screen of the computer 20,

then the selected music file is downloaded from the database 30 to the MP3

player 500 via the computer 20. The music file server stores information about

the music file downloading by the user and charges the user later a purchasing

price on the basis of the stored information. Alternatively, the server may

collect the selling price from the user in a way that it sends the music file only

to users who have paid the purchasing price in advance.

After the selected music file is downloaded to the MP3 player 500 via

the computer 20 in the above manner, it is stored in a memory 120 through a

data interface 130 under control of a controller H0 in the MP3 player 500.

For the memory 120, a nonvolatile memory such as a flash memory or an

electrically erasable and programmable read only memory (EEPROM) whose

contents are not erased even when power is not applied thereto, is used.

If the user applies a reproduction start instruction to the MP3 player 500

via an input unit 150 for reproduction of the music file stored in the above

I\)
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manner, then the controller 110 reads the stored music file from the memory

120 and transfers it to an MP3 decoder 160. Subsequently, the MP3 decoder

160 converts the music file transferred by the controller 110 into an analog

signal and outputs the converted analog signal as music through a speaker or

earphones.

However, the calculation of ,a downloading fee becomes a problem in

downloading and reproducing digital music in the above manner. Generally,

systems for charging the fee for downloading digital music may be classified

into two types, one based on a downloading time and the other based on the

number of downloaded music titles. Since the fee for downloading one or two

titles is within the range from several hundred Korean won to two thousand at

most in any of the two systems, it is difficult to settlement such small amounts

by credit card or giro. Of course, the download fee can be contained within a

communication service fee in the case where the user is a member of a charged

communication service such as Chollian or Hitel in Korea. However, the

number of users using the Internet is recently on a rapidly increasing trend and

thus, they frequently access a music file server directly over the Internet,

without intervention of a communication service. As a result, there is a need

for effective means for rapid settling of the downloading fee.

Further, a large amount of time and inconvenient line connections are

required in downloading data to a MP3 player, because the downloading

operation is performed only via the computer.

Detailed Description of the Invention

K4)
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The present invention has been made in view of the above problems, and

it is an objective of the present invention to provide a music file downloading

method which is capable of readily settling the downloading fees when music

files (including multimedia files such as animation files, moving picture files,

5 etc.) are downloaded.

It is another objective of the present invention to provide a music file

downloading method which is capable of readily downloading a music file, and

a music file reproduction apparatus employing said a music file downloading

method.

10 In accordance with the present invention, the above and other objectives

can be achieved by providing a method for downloading music files to a music

file reproduction apparatus which includes a radio circuit with a unique

identifier, comprising the steps of: allowing a user to select a tune over a

communication network; allowing a music file server having the music files

15 stored therein to send the selected tune from the stored music files to a radio

base station together with an identifier; allowing the radio base station to

receive the selected music file and the identifier from the music file server and

transmit them to the music file reproduction apparatus by radio; and allowing

the music file reproduction apparatus to store the music file transmitted from

20 the radio base station in its memory if the identifier transmitted from the base

station is identical with its unique identifier.

Brief Description ofthe Drawings

25 The above and other objectives and other advantages of the present
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invention will be more clearly understood from the following description taken

in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a chart illustrating a music file downloading method in

accordance with the preferred embodiment of the present invention;

5 Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing an internal construction of a music

file reproduction apparatus in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 3 shows examples of an internal construction of a radio interface in

Fig. 2, wherein:

10 Fig. 3a is a block diagram showing the construction of the radio

interface for a reception-dedicated type; and

Fig. 3b is a block diagram showing the construction of the radio

interface for a two-way type;

Fig. 4 is a chart illustrating an example of a music file downloading

15 method using a mobile telephone with music file reproduction function (in

accordance with an alternative embodiment ofthe present invention‘?);

Fig. 5 is a block diagram showing an internal construction ofthe mobile

telephone with music file reproduction function (in accordance with the

alternative embodiment of the present invention'?);

20 Fig. 6 is a chart illustrating a conventional method for downloading a

music file to a conventional music file reproduction apparatus; and

Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing an internal construction of the

conventional music file reproduction apparatus.

25 Description of the Preferred Embodiment

‘J!
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Fig. l is a chart illustrating a music file downloading method in

accordance with the preferred embodiment of the present invention and Fig. 2

is a block diagram showing an internal construction of a music file

reproduction apparatus in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the

present invention. As shown in Fig. 2, the subject music file reproduction

apparatus 100 comprises a radio interface 180 and an identifier (ID) storage

unit 190 in addition to the construction (contained within a dotted block) of a

conventional music file reproduction apparatus.

In the present embodiment, the user accesses an existing voice or data

communication network to select a desired tune. The music file of the selected

tune is then downloaded by radio to the music file reproduction apparatus 100

on the basis of a unique ID of the apparatus, which is stored in the ID storage

unit 190.

First, a description of the operation of selecting a desired tune using a

general telephone in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the present

invention is given. The user accesses an automatic response system (ARS)

connected to a communication network 60 using a telephone 10. As an

example of the ARS a 700 service may be used. Then, the ARS requests the

user to enter his ID (eg, a telephone or call number of a mobile telephone or

pager to which the music is to be downloaded). Upon receiving such a request

from the ARS, the user enters his ID using dial buttons ofthe telephone 10.

After receiving the user’s ID, the ARS sends a plurality of voice

information messages to the user for selection of the tune. For example, the

ARS outputs an initial voice information message. “Push number 1 if the genre
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of your desired tune is classics, number 2 for pop song, number 3 for Korean

pop song, number 4 for trot, number 5 for newest song, number 6 for jazz and

number 7 for Korean classics.” If the user selects number 2, then the ARS

outputs a voice information message, “Push number I if the genre of your

desired tune is ballad, number 2 for dance music, number 3 for trot, number 4

for rock, number 5 for R&B and number 6 for the others.” If the user selects

number 1, then the ARS outputs a voice information message, “Love Me

Tender by Elvis Presley is number 01, Angel of the Morning by Juice Newton
77

is number 02. . If the user selects number 01, then the ARS outputs a

voice information message, “You have selected Love Me Tender by Elvis

Presley. Push number I if it is correct and number 2 if not." If the user selects

number 1, the tune selection is completed.

Alternatively, a voice recognition technique may be applied to the ARS.

In such a case, upon receiving the user’s ID, the ARS outputs a voice

information message, “Select a desired tune.” If the user says “Love Me

Tender”, then the ARS outputs a voice information message. “Select a singer.”

If the user says “Elvis Presley”, then the ARS outputs a voice information

message, “You have selected Love Me Tender of Elvis Presley. Push number

l if it is correct and number 2 if not.” If the user selects number 1, the tune

selection is completed.

Next, a description of the operation of selecting a desired tune using

both a general telephone and a computer in accordance with the preferred

embodiment of the present invention is given. The user connects a server 30

via the communication network 60 using a computer 20 in which music lists

are stored. The communication network 60 may be, for example, the Internet.
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The server displays a list of categories on a screen of the computer 20. For

example, the category list may be displayed as follows:

1. Pop Song 2. Korean Pop Song3. Old Song

5. Jazz4. Newest Song 6. Light Music

7. Classics 8. Korean Classics 9. Meditation Music

If the user selects a pop so_ng category by clicking on it (or entering

“l”), then the server displays a list of tunes belonging to the pop song category

on the computer screen. For example, the tune list may be displayed as

follows:

001. Love Me Tender/Elvis Presley

002. Angel of the Morning/Juice Newton

003. Abracadabra/Steve Miller Band

004. Again/Janet Jackson

Previous Page Next Page

in case the tunes belonging to the selected category are large in number,

they can be displayed over several pages and the user can travel from one page

to another using a “Previous Page” or a “Next Page” button.

The user, after deciding desired tune for purchasing in his mind,

accesses the ARS connected to the communication network 60 using the

telephone 10. The ARS, which may provide the 700 service as stated

previously, requests the user to enter his ID. In response to such a request

from the ARS, the user enters his ID using dial buttons of the telephone 10.

After receiving the user’s ID, the ARS sends a voice information message,

“Select a desired tune.” If the user selects number 001, then the ARS outputs a
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voice information message, “You have selected Love Me Tender by Elvis

Presley. Push number 1 if it is right and number 2 if wrong.” If the user

selects number 1, the tune selection is completed.

Next, a description of the operation of selecting a desired tune using a

5 computer in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the present

invention is given. The user accesses the music file server 30 connected to the

communication network 60 using the computer 20. The communication

network 60 may be the Internet as stated previously. The music file server 30

requests the user to enter his ID and password. In this case, the user must

10 register in the music file server 30 (or join it as a member) before downloading

a desired music file therefrom. Upon registering at the music file server 30,

the user receives a unique ID therefrom and can lock it with a password. If the

user enters his ID and password, then the music file server 30 authenticates

whether the password is valid. In the case where the password is not valid, the

15 server 30 requests the user to enter his password again or cuts the connection

thereto.

In the case where the password is valid, the music file server 30

displays a list of categories on the screen of the computer 20. For example, the

category list may be displayed as follows:

20 1. Pop Song 2. Korean Pop Song3. Old Song

4. Newest Song 5. Jazz 6. Light Music

7. Classics 8. Korean Classics 9. Meditative Music

If the user selects a pop song category by clicking on it (or entering

"‘l”), then the music file server 30 displays a list of tunes belonging to the pop

25 song category on the computer screen. For example, the tune list may be
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displayed as follows:

001. Love Me Tender/Elvis Presley

002. Angel of the Morning/Juice Newton

003. Abracadabra/Steve Miller Band

004. Again/Janet Jackson

Previous Page Next Page

In case the tunes belonging to the selected category are large in number,

they can be displayed over several pages and the user can travel from one page

to another using a “Previous Page” button or a “Next Page” button.

If the user selects a desired tune, then the music file server 30 displays a

message, “Download ?”, on the computer screen. If the user selects “Yes”, the

music file server 30 sends a music file of the selected tune formatted for

example for MP3 to a radio base station 40. At this time, the music file of the

selected tune is sent to the radio base station 40 together with the user’s ID.

Upon receiving the music file from the music file server 30 together

with the user’s ID, the radio base station 40 transmits the received music file

by radio together with a radio ID corresponding to the received user's ID.

Then, the music file reproduction apparatus 100 receives the transmitted music

file and radio ID through the radio interface 180. If the radio ID received

through the radio interface 180 is identical with the ID stored in the ID storage

unit 190. the received music file is stored in a memory 120 and the music file

downloading step is thus completed.

Here, the user’s ID and the radio ID may be the same or different from

each other. For example, in the case where an interface of a mobile telephone

10
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is used as the radio interface 180, a telephone number of the mobile telephone

may be used as the user’s ID as well. Alternatively, a different user’s ID may

be registered in the server and it can be linked to the telephone number of the

mobile telephone by the server.

Fig. 3 shows examples of an internal construction of the radio interface

180 in Fig. 2, wherein Fig. 3a is a_block diagram showing the construction of

the radio interface 180 for a reception-dedicated type and Fig. 3b is a block

diagram showing the construction of the radio interface 180 forla two-way

type. An example of the reception-dedicated interface may be an interface of a

pager, and an example of the two—way interface may be an interface of a

mobile telephone.

A general pager can receive but cannot send data. As a result, the

construction of such a pager can be made simple as shown in Fig. 3a and thus,

it can easily be added to the construction of a conventional music file

reproduction apparatus such as an MP3 player.

The base station 40 modulates music file data from the music file server

30 into a radio frequency (RF) signal and transmits the modulated RF signal by

radio. The transmitted RF signal is received at an antenna Ant of the

reproduction apparatus 100 and converted into an electrical signal, which is

then amplified by an amplifier AMP and demodulated into a base-band signal

by a demodulator 181. A base-band circuit 182 converts the base-band signal

from the demodulator 181 into a signal readable by a controller 110 and

outputs the converted signal to the controller ll0 through a data interface 130.

The controller 110 detects the radio ID from the output signal from the

base-band circuit 182 and compares it with the ID stored in the ID storage unit

11
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190 to determine whether the two IDs are identical to each other. If the radio

ID is identical to the ID stored in the ID storage unit 190, then the controller

110 stores the received music file data in the memory 120. As a result, the

downloading of the music file is completed.

5 Further, in the case where the music file reproduction apparatus 100

comprises the pager circuitry as mentioned above, it can be used as a pager as

well as a player, resulting in the convenience in use.

Next, a description of the radio interface with the two-way construction

as in the mobile telephone is given. In the case where the mobile telephone

10 employs a cellular system, it has to periodically transmit its ID to a mobile

switching center because a cell in which it is located must be recognized by the

switching center. For this reason, the radio interface must comprise both

transmission and reception circuits as shown in Fig. 3b even when it performs

only the receiving function of music file data. In this case, the music file data

15 reception operation of the radio interface is performed in a similar manner to

that ofthe pager circuitry and thus, a detailed description thereof is omitted.

Next, a description of a music file downloading method using a mobile

telephone with a music file reproduction function in accordance with an

alternative embodiment of the present invention is given with reference to

20 Figs. 4 and 5. Fig. 4 is a chart illustrating the music file downloading method

in accordance with the alternative embodiment of the present invention and

Fig. 5 is a block diagram showing an internal construction of the mobile

telephone with the music file reproduction function in accordance with the

alternative embodiment of the present invention.

25 A conventional mobile telephone comprises typically a nonvolatile

12
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memory such as a flash memory and a circuitry capable of receiving a music

file by radio. Thus, as seen from Fig. 5, the present invention can readily be

implemented by adding a decoder 290 capable of decoding the received music

file, to the existing construction ofthe mobile telephone.

First, the user accesses the ARS connected to the communication

network 60 using a mobile telephone 200 to select a desired tune. The tune

selection operation using the mobile telephone 200 is performed in the same

manner as that using a general telephone, stated previously with reference to

Fig. l, and a detailed description thereof will thus be omitted.

If the user selects a desired tune, the music file server 30 sends a music

file of the selected tune to the base station 40, which in turn transmits it to the

mobile telephone 200 by radio. In the mobile telephone 200, RF signal from

the base station 40 is demodulated by a radio circuit 220, converted into the

original music file by a base-band circuit 230 and then stored in a memory

280.

The radio transmission of the music file can be conducted over a

channel other than the traffic channel if the mobile telephone is connected to

the ARS over the traffic channel. Alternatively, if the traffic channel is

disconnected with the ARS, it may be newly occupied and used to transmit the

music file.

The operation of reproducing the music file stored in the memory 280 as

mentioned above is performed in the following manner. First, if the user

pushes a music play button on the mobile telephone, a controller 210 in the

mobile telephone detects a corresponding signal from an input unit 260 and

transfers the music file data from the memory 280 to the music file decoder
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(MP3 decoder in the present embodiment) 290 in response to the detected

signal.

Upon receiving the music file data from the memory 280, the decoder

290 converts it into an analog signal, which is then amplified to a

predetermined level and outputted to a speaker SP or an earphone/headphone

by an audio circuit 240. As a result, the user can listen to music.

Next, a description of a process of charging a fee for downloading a

music file is given.

First, it is preferable that the downloading fee is appended to telephone

charges through the ARS, in a manner similar to that of Korea Telecom’s

current practice in charging additional service fees for use of a 700 service. In

the case where the music file reproduction apparatus is also used as a pager or

mobile telephone, it is possible to append music file downloading fee to the

call or telephone charges on the pager or mobile telephone. This makes the fee

settlement very easy and reduces significantly the expenses associated with the

fee settlement. A system for charging the downloading fee can be

implemented based either on a downloading time or the number of downloaded

music tunes.

Alternatively, in the case where the user pays his membership fee on a

monthly or yearly basis to hold the membership, he may freely download

while he maintains his membership, or a predetermined number of tunes.

Although the preferred embodiments of the present invention have been

described for illustrative purposes, those skilled in the art will appreciate that

various additions and substitutions withoutmodifications, are possible,

departing from the scope and spirit ofthe invention.
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For example, although the music file and the associated reproduction

apparatus have been described respectively as MP3 file and MP3 player in the

present embodiments, the present invention is not limited thereto. Namely, the

music file includes files coded in any other coding manner and also any coded

contents other than music, such as a voice of a specific person (e.g., a star

performer), a lecture on English _or other languages, sounds of nature, for

example song of the birds, roar of the cataracts, etc.

Further, the present invention is applicable to multimedia files such as

animation file, motion picture file, etc. as well.

Industrial Applicability

As apparent from the above description, according to the present

invention, a downloading fee can readily be settled when a music file is

downloaded. Further, the music file can readily be downloaded to a music file

reproduction apparatus. These result in high convenience in use.

15
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What is claimed is:

l. A method for downloading music files to a music file reproduction

apparatus which includes a radio circuit with a unique identifier, comprising

5 the steps of:

a) allowing a user to select a tune over a communication network;

b) allowing a music file server having music files stored therein to send

the stored music file corresponding to the selected tune to a radio base station

together with an identifier;

10 c) allowing said radio base station to receive the music file of the

selected tune and the identifier from said music file server and transmit the

music file of the selected tune and the identifier to said music file reproduction

apparatus by radio; and

d) allowing said music file reproduction apparatus to store said music

15 file transmitted from said radio base station in its memory when the identifier

transmitted from said base station is the same as said unique identifier.

2. The method as set forth in Claim 1, wherein said step a) includes the

steps of:

20 a-1) allowing the user to access an automatic response system using a

telephone;

a—2) allowing the user to enter his identifier using dial buttons of said

telephone;

a—3) allowing the user to enter a title of the desired tune; and

25 a—4) allowing said automatic response system to send the user’s

16
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identifier and the tune title or its code to said music file server.

3. The method as set forth in Claim 1, wherein said step 21) includes the

steps of:

5 a—l) allowing the user to access said music file server over a data

communication network using a computer;

a—2) allowing the user to enter his identifier and password; and

21-3) allowing the user to select a title of the desired tune.

10 4. The method as set forth in any one of Claims 1 to 3, wherein said

radio circuit of said music file reproduction apparatus includes a circuitry of a

pager and wherein said step c) includes the step of transmitting the received

music file and identifier to said music file reproduction apparatus by radio

according to a data transmission system of said pager.

l5

5. The method as set forth in any one of Claims 1 to 3, wherein said

radio circuit of said music file reproduction apparatus includes a circuitry of a

mobile telephone and wherein said step c) includes the step of transmitting the

received music file and identifier to said music file reproduction apparatus by

20 radio according to a data transmission system of said mobile telephone.

6. A music file reproduction apparatus comprising:

a memory for storing music file therein;

a data interface for receiving the music file;

25 a decoder for converting said music file into an analog signal;

17
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an input unit for sensing a user’s key operation; and

a controller for controlling said memory, data interface, decoder and

input unit, wherein said apparatus further comprises:

an identifier storage unit for storing a unique identifier of said apparatus

therein; and

a radio interface for receiving radio data with the same identifier as said

unique identifier and transferring it to said data interface.

7. The apparatus as set forth in Claim 6, wherein said radio interface

includes:

an antenna for converting an electromagnetic wave signal into an

electrical signal;

a demodulator for demodulating the electrical signal from said antenna

into a base—band signal; and

a base—band circuit for extracting a data signal from the base—band

signal from said demodulator and transferring it to said data interface.

8. The apparatus as set forth in Claim 6, wherein said radio interface

includes:

an antenna for converting an electromagnetic wave signal into an

electrical signal and vice Versa;

a demodulator for demodulating the electrical signal from said antenna

into a base—band signal;

a modulator for modulating a base-band signal into an electrical signal

at a radio frequency;

18
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a duplexer for transferring said electrical signal from said antenna to

said demodulator and said electrical signal from said modulator to said

antenna, respectively; and

a base—band circuit for extracting a data signal from said base-band

signal from said demodulator, transferring it to said data interface and

converting data from said data interface into said base—band signal to be

modulated by said modulator.

9. A mobile telephone having a music file reproduction function,

comprising:

a memory for storing data therein;

an antenna for converting an electromagnetic wave signal into an

electrical signal and vice versa;

a radio Circuit for processing a radio frequency signal from or to said

antenna;

an audio circuit for processing an audio signal;

a base-band circuit for converting said audio signal from said audio

circuit into a base—band signal, transferring the converted base-band signal to

said radio circuit, processing a base-band signal from said radio circuit and

transferring the resultant signal to said audio circuit;

an input unit for sensing a user’s key operation;

a display unit for providing a visual indication of the current operation

state to the user;

an identifier storage unit for storing a unique identifier of said mobile

telephone;
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a controller for controlling the entire operation of said mobile

telephone; and

a music file decoder for converting a music file stored in said memory

into an audio signal and transferring it to said audio circuit;

said controller, upon receiving a music file with the same identifier as

said unique identifier stored in said identifier storage unit, stores the received

music file in said memory and transfers said music file stored in said memory

to said music file decoder in response to a user’s music file play instruction

from said input unit.

20
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Description

RELATED APPLICATIONS

The present patent application is related to U.S.
Patent Application Serial No. 08/447322, entitled Smart
Tray for Audio Player, and having a filing date of May
22. 1995, that application having common inventors and
assignee and being incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a remote control
unit for an in-home audio player, and more particularly
to a remote control unit having a docking arrangement
with the audio player for downloading of information to
the remote control.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The prior art is replete with various remote control
units adapted to communicate with a host of different
control devices including televisions, VCRs and audio
equipment. Depending on the application forthe remote
control unit, common functional capabilities may include
On/Off, volume control, and selection control, e.g.,
channel or music track selection, fast forward, rewind,

scan, etc. With regard to remote control of audio equip-
ment, it is many times desirable to have the ability to
make content related selections from a music collection

stored in a jukebox type device. Such a device may, for
example, take the form of a compact disc (CD ROM)
player having multiple disc storage capability.

Compact discs and other recording mediums, how-
ever, have some significant disadvantages in regard to
the remote access of content information. For one, cur-

rent recording technologies do not normally include the
ability to register the content of the information stored
thereon prior to selection at the player. In other words,
in order to gain any information regarding the contents
of a particular music selection, that selection will first
have to be manually selected at the player or by remote.
In the alternative, some music players may be manually
programmed to play certain selections based upon user
input wherein the selections can then be remotely acti-
vated.

In either circumstance, there is no way to automat-
ically search and play music by category, for example,
by artist, music type, etc., unless a user has prior knowl-
edge with regard to the selection. Such knowledge must
include at a minimum the precise location of a selection
on the recording medium, a way in which to direct the
player apparatus to that location, and a searchable in-
dex keyed to the selection and the locations. Largely be-
cause of limitations in the recording media, many of
these functions cannot be accomplished cost effectively
or efficiently at the player, and certainly not from a re-
mote control.
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An emerging technological innovation for the re-
cording of consumer directed audio is the storage of pre-
recorded audio on a medium known as semiconductor

music chips. Digital data stored on the music chips is
accessed by means of a solid state audio player having
a digital signal processor which converts the stored dig-
ital data into audio signals. Up until recently the storage
of digital data for reproduction of popular music albums
on a single semiconductor chip was not viable because
of the amount of memory needed and the costs associ-
ated with same. As data compression techniques have
further developed, however, the storage of full length al-
bums on modestly sized semiconductor chips has be-
come a reality. The storage of music selections on sem-
iconductor music chips allows for greater flexibility as to
the type of information that can be stored and also in the
manner in which such information is accessed. For ex-

ample, content information by way of music category
and artist may be stored within the semiconductor music
chips and then accessed at the player so that general
music selections can be made without prior knowledge
by a user. The ability to perform remote selections based
on general content information greatly enhances the at-
tractiveness of a solid state music system using the
semiconductor chip music storage medium.

It is therefore an object of the present invention, to
provide a remote control unit for an audio system where-
in general content and selection information from the re-
cording medium are readily available for remote selec-
tion by a user. It is further an object of the present in-

vention to provide a remote control unit wherein the se-
lection information available at the remote is easily up-
dated.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is a remote control unit for
use with an in-home audio player. The audio player is
adapted to play pre—recorded music stored on a semi-
conductor music chip storage medium. In accordance
with one preferred embodiment of the invention, the re-
mote unit is a battery powered, hand held device which
enables customized music selections to be made at the

audio player from a distant position. Typical range of the
re mote is comparable to that of standard commercial tel-
evision remotes. The remote control unit includes an

LCD display, a series of control buttons and an infrared
communications interface for transmitting to and receiv-
ing data from the audio player. A docking port is included
in the audio player for mating with the remote control in
order to download general content information stored in
memory of the audio player in regard to each of the mu-
sic chips which it has loaded. The download procedure
is initiated by one or more predetermined button presses
on either the remote or player, and the information is
transmitted over an interface utilizing infrared energy.

A processor within the remote control guides the us-
er through a menu driven software routine for making
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music selections at the player. A user scrolls through the
various men us by use of a navigation pointer. Soft keys
on the remote take on different functions depending on
the location within the menu driven software routine. For

example, a user can choose to play individual music
tracks according to a category of music, musical artist
or specific song. Other functions of the remote include
play, pause, scan (forward and reverse) and fast scan,
as well as ON/OFF and volume control.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

For a better understanding of the present invention,
reference may be had to the following description of ex-
emplary embodiments thereof, considered in conjunc-
tion with the accompanying drawings, in which:

F G. 1 shows a block diagram for one preferred em-
bodiment of a solid state audio player used in con-
junction with the present invention remote control;
F G. 2 shows one preferred embodiment of a solid
state in-home audio player shown in conjunction
with the present invention remote control;
F G. 3 shows a top plan view of the present inven-
tion audio player remote control;
F G. 4 shows one example of a software screen dis-
p ay for the present invention remote wherein the
navigation pointer may be used to scroll there-
through;
F G. 5 shows a second example screen display il-

lustrating use of the soft key functions;
F G. 6 shows an exemplary representation of an in-
d'vidua| header stored within a music chip; and
F G. 7 shows a block diagram for one preferred em-
bodiment of the present invention remote control
unit.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention is a remote control unit used
with a solid state audio system that plays music record-
ed on a semiconductor music chip recording medium.
Referring to FIG. 1, there is shown a block diagram of
one preferred embodiment of a solid state audio system
10 which utilizes the present invention remote control
30. One or more music chips 16 are coupled to an audio
player 12 by means of a music storage tray 20. The au-
dio player 12 is operated by means of a digital signal
processor (DSP) 14 which communicates through the
music tray 20 in order to access information from the
music chips.

Besides the DSP 14 and music tray 20, a stereo
coder/decoder (codec) 18, keypad 22. display 24, and
remote control interface 26 are included as part of the
main hardware architecture of the audio player. The re-
mote control unit 30 communicates to the audio player
12 by means of the remote control interface 26. The key-
pad, display and remote interface are coupled to asso-
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ciated interface logic in the form of an applications spe-
cific integrated circuit (ASIC) 27 and comprise the user
interface which allows for the making of custom music
selections. The audio player 12 is responsible for de-
coding a bit stream read from a selected music chip 16
and outputting the music through an output device, such
as speakers or headphones 28.

The music chips 16 used with the audio player 12
are essentially memory devices having digital data
stored thereon which corresponds to pre-recorded mu-
sic. The pre-recorded audio data is stored on the chip
16 in a compressed format by means of an audio coding
algorithm. The algorithm reduces the amount of digital
information necessary to be stored from a master re-
cording, while still reproducing essentially the same au-
dio quality when the data is read back. Encoding by
means of the algorithm is necessary in order to store
sufficient quantities of data so that the music on the
chips 16 may have times of play comparable to that of
current day albums. Other information pertaining to the
musical content of the chip, including a music category,
artist and specific addressing information, is stored in a
series of headers which are downloaded to the audio

player once the chip is loaded. For a more detailed ex-
planation of the data storage protocol associated with
the music chips, see related U.S. Patent application Se-
rial No. 08/447321, entitled Data Protocol for a Music

Chip and assigned to the present assignee herein.
Referring to FIG. 2 in connection with FIG. 1, there

is shown an exemplary embodiment of the audio player

12, which utilizes the present invention remote control
unit 30. The player 12 is a semi-stationary device for
home/commercial use and is intended to blend and con-

nect with a user's current entertainment system. The
player 12 includes a base portion 32 and a tiered upper
portion 34 which includes the music trays 20. The base
portion houses the DSP 14, the codec 18, and associ-
ated logic for interfacing with the user. The remote con-
trol unit 30 is included with the system as part of the user
interface for performing user functions at a distance. A
docking port 38 adapted to receive the remote control
unit 30 is included in the base, wherein music selection
information is downloaded to the remote in order that

the user may perform intelligent selections. In a pre-
ferred embodiment of the invention the remote control

interface 26 located within the docking port utilizes an
infrared communications scheme wherein information is

transmitted optically to and from the remote through the
remote interface. It will be understood, however, that a

plug—in docking arrangement may also be utilized,
wherein the remote and audio player make physical
contact in order to accomplish the downloading.

Referring to FIG. 3, there is shown one preferred
embodimentforthe present invention remote control de-
vice 30. Included within the remote is an LCD display
40, a communications interface portion 42 and a series
of selection buttons 44. The selection buttons include

but are not limited to a navigation pointer 46, volume/
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power control combination button 48 and a set of "soft"
function keys 51-56. The navigation pointer 46 controls
a cursor 47 which appears on the LCD display 40,
wherein cursor movement takes place in at least four
different directions corresponding to the indicators on
the pointer. MuIti—directional, i.e., diagonal, movement
may also be available depending on the firmware rou-
tine utilized in the remote 30. The function of the navi-

gational pointer 46 is similar to that of a joystick mech-
anism or mouse, wherein a portion of the display may
be selected after movement of the cursor 47 thereto.

The volume/power control is implemented using a
combination switch 48 capable of three separate out-
puts. In one preferred application, depressing the com-
bination switch 48 on one side of the switch corresponds
to a decrease in volume while depression of the switch
on the opposite side produces an increase in volume.
Depressing the combination switch 48in a center region
58 thereof produces a contact closure on both sides of
the switch to provide athird output which turns the audio
player On and Off. A more detailed explanation of the
combination switch mechanism in included in related U.

8. Patent Application Serial No.08/447328, entitled But-
ton Interface For A State Machine.

The soft function keys 51-56 are used to choose
various functions encoded in the menu driven software

of the remote. The individual keys will take on different
functions depending on the menu status of the LCD dis-
play 40. FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary usage of the soft
keys 51 -56 wherein the LCD 40 displays six commonly

used remote commands. Icons 61-66 representative of
each ofthe commands, i.e., forward 61, reverse 62, fast

forward 63, fast reverse 64, play 65 and pause 66, are
shown on the display 40 and an individual soft key 51 -56
corresponds to each of the commands. Depression of a
soft key acts to execute the appropriate selection.

FIG. 5 shows an exemplary display screen wherein
the navigational pointer would be advantageously uti-
Iized. A matrix is represented on the display 40 which
corresponds to the music chips included on a single mu-
sic storage tray. Textual and/or graphical representa-
tions 68 are included for each of the chips loaded into a
tray 20. The navigational pointer 46 is used to manipu-
late the cursor 47 to a desired selection within the matrix.

The selection may be carried out, for example, by click-
ing or depressing the pointer 46 for execution of the se-
Iection, similar to the manner in which buttons on a

mouse peripheral are "clicked". The selection command
will either move the user to the next level of the menu

display program within the remote 30 or fully execute
the selection. In the alternative to information being dis-
played in matrix form, it will be understood that informa-
tion will be displayed in tabular form wherein a user
scrolls through the display utilizing the pointer 46. In ad-
dition, it will be understood, that the button layout pre-
sented with respect to FIG. 3 is merely exemplaw and
that a person skilled in the art may choose other config-
urations to accomplish similar functionality.
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As discussed with respect to FIG. 2, content infor-
mation from the music player is downloaded to the re-
mote control unit 30 when the remote is docked within

the docking port 38 of the audio player 12. A button or
command sequence is entered on the base of the audio
player 12 in order to initiate the downloading process.
As an alternative, one or more keys on the remote unit
could also be utilized to initiate the download procedure.

Content information which is downlaoded to the re-

mote is stored in the individual music chips 16in a series
of headers. Each music chip that is inserted into the au-
dio player will have a section of memory allocated to a
table of contents. Track selections on the chip will be
listed as part of this table of contents by individual head-
ers. The table of contents will include information on play
times song titles, music category and artist. Providing
this information allows the chip 16 to seIf—register when
it is loaded into a storage tray 20 of the audio player 12
so that a user need not first access individual chips to
gain content information. Fleferring to FIG. 6, there is
shown one preferred embodiment of an individual head-
er 80 which will correspond to a single track on one of
the music chips 16. The individual header contains a
music categow 82 to which the track belongs, for exam-
ple, classical, jazz, country, rock, etc. Also included in
the individual header 80 is an artist field 84 for indication

of the artist and addressing information 86 detailing start
and end addresses for each track selection. Individual

header information is self-registered with RAM on the
audio player once a chip 16 is inserted and powered up.

The individual header concept allows a userto mak-
er music selections by category of music or artist which
lends greater overall flexibility to the system. For exam-
ple, a user may select to randomly hear Country West-
ern songs over the course of an evening, or to hear
songs from a specific artist, for example, Billy Joel. Mu-
sic play may be performed randomly, sequentially, or by
specific content as requested by the user. This header
information is downloaded from the music chips into the
audio player, for example, into memory associated with
each of the individual storage trays. This same informa-
tion, or information corresponding thereto is then trans-
ferred to the remote upon docking and execution of ap-
propriate download commands. Transfer of the content
selection information enables a user to make intelligent
selections at the remote in regard to general or specific
content without having to view the display on the audio
player.

Referring to FIG. 7 in connection with FIG. 1, there
is shown a block diagram of one preferred embodiment
for the present invention remote control unit 30. As de-
scribed with respect to FIG. 3, the remote includes the
LCD 40 and buttons 44for input of user commands. The
LCD and Buttons are coupled to a processor 90 by
means of a logic interface 92. A bi-directional bus 94 is
coupled from the processor 90 to an infrared transmit/
receive circuit 96 in the communications interface 42.

The transmit/receive circuit 96 is adapted to convert a
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digital bit stream from the remote 30 and transmit cor-
responding infrared energy in a known manner and at
a frequency receivable by that of the remote interface
26 of the audio player 12. The remote interface receives
the infrared energy and reconverts the information to
digital form where it is handled by the processor 14 of
the audio player 12. In a similarfashion the transmit /re-
ceive circuit 96 receives infrared communications from

the audio player when the remote 30 is docked. This
information is converted and processed digitally by the
remote. The infrared transmission scheme is advanta-

geous because of the relatively low power consumption
required for transmissions. As will be understood, the
remote control 30 is powered utilizing standard sized
commercially available batteries. A firmware routine
stored in memory of the remote is responsible for imple-
mentation of the menu driven selection routines. It will

be understood that selection capability ofthe remote 30
varies according to the selection information which is
downloaded during docking.

From the above, it should be understood that the

embodiments described, in regard to the drawings, are
merely exemplary and that a person skilled in the art
may make variations and modifications to the shown
embodiments without departing from the spirit and
scope of the invention. For example, as an alternative
to the two—way infrared transmission scheme shown, the
remote control unit may be adapted to physically attach
to the audio player in a plug-in arrangement to accom-
plish downloading. Data will then be transferred be-

tween the coupled leads of the audio player and remote.
Remote commands, however, will continue to be trans-

mitted using infrared energy. All such variations and
modifications are intended to be included within the

scope of the invention as defined in the appended
claims.

Claims

1. In an audio system wherein pre-recorded music is
digitally encoded in addressable memory of inte-
grated circuit music chips and musicfrom said chips
is played on an associated solid state audio player,
and wherein general description information re-
garding individual track selections of said music
chips is downloaded to said audio player to assist
in making music selections, a remote control appa-
ratus for making remote music selections at said
solid state audio player, said remote control appa-
ratus comprising:

transmit/receive means for remotely transmit-
ting to and receiving information from said au-
dio player, said transmit/receive means being
adapted to mate with a corresponding transmit/
receive means on said audio player, wherein
said general description information is down-
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loaded and stored in memory of said remote
control apparatus;
selection means for enabling a user to enter
commands at said remote control apparatus
pertaining to said music selections to be made;
and

processing means coupled to said transmit/re-
ceive means, said selection means and said

memory, said processing means being opera-
tive to process said user commands and gen-
erate a corresponding output signal to said
transmit/receive means.

The apparatus of Claim 1, further including display
means coupled to said processing means, wherein
said display means enables said user to view said
general description information downloaded to said
remote control.

The apparatus of Claim 2, wherein said processing
means is operable to run a menu driven selection
program and wherein said selection program is
viewable from said display means.

The apparatus of Claim 3, wherein said selection
means includes a navigational pointer, said naviga-
tional pointer being adapted to selectively maneu-
ver a cursor across said display means to make se-
lections in accordance with said menu driven selec-

tion program.

The apparatus of Claim 1, wherein said transmit/
receive means includes an infrared interface

means, said infrared interface means being opera-
tive to transmit and receive said information to and

from said audio player utilizing infrared energy.

The apparatus of Claim 1, wherein said selection
means includes a combination switch, said combi-

nation switch being adapted to produce three sep-
arate output signals depending on the manner in
which said switch is depressed.

The apparatus of Claim 3, wherein said selection
means includes a series of soft control buttons, said

soft control buttons corresponding to a selection
choice generated on said display means from said
menu driven selection program.

The apparatus of Claim 7, including at least six of
said soft control buttons, wherein on a specific dis-
play screen, each of said at least six soft control but-
tons corresponds to a command selected from the
group consisting of play, pause, forward scan, re-
verse scan, fast forward and fast reverse.

An improved remote control apparatus for a home
audio player, wherein said home audio player is
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adapted to play pre-recorded music from a storage
medium of semiconductor music chips and wherein
content information in the form of a series of head-

ers pertaining to individual tracks of audio on said
music chips is registered in said audio player, the
improvement therewith comprising:

docking station included within said remote,
wherein said docking station is adapted to interface
in close proximity with a corresponding docking port
on said audio player, whereby said content informa-
tion regarding said individual tracks of audio is
downloaded to said remote, thereby facilitating in-
telligent music selections by a user.

The apparatus of Claim 9, wherein said docking sta-
tion includes an infrared transmit/receive circuit for

communicating with said audio player by way of in-
frared energy.

The apparatus of Claim 9, further including display
means for display of said content information down-
loaded to said remote control.

The apparatus of Claim 11, further including
processing means, wherein said processing means
is operable to run a menu driven selection program
and wherein said selection program is viewable
from said display means.

The apparatus of Claim 9, further including selec-

tion means for enabling a user to enter commands
at said remote control apparatus pertaining to music
selections which are to be made.

The apparatus of Claim 12, further a navigational
pointer adapted to selectively maneuver a cursor
across said display means to make selections in ac-
cordance with said menu driven selection program.

The apparatus of Claim 9, further including a com-
bination switch, said combination switch being
adapted to produce three separate output signals
depending on the manner in which said switch is
depressed.

The apparatus of Claim 12, including a series of soft
control buttons, said soft control buttons corre-

sponding to a selection choice generated on said
display means from said menu driven selection pro-
gram.

A method for making remote music selections at an
audio player adapted to play music recorded on in-
tegrated circuit music chips, wherein content de-
scriptive information pertaining to individual tracks
of audio is stored in a series of headers in each of

said music chips and said content descriptive infor-
mation is transferred to said audio player upon en-
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18.

19.

20.

10

abling said music chips, said audio player further
being adapted to dock with a remote control unit for
transfer of said content descriptive information
thereto, said method comprising the steps of:

storing said content descriptive information in
memory of said audio player;
docking said remote control unit at a docking
port of said audio player,
whereby said content descriptive information is
downloaded and stored within said remote con-

trol; and

manually entering selection commands at said
remote based upon said content descriptive in-
formation, wherein said selection commands

are remotely communicated to said audio play-
er.

The method of Claim 17, further including the step
of viewing said content descriptive information on a
display means on said remote control.

The method of Claim 18, wherein said content de-

scriptive information is viewed in the context of a
menu driven software program.

The method of Claim 17, wherein said content de-

scriptive information and said command selections
are transmitted using infrared energy.
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(54) PORTABLE MUSIC SOUND REPRODUCING DEVICE AND MUSIC
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(5 7)Abstract:

PROBLEM T0 BE SOLVED: To provide a portable music sound reproducing device

and a music sound reproducing system which can reproduce desired music sound without

considering change of a recording medium, storage capacity, and the like.
SOLUTION: A communication section 10 receives music data from a service center on a

communication channel. Music data is stored in a storage medium 12. A control section

14 reads out music data from the storage medium 12 in accordance with user instructions,

and supplies the data to a music sound processing section 18. After the music sound

processing section 18 demodulates the music data (MPEG audio) read out from the music

data, the section converts the demodulated music data into an analog signal, and outputs

it from an output section 19, controlling volume, tone, and the like.
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[Claims]

[Claim 1] A portable music sound reproduction device comprising:

a receiving means for receiving music sound data;

a storage means for storing music sound data which was received by the

receiving means;

a reproduction means for reproducing the music sound data which was

stored by the storing means.

[Claim 2] The portable music sound reproduction device according to Claim 1 further

comprising a request means which advances a request to send music sound data wherein

the receiving means receives music sound data that was sent in response to the request to

send by the request means.

[Claim 3] The portable music sound reproduction device according to Claim 1 wherein

the storage means is a storage medium capable of writing over electrical, magnetic or

optical information.

[Claim 4] A music sound reproduction system comprising:

a collection device providing a collection means for collecting a plurality

of music sound data and a sending means for sending music sound data collected by the

collection means;

a portable music sound reproduction device further comprising:

a receiving means for receiving music sound data sent from the sending

means of the collection device;

a storage means for storing music sound data received by the receiving

means; and

a reproduction means for reproducing music data stored by the storage
means.

[Claim 5] The music sound reproduction system according to Claim 4 wherein the

collection device is a service center which provides every kind of information to

terminals along with managing communications among terminals by communications
lines.

[Claim 6] The music sound reproduction system according to Claim 5 wherein the

service center notifies what was registered to the portable music sound reproduction

device when music sound data is newly registered.

[Claim 7] The music sound reproduction system according to Claim 4 wherein the

collection device is an information processing device installed within the home.

[Claim 8] The music sound reproduction system according to Claim 7 wherein the

portable music sound reproduction device provides a sending means for sending music

sound data stored by the storage means and the information processing device provides a

receiving means for receiving music sound data sent from the sending means of the

portable music sound reproduction device and a holding means for holding music sound

data received by the receiving means.

[Claim 9] The music sound reproduction system according to Claim 7 or Claim 8 wherein

the information processing device provides an editing means for editing music sound data

held by the holding means.
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[Claim 10] The music sound reproduction system according to any one of the Claims 4-9

wherein the storage means is a storage medium capable of writing over electrical,

magnetic or optical information.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[000 l ]

[Technical Field of the Invention] The present invention relates to a portable music sound

reproduction device and a music sound reproduction system which receives music sound

data sent from external apparatus and which reproduces the received music sound data.

[0002]

[Description of Related Art] Conventionally, portable music sound reproduction devices

are known which reproduce (or record) music sound which is recorded on magnetic tape,

magnetic discs such as MD or optical discs such as CD which can be carried by the user

when listening anywhere to music sounds. The portable music sound reproduction device

is driven by dry batteries or chargeable secondary batteries.

[0003]

[Problems that the Invention is to Solve] However, when conventional portable music

sound reproduction devices use magnetic tape, magnetic discs such as MD for recording

medium, in order to reproduce the desired track, the original is each time edited

(including dubbing) and must be recorded on magnetic tape or magnetic disc, requiring

manual labor. At the same time, when using optical discs such as CDs, because they are

read only, the recorded information is fixed, and cannot be edited.

[0004] In addition, with all of the portable music sound reproduction devices, because of

the recording capacity limits of the recording medium, in order to reproduce tracks other

than those recorded, a plurality of recording medium which record the desired tracks are

carried and again manual labor is required as the recording mediums must be replaced.

[0005] The present invention provides a portable music sound reproduction device which

can reproduce desired music sound and a music sound reproduction system which does

not consider changes in recording medium or storage capacity, etc.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problems] In order to achieve the previously described goals, the

portable music sound reproduction device according to the invention of Claim 1

comprises a receiving means for receiving music sound data, a storage means for storing

music sound data received by the receiving means, and a reproduction means for

reproducing music sound data stored by the storage means.

[0007] In addition, as a new configuration, as for example in Claim 2, there is provided a

request means for sending out a request to send music sound data and the

communications means receives music sound data which is sent in response to the

request to send by the request means.

[0008] In addition, as a new configuration, the storage means, as for example, in Claim 3,

may be a storage medium capable of overwriting electrical, magnetic or optical
information.

[0009] In addition, in order to achieve the previously described goals, the music sound

reproduction system according to the invention of Claim 4 comprises a collection device

providing a collection means for collecting a plurality of music sound data and a sending

means for sending music sound data collected by the collection means; a portable music
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sound reproduction device further comprising: a receiving means for receiving music

sound data send from the sending means of the collection device; a storage means for

storing music sound data received by the receiving means; and a reproduction means for

reproducing music data stored by the storage means.

[0010] In addition, as a new configuration, the collection device, as in, for example,

Claim 5, may be a service center which provides every kind of information along with

managing communications among terminals by communications lines.

[0011] In addition, as a new configuration, the service center, as in, for example, Claim 6,

may notify registration to the portable music sound reproduction device when music

sound data is newly registered.

[0012] In addition, as a new configuration, the collection device, as, for example in Claim

7, may be an information processing device installed in the home.

[0013] In addition, as a new configuration, the portable music sound reproduction device,

as in, for example, Claim 8, may provide a sending means for sending music sound data

stored by the storage means and the information processing device provides a receiving

means for receiving music sound data sent from the sending means of the portable music

sound reproduction device and a holding means for holding music sound data received by

the receiving means.

[0014] In addition, as a new configuration, as in, for example, Claim 9, the information

processing device may provide an editing means for editing music sound data held by the

holding means.

[0015] In addition, as a new configuration, as in, for example, Claim 10, the storage

means may be a storage medium which can overwrite electrical, magnetic or optical
information.

[00 1 6]

[Embodiments] Below, a description is given of embodiments of the present invention,

referencing the drawings, as one embodiment used appropriately for a portable-type

headphone stereo device, using the PHS communication system.
A. Embodiment Constitution

A-1. Communication System Constitution

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing the constitution of a communications system for PHS

terminals according to an embodiment of the present invention. In the figure, 1 denotes a

communications line network, a usual analog telephone line network (PSTN network)

spread throughout the country, or a digital line network (for example, ISDN network). In

the communications line network 1, the public base station 2 of the PHS communications

system, the service center 3 which provides every kind of service to non-illustrated PHS

terminals or headphone stereo device 6 and the home base station 5 installed in the home
are connected.

[0017] The public base station 2 is installed in a non-specific place inside or outside of a

room, and has a service area (range which electromagnetic waves can reach:

communications area) whose radius is several hundred meters centered on itself By

communicating wirelessly with PHS terminals which exist within the service center or

with the portable-type headphone stereo device 6, the public base station 2 is a relay

station which connects PHS terminals or the headphone stereo device 6 to the
communications line network 1.
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[0018] The service center 3, along with storing in the database 4 location registration

information, certification information, and accounting information and managing

communications among PHS terminals by controlling the communications line network 1,

collects every kind of data in the database and provides every kind of service which gives

to the user collected data in response to requests from the PHS terminals. More

particularly, in the present invention, music sound data is collected in the database 4

which is provided to the portable type headphone stereo device 6. The music sound data

in addition to characteristic track data, includes information related to the track (for

example, track title, release data, and artist). Moreover, the music sound data is described

in detail later. In addition, when the user of the headphone stereo device 6 receives

reception service of the music sound data, user registration is performed by the service
center 3.

[0019] In user registration, when the user downloads music sound data, the tastes of the

user for specifying some kinds of music sound data (genre, artist’s name) are registered

or the music sound data is newly registered and when the latest information is registered,

registration occurs for every user whether or not notification is made. At this time,

classification information becomes necessary at the service center for classifying the user

(headphone stereo device 6), but the classification information may be attached during

user registration or when the apparatus is purchased. When the service center 3 is

designated by notification, music sound data is newly registered and when the latest

information is registered, notification is made to the user (headphone stereo device 6).

[0020] The home base station 5 functioning as a PHS base unit (self-management base

station function) and by wireless or cable is beforehand registered as a cordless handset.

When performing data transfer between the headphone stereo device 6 or the later

described computer 7 or when performing data transfer by means of the communications

line network 1 between apparatus outside the home or by the later described service

center 3 and the headphone stereo device 6 within the home or the later described

computer 7, mediation is performed between apparatus. Moreover, in addition to the

headphone stereo device 6 and the computer 7 at the home base station 5, it is permissible

to connect every kind of apparatus (drawings omitted: PHS terminals, PDA, consumer

electronics) within the home wirelessly or by cable. The headphone stereo device 6 is

carried by the user and is a reproduction device for music sound data driven by batteries.

Send requests for music sound data are made to the service center 3 or computer 7 by

means of the home base 5 within the home and by public base stations outside of the

home. The music sound data which was sent is stored in specific storage medium and the

headphone stereo device 6 generates this music sound data. Because every kind of

information is attached to the music sound data, as previously described, in addition to

the track data, in reality, reproduction is accomplished by retrieving track data from the
music sound data.

[0021] The computer 7 through the modem 8 which is used wirelessly (permissible to be

used by cable), sends and receives music sound data among headphone stereo devices 6

by means of the home base station 5. The computer 7, in addition to backing up the music

sound data received by the headphone stereo device 6, sends once again the backed up

music sound data to the headphone stereo device 6. In addition, the computer 7 replaces

the sequence of the backed up music sound data and performs editing of a plurality of
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music sound data that have been grouped. In response to requests from the headphone

stereo device 6, it is possible to send the edited music sound data.

[0022] A-2. Headphone Stereo Device Constitution

Fig. 2 is a conceptual View showing the exterior structure of the headphone stereo device

and Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing the structure of a headphone stereo device

according to embodiments of the present invention. In the figures, 10 denotes a

communications section, having a communications function equivalent to a so-called

PHS terminal and by means of the antenna ATN sends and receives every kind of

requests wirelessly between the public base station 2 or home base 5. In addition to

receiving music sound data from the service center 3 on the communications line network

1, it sends and receives music sound data among computers 7.

[0023] The storage device 11 has a storage medium 12 which can hold and erase data.

The storage medium 12 is formed by magnetic or optical storage medium or

semiconductor memory. This storage medium 12 is installed fixed to the storage device

11 or packaged as to be freely attachable or detachable. The key input section 13 is

formed from every kind of switch which performs moving mode instructions and

instructions of every kind of function (music sound data receiving, reproduction and back

up). More particularly, this embodiment is executed by instruction from the key input

section 13 and by the control section 14 with later described reception of music sound

data, reproduction of the received music sound data and backup of the received music

sound data. The states of these switches are supplied to the control section 14.

[0024] Next, the control section 14 controls the entire device following specific programs.

Programs are executed by the control section 14 or various parameters are stored in the

ROM 15. In addition, RAM 16 is used as a working area where data generated by

following control of the control section 14 is housed. The display section 17 is a liquid

crystal display displaying every kind of data such as music sound data lists. In addition,

the music sound processing section 18 converts to analog signals, after restoring track

data (for example, track data compressed by MPEG audio) retrieved from among the

music sound data stored in the storage medium 12 and after controlling the volume and

tone, sends the analog signals to the output section 19. The output section 19 is an

earphone or headphone and outputs voice signals from the music sound processing

section 18. The power supply 20 is formed from dry batteries or chargeable secondary

batteries and supplies power to each of the previously described sections. Moreover, it is

permissible to operate by power from adapters which convert commercial power into

predetermined direct current voltage.

[0025] A-3. Sending and Receiving Data Constitution

Next, Fig. 4 is a conceptual diagram showing the data constitution which is sent and

received between the headphone stereo device and the service center or computer.

Between the headphone stereo device 6 and the service center 3 or computer 7 commands

such as download requests for music sound data or backup requests for music sound data

and the music sound data itself are sent and received. Consequently, using this

embodiment, there results the sending and receiving of data consisting of the formation

shown in Fig. 4. As shown in the figure, the frame is formed from codes, data or control

codes and CRC. A code is data in which it is shown whether the data following the next

is music sound data or it is a command showing every kind of request. Following the

code are music sound data or control codes. Finally, there is a check bit for performing
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error detection and a CRC (cyclic code) follows showing the final (final music sound data

or control frame).

[0026] A-4. Music Sound Data Formation

Next, Fig. 5 is a conceptual diagram showing the formation of music sound data. In the

figure, the music sound data is formed from the record company, the artist, genre, release

date, record title, track data (for example, MPEG audio: below, the same), track title,

track sequence, user information, and copy count. Within the information, more

particularly, the user information is classification information for classifying the user

when during user registration a track is deemed a favorite. In addition, in place of the

copy count, at least more than one terminal ID is stored and reproduction is possible only

for the terminal shown by the terminal ID. From this ability, along with the possibility of

preventing distribution of the music sound data without constraints, it becomes possible

to control the reproduction count (copy count).

[0027] In addition, the copy count is information showing how many times the music

sound data has been download and is referenced when determining the popularity and

royalties. In addition, the copy count, found at the service center, is used as a basis for

judging whether to maintain the track’s registration or cancel (eliminate) it. That is, it is

permissible to provide a service wherein there is shortening of the registration

maintenance period for music sound data (track) having a low copy count and continuing

registration maintenance even exceeding periods for music sound data (track) which have

high copy counts or show increasing copy counts. It goes without saying that the copy

count is data for preventing limitless copying of the music sound data.

[0028] In addition, the data is track data itself and is registered as MPEG audio.

Furthermore, using the headphone stereo device 6, from the received music sound data,

the record company, artist, and track title are retrieved and displayed on the display

section 17. The user designates the track which should be reproduced by confirming the

information displayed on the display section 17. In addition, the music sound processing

section 18 of the headphone stereo device 6 provides a function for reproducing track

data registered using MPEG audio.

[0029] B. Embodiment Operation

Next, a description is given for the operation of the headphone stereo device, the home

base station, the computer, and the service center according to the previously described
embodiment.

[0030] B-l. Download from the Service Center

First, a description is given for the operation when requesting a download of music sound

data to the service center 3 from the headphone stereo device 6. Here, Fig. 6 is a

flowchart for describing the operation when downloading music sound data from the

service center 3. First, the headphone stereo device 6 determines whether or not there is a

request operation for downloading the music sound data and if there is such a request, the

program proceeds to step S12, and the track title to download is input by the user.

[0031] Moreover, without directly inputting the track title, for example, after designating

the track genre, the artist is designated, and the track title for this artist may be designated.

In this case, the genre, artist, and track title are sent in sequence from the service center 3

and in this case, selection (designation) is made by the user of the headphone stereo

device 6 and the selection is narrowed down one by one.
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[0032] Concretely, first, a genre list for tracks collected by the database 4 is sent from the

service center 3 and this genre list is displayed on the display section 17 of the headphone

stereo device 6 and the desired genre is designated by the user. Next, a list of the artists of

the designated genre is sent from the service center 3 and once again, an artist is

designated by the user. Furthermore, the track of the designated artist is sent from the

service center 3 and the track title is designated by the user. In addition, it is permissible

to designate based on related information (for example, drama or CM).

[0033] When the track title is input or designated, next, using step S 14, along with the

track title, a request demand is sent out. Subsequently, using step S16, the program waits

to receive the music sound data for the designated track title. The request demand is sent

to the service center 3 through the public base station 2 or the home base station 5. The

service center 3 determines whether or not there has been a service request, using step

S30, and if there has been a service request from the headphone stereo device 6, using

step S32, the music sound data which has been collected in database 4 is searched using

the track title requested and using step S34, the relevant music sound data is sent out. At

this time, the copy count of the music sound data is incremented by 1, determination is

made whether or not a specific maximum copy count has been exceeded, and if not, the

relevant music sound data is sent out, and if exceeded, the music sound data is not sent

out and notification is made.

[0034] In addition, if a terminal ID is added in place of copy count in the music sound

data, the relevant music sound data is sent out only when the request demand matches the

terminal ID of the headphone stereo device 6. Moreover, the terminal ID of the

headphone stereo device 6 which performed the request demand is pre-stored in the

device and is sent to the service center 3 when the request demand is made. The service
center 3 notifies when the ID terminal is not matched. The music sound data is send to

the headphone stereo device 6 by means of the public base station 2 or the home base

station 5. In the headphone stereo device 6, the determination result of step S16 becomes

“YES”, the program proceeds to step S18 and the received music sound data is stored in

the storage medium 12.

[0035] Moreover, in the previously described processing, the track title is designated so

that download of the music sound data only occurs for this track, designation is by genre

or artist and it is permissible to download all of the music sound data of this genre or

artist or in response to the free capacity of the storage medium 12. In addition, it is
desirable that the downloaded data be encoded.

[0036] B-2. Download from the Computer

Next, a description is given for the operation when requesting download of music sound

data to the computer 7 from the headphone stereo device 6. Here, Fig. 7 is a flowchart for

describing the operation when downloading music sound data from the computer 7. First,

determination is made by the headphone stereo device 6 whether or not a request

operation has been made to the computer 7 for downloading music sound data and if so,

the program proceeds to step S42 and the request items are input (or selected) for

selecting the track that the user wishes to download. There is additional data, as shown in

Fig. 5, that is attached as request items, such as, for example, the genre, artist, album title,
etc.

[0037] If request items are input (or selected), next, a list demand is sent out in

accordance with the requested items, using step S44. The list demand is sent out to the
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computer 7 through the home base station 5, if the demand is within the area of the home

base station 5 and through the public base station 2 and the home base station 5, if outside

the area of the home base station 5. Moreover, there may be no direct input of the track

title in the same way as with the previously described downloading from the service

center 3. However, generally, the count of the tracks, which are registered by the

computer 7 (back up), compared to the tracks which are registered by the service center,
is rather small.

[0038] Consequently, when downloading from the computer 7, because it is not clear

whether or not the music sound data of the track for download is registered, it is efficient,

as described above, compared to directly inputting the track title, to designate the desired

track from among a downloaded list using entries. Thus, directly inputting the track title

is effective when small volumes of music sound data are registered in the computer 7.

[0039] Using the headphone stereo device 6, after sending a list demand, in step S46, the

program waits to receive the list from the computer 7. In contrast, using the computer 7,

in step S60, a determination is made whether or not there has been a list demand and if so,

in step S62, in accordance with the item demanded (for example, genre, artist, album title,

etc.) the list (list of artist name and track titles, etc.) of relevant music sound data from

among the music sound data registered in the computer 7 is sent out. This list is sent to

the headphone stereo device 6 through the home base station 5 or the public base station
2 and home base station 5.

[0040] Using the headphone stereo device 6, when receiving the list, in step S48, the

received list is displayed on the display section 17. For example, when the user

designates a genre, a list of artists of the designated genre or a list of the track titles of the

designated genre are displayed on the display section 17 at this time. The user selects the

desired artist or track from the displayed list. In this case, one or more selections are

possible for the artist or track title. When the user selects the artist or track title, in step

S52, a request demand is sent out along with the artist or track title. Subsequently, in step

S54, the program waits until receipt of the music sound data of the designated artist or

track title. This request demand is sent to the computer 7 through the home station 5 or

the public base station 2 and the home station 5.

[0041] The computer 7 determines whether or not, in step S64, there has been a request

demand and as there has been a request demand from the headphone stereo device 6, in

step S66, music sound data collected in the database 4 is searched for the request

demanded artist or track title and in step S68, the relevant music sound data is sent out.

The relevant music sound data is sent to the headphone stereo device 6 by means of the

home base station 5 or the public base station 2 and the home base station 5. Using the

headphone stereo device 6, the determination result of the step S54 becomes “Yes”, the

program proceeds to step S56 and the received music sound data is stored in the storage
medium 12.

[0042] Using the previously described processing, in the computer 7, several of the tracks

that the user desired be reproduced are edited (reordered or grouped) and the edited tracks

(music sound data) may be downloaded to the headphone stereo device 6. In this case, for

edited grouping, an arbitrary number is attached, an arbitrary keyword is attached and

during download, if this number or keyword is designated, compared to when selecting

the genre or artist or track title, etc., along with being able to easily download the user’s

desired track (several), it is possible to easily reproduce.
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[0043] B-3. Reproduction Processing

Next, a description is given for the operation when reproducing the music sound data

(track data) downloaded to the storage medium 12 of the headphone stereo device 6. Here,

Fig. 8 is a flowchart for describing the operation when reproducing the track data using

the headphone stereo device 6. First, in step S80, a determination is made whether or not

a designation has been made for track data that must be reproduced and when there has

been track data designated, in step S82, the user selects the track data to be reproduced.

As for the selection method, as described previously, currently, following the music

sound data stored in the storage medium 12, a list is displayed of the genre and artists’

names and a selection is made from among this list or when displaying a list of track

titles, a selection is made from among this list. At the same time, when track data has not

been designated, in step S84, currently, all of the track data which was stored in the

storage medium 12 is selected as the reproduction object.

[0044] Next, in step S86, the program waits until there is a reproduction instruction

operation. If there is a reproduction instruction operation, the program proceeds to step

S88, retrieves from the corresponding music sound data the selected music data in step

S82 or step S84, reproduces it using the music sound processing section 18, and outputs

using the output section 19. A determination is made whether or not the data is the final

data using step S90 for every single track completion and if reproduction of all the

selected track data is not completed, the program returns to step S88 and the next track

data is reproduced. Next, until completion of the reproduction of all the selected track

data, reproduction is repeated using step S88. During reproduction, it is permissible to

display information (artist’s name, track title, and information related to this artist)

related to the track data during the current reproduction on the display section 17. This

processing is completed when reproduction of all the selected track data is completed.

[0045] B-4. Backup Processing

Next, a description is given for the operation when backing up music sound data to the

computer 7 from the headphone stereo device 6. Here, Fig. 9 is a flowchart for describing

the operation when backing up music sound data. First, in the headphone stereo device 6,

in step S100, a determination is made whether or not the user has demanded back up

operations and if so, the program proceeds to step S102, and a list of music sound data

that was stored in the storage medium 12 is displayed. Next, in step S104, the user selects

the music sound data that must be backed up to the computer 7. The user selects from

among a list of music sound data displayed on the display section 17 the music sound

data that the user desires to be backed up. Moreover, using this embodiment, the music

sound data that must be backed up is selected, but all of the music sound data stored in

the storage medium 12 may be backed up. In this case, selection of the music sound data

is not necessary.

[0046] If music sound data for backup is selected, next, a back up demand is sent using

step S106. The backup demand is sent to the computer 7 by means of the home base

station 5 when the headphone stereo device 6 is within the area of the home base station 5.

At the same time, the demand is sent to the computer 7 by means of a neighborhood

public base station 2 and the home base station 5 when the headphone stereo device 6 is
outside the area of the home base station 5.

[0047] In contrast, the computer 7, in step S120, makes a determination whether or not a

backup demand has been received and if a backup demand has been received from the
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headphone stereo device 6, the program proceeds to step S12, and a determination is

made whether or not the music sound data that must be backed up has been received.

From this determination, the computer 7 waits to receive the music sound data.

[0048] At the same time, the headphone stereo device 6, using step S108, reads from the

storage medium 12 the music sound data that must be backed up and sends it. In step

S110, a determination is made whether or not to send all of the music sound data, and

when there is music sound data that will not be sent among the music sound data that

must be backed up, the program returns to step S108 and reads out from the storage

medium 12 the following music sound data and sends it. Next, all of the music sound data

that must be backed up is read out in sequence from the storage medium 12 and sent. This

music sound data, in the same way as with the backup demand, is sent to the computer by

means of the home base station 5 or by means of a neighborhood base station 2 and the

home base station 5. If the sending of all of the music sound that must be backed up is

completed, the program proceeds to step S112 and a backup completion command is sent

to the computer 7 by means of the home base station 5 or the public base station 2.

[0049] The computer 7, when receiving the music sound data from the headphone stereo

device 6, proceeds to step S124, and stores the received music sound data in a housed (or

externally attached) hard disk. Besides the hard disk, a transferable magnetic storage

medium (floppy disk) or optical magnetic disk (MO, CD-W) or an attachable/detachable

semiconductor memory (flash memory) may be used. In step S 126, a determination is

made whether or not the backup completion command has been received, and if not, the

program returns to step S122, the following music sound data is received and in step

S124, the received music sound data is stored. Next, the steps S122, S124, and S126 are

repeated and all of the music sound data to be backed up is received in sequence and

stored. If all of the music sound data to be backed up has been received and stored, and

the backup completion command has been received, this processing is completed.

[0050] Using this embodiment, a detailed description is omitted, but it is possible, as

previously described, for the user to edit the music sound data which was backed up by

the computer 7. For example, the storage sequence of the music sound data can be

changed and grouping of favorite tracks can be considered. It is possible to sometimes

change the storage sequence and to group favorites, so as to simplify the operation of

selecting tracks with the previously described headphone stereo device 6 during

downloading. In addition, when grouping, in reality, there is consideration of grouping of

the music sound data, but in addition, a list is formed which enumerates the favorite

tracks and tracks (music sound data) to be downloaded from this list and this list may be

designated. Of course, there may be multiple lists. In this case, it becomes possible for

the music sound data to be described as overlapping on multiple lists and it is possible to

more efficiently use the music sound data.

[0051] B-5. New Registration Notiflcation Processing

Next, a description is made for the operation when notifying the headphone stereo device

6 from the service center when new music sound data has been newly registered. Here,

Fig. 10 is a flowchart for describing the operation for new registration notiflcation. First,

in the service center 3, a determination is made whether or not there is new music sound

data (possible multiples) in the database 4. Moreover, a description is omitted for the new

music sound data registration method. When new music sound data has been registered,

the program proceeds to step S132, and for the previously described user registration, a
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call is made to the headphone stereo device 6 of the user for which new registration

notification is established using a telephone number set during user registration. Using

step S134, a determination is made whether or not there has been a response. From this

determination, the service center 3 waits for a response from the headphone stereo device
6.

[0052] At the same time, using the headphone stereo device 6, in step S150, a

determination is made whether or not there has been an incoming signal from the service

center 3 and if so, a line is connected automatically and a response is made to the service

center 3. The response is received, and the service center 3, in step S136, sends out a new

registration notification for notifying that new music sound data has been registered. At

this time, in order to notify the user of the headphone stereo device 6 that some music

sound data has been registered, information (track title, artist name, etc.) may also be

attached for the new music sound data for updating notifications.

[0053] Along with the headphone stereo device 6, in step S154, after receiving new

registration notification from the service center 3, this new registration notification is

displayed on the display section 17 and the user is notified. When attaching information

(track title, artist name, etc.) for the new music sound data to the new registration

notification, it is permissible to also display this information. Accordingly, the user of the

headphone stereo device 6 can be notified automatically of new music sound data

registration through user pre-registration. Moreover, it is permissible to output specific

sounds (beep, melody) in addition to the display of the new registration notification. The

user, when confirming new registration notifications, can designate downloading of the

newly registered music sound data through the key input section 13.

[0054] Next, in step S156, it is determined whether or not the user has performed a

download instruction operation. When the user has not directed a download instruction,

this processing is completed without further processing. In this case, also at the service

center 3, in step S138, a determination is made whether or not a download demand has

been received from the headphone stereo device 6, and as described above, without the

user directing a download instruction, when a download demand has not been sent from

the headphone stereo device 6, this processing is completed without further processing.

That is, in this case, only new registration notification is performed to the headphone
stereo device 6.

[0055] At the same time, when the user has directed a download instruction, the

headphone stereo device 6, in step S158, sends a download demand to the service center

3. In contrast, at the service center 3, the judgment result of step S138 becomes “Yes”,

and the program proceeds to step S 140. In step S140, new registered music sound data is

read out from the database 4, and after sending to the corresponding headphone stereo

device 6, in step S 142, a determination is made whether or not there is a final music

sound data. In addition, when there is new music sound data, the program returns to step

S140 and the next new music sound data is sent to the headphone stereo device 6. Next,

step S140 is repeated until receipt of all the newly registered music sound data. When

sending of all the newly registered music sound data has been completed, this processing

is completed.

[005 6] In contrast, the headphone stereo device 6, in step S160, determines whether or
not the music sound data has been received and the new music sound data has been

received from the service center 3, the program proceeds to step S162, and after storing
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in the storage medium 12 the received new music sound data, in step S164, a

determination is made whether or not the final music sound data is present. When the

music sound data is not the final data, the program returns to step S160, the next new

music sound data is received, and in step S162, the data is stored in the storage medium

12. Next, the steps S160 and S162 are repeatedly executed until receipt of all the newly

registered music sound data. From this processing, the user of the headphone stereo

device 6 can obtain, using a simplified operation, the music sound data newly registered

at the service center 3. When the newly registered music sound data is completely

received, this processing is completed.

[005 7] Moreover, using the previously described embodiment, a description is made for

only the music sound data of the contents of the service provider, and without restriction,

there may be provided to the service center 3 the registration schedule date for the music

sound data or an artist’s activity details (a tour schedule, a TV program performance

schedule, etc.) and ticket information (sales period, price, etc.)

[0058] In addition, using the previously described embodiment, when the new music

sound data has been registered in the service center 3, automatically, notification is made

to the headphone stereo device 6 as the target, but without restrictions, there are

sometimes updates such as to the registration schedule date for the music sound data,

artist activity details, or ticket information and also when there has been new registration,

at any time, it is permissible to automatically send to the headphone stereo device 6 this

information. Moreover, using the previously described embodiment, the present invention

is used with PHS, but it is permissible to use the present invention in wireless

communication systems such as portable telephone systems or paging systems (one way

or two-way) or in cable communication systems such as ISDN.

[005 9]

[Effect of the Invention] According to the invention in Claim 1, the music sound data

received by the receiving means is stored by the storage means and because reproduction

of the music sound data which is stored by the storage means is reproduced by the

reproduction means, no consideration is given to replacement of the storage medium or

storage capacity and an advantage is obtained because it is possible to reproduce the
desired music sound.

[0060] In addition, according to the invention of Claim 2, when receiving the music

sound data, because send requests are made by the request means and the music sound

data which is sent in response to the send request is received by the receiving means, it is

possible to receive music sound data as necessary with no consideration is given to

replacement of the storage medium or storage capacity and an advantage is obtained

because it is possible to reproduce the desired music sound.

[0061] In addition, according to the invention of Claim 3, because the storage means is a

storage medium which can overwrite information magnetically or electrically, no

consideration is given to replacement of the storage medium or storage capacity, the

advantages are that it is possible to receive the desired music sound and to reproduce it.

[0062] In addition, according to the invention of Claim 4, using the collection device,

multiple music sound data is collected by the collection means and by the sending means,

the music sound data which is collected by the collection means is sent. At the same time,

using the music sound reproduction device, the music sound data which was sent is

received by the receiving means and the music sound data that was received is stored by
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the storage means. Because reproduction of the music sound data which was stored by

the storage means is reproduced by the reproduction means, if the music sound data is

received as necessary, no consideration is given to replacement of the storage medium or

storage capacity and an advantage is obtained because it is possible to reproduce the
desired music sound.

[0063] In addition, according to the invention of Claim 5, along with managing the

communications among terminals by communications lines, because the service center is

a collection device providing to the terminal every kind of information, it is possible that

the portable music sound reproduction device can receive music sound data as necessary

anywhere if at a location accessible by the service center and no consideration is given to

replacement of the storage medium or storage capacity and an advantage is obtained

because it is possible to reproduce the desired music sound.

[0064] In addition, according to the invention of Claim 6, when new music sound data is

registered, because notification is made of the registration to portable music sound

devices from the service center, anywhere the location is accessible by the service center,

it is possible to receive as necessary the latest music sound data, and no consideration is

given to replacement of the storage medium or storage capacity and an advantage is

obtained because it is possible to reproduce the desired music sound.

[0065] In addition, according to the invention of Claim 7, because the collection device is

an information processing device installed within the home, if music sound data is

received as necessary, no consideration is given to replacement of the storage medium or

storage capacity and an advantage is obtained because it is possible to reproduce the
desired music sound.

[0066] In addition, according to the invention of Claim 8, because the music sound data

which is stored by the storage means of the portable music sound reproduction device is

held by the holding means of the information processing device, it is possible, one time,

to hold the received music sound data and if the held music sound data is once again

received as necessary, no consideration is given to replacement of the storage medium or

storage capacity and an advantage is obtained because it is possible to reproduce the
desired music sound.

[0067] In addition, according to the invention of Claim 9, because the music sound data

held by the holding means of the information processing device is edited by the editing

means, for example, by grouping multiple music sound data, when receiving by the

portable music sound reproduction device, if received by group units, along with being

able to receive easily the desired tracks (multiples) of the user, no consideration is given

to replacement of the storage medium or storage capacity and an advantage is obtained

because it is possible to reproduce the desired music sound.

[0068] In addition, according to the invention of Claim 10, because the storage means is a

storage medium which can overwrite information magnetically or electrically, no

consideration is given to replacement of the storage medium or storage capacity, the

desired music sound is received and an advantage is obtained because it is possible to

reproduce the desired music sound.

[Brief Explanation of the Drawings]

[Fig. l] A block diagram showing the structure of a communications system such as PHS

terminals according to an embodiment of the present invention.
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[Fig. 2] A conceptual diagram showing the exterior structure of the headphone stereo
device.

[Fig. 3] A block diagram showing the structure of the headphone stereo device.

[Fig. 4] A conceptual diagram showing the data structure received between the

headphone stereo device and the service center or computer.

[Fig. 5] A conceptual diagram showing the structure of the music sound data.

[Fig. 6] A flowchart for describing the operation when downloading music sound data
from the service center 3.

[Fig. 7] A flowchart for describing the operation when downloading music sound data

from the computer 7.

[Fig. 8] A flowchart for describing the operation when reproducing track data using the

headphone stereo device 6.

[Fig. 9] A flowchart for describing the operation when backing up music sound data.

[Fig. 10] A flowchart for describing the operation when making new registration
notiflcation.

[Explanation of the Elements]

3- service center (sending means, collection device)

4- database (collection means, collection device)

6- headphone stereo device (portable music sound reproduction device)

7- computer (information processing device, holding means, editing means)

8- modem (receiving means)

10- communications section (receiving means, sending means)

11- storage device

12- storage medium (storage means)

13- key input section

14- control section (demand means)
15- ROM

1 6-RAM

17- display section

18- music sound processing section (reproduction means)

19- output section (reproduction means)

20- power supply section

[Fig. 4]

 

1- code, 2- data or control code
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2- service center

[Fig. 2] [Fig. 3]

 
10- sending section, 11- storage device, 12- storage medium, 13- key input section ,

14-control section , 15- ROM, 16- RAM, 17- display section, 18- music sound

processing section, 19- output section, 20-power supply section
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[Fig. 5]
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1- record company, 2-artist, 3- genre, 4- release date, 5- record title, 6-data (MPEG

audio, 7- data (MPEG audio), 8- track title, 9- track sequence, 10- user

information, ll- copy count (terminal ID)
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[Fig. 6]
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1- start, 2-public base station/HB, 3- service center, 4- end, 5- end, S10-request

0perati0n?, S 12- track title input, S14- request demand, S16- data receiVed?, S18-

storage of received data, S30-request demand?, S32- search data, S34- send data
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[Fig. 7]
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l- start, 2- public base station/HB, 3- start, 4-end, 5-end, S40- request operation?, S42-

input of request item, S44- list demand, S46- list received, S48- list display, S50-

selection, S52-request demand, S54- data received, S56- storage received data, S60- list

demand?, S62- send list, S64-request demand?, S66-data search, S68-send data
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[Fig. 8]
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l-start, 2-end, S80- reproduce data instruction, S82- selection of reproduction data, S84-

select all data, S86- reproduction instruction operation, S88- reproduction of selected

track data, S90- last data
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[Fig. 9]
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1- start, 2-public base station/HB, 3- start, 4-end, 5- end, S100- back up demand,

S102- display data to be stored, S104- selection of the data to backup, S106- back

up demand, S108- send backup data, S110- all data sent?, S112- back up

completion command sent, S120- backup demand?, S122- data received, S124-

received data storage, Sl26- completion command received?
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l-service center, 2-public base station/HB, 3-start, 4-start, 5-end, 6-end, S130-data

registration?, S132-cal by corresponding user, S134-response?, S136- new registration

notification, S138-download demand?, Sl40- send new registration data, Sl42- final data,

Sl50- incoming call?, Sl52- line connection and response, Sl54- display of new

registration notification, S156- download?, Sl58- download demand, Sl60- data

receiVed?, S l 62- store data, S 164-final data?
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(54) [Title of the Invention] Portable Type Music Selection/Viewing System

(57) [Abstract]

[Problem] To provide a system supplying music software that a user selects by using a

cell phone.

[Solution] The distribution center 10 which has server functions receives offers of music

software from record production companies 20. The portable type music selection/

viewing equipment 50 which connects through a public network 30 to the distribution

center 10 has a main body 51 having a button input section, a display 52 established on

the main body 51, and a receiver 54 for music. The user selects and requests from the

distribution center. Along with outputting to the receiver the sounds of the received music

software, the lyrics and the like are output to the display 52.
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[Claims]

[Claim 1] A portable type music selection/viewing system comprising:

a record company which produces music software;

a distribution center having a server which receives offers of music from

the record company; and

a portable type music selection/viewing equipment which connects with

the distribution center through a public network;

wherein the portable type music selection/viewing equipment provides a

means for transmitting the inputted selection information to the distribution center by

means of a public network and for outputting music software which was sent from the
distribution center as sound and text information.

[Claim 2] The portable type music selection/viewing system according to Claim 1

wherein the portable type music selection/viewing equipment further comprises:

a power supply section;

an integrated control section;

a memory section for telephone number registration;

a button input section;

a display section;

a transmitter and receiver control section;

a transmitter and a receiver;

an electric wave transmitting and receiving controller;

an antenna;

a control section for music;

an amplifier for music; and
a receiver for music.

[Claim 3] The portable type music selection/viewing system according to Claim 2

wherein the portable type music selection/viewing equipment provides a memory section
for music which stores the received music software.

[Claim 4] The portable type music selection/viewing system according to Claim 3

wherein the portable type music selection/viewing equipment provides memory media for

music as freely attachable and detachable which stores the music software.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[000 1 ]

[Technical Field of the Invention] The present invention relates to a distribution system

for music which uses cellular telephones.

[0002]

[Description of Related Art] For example, using portable type radios or televisions, it is

possible to enjoy music software by receiving broadcast electromagnetic waves from

earth stations or satellites. The reception of these broadcast electromagnetic waves are a

unidirectional communication service from the broadcasting station and the user can
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make no selection. In addition, the existence of communication karaoke systems requires

music that the user selects from the center using wire circuits and it is possible to receive
service.

[0003]

[Problems that the Invention is to Solve] Following the spread of cell phone systems, it

has become possible to provide every kind of service in addition to telephone service for

the user. The present invention provides a music selection/viewing system which uses

wireless public networks.

[0004]

[Means for Solving the Problems] The music selection/viewing system of the present

invention, as a fundamental means, provides a record company which produces music

software, a distribution center having a server which receives offers of music from the

record company, and a portable type music selection/viewing equipment which connects

with the distribution center through a public network, wherein the portable type music

selection/viewing equipment provides a means for transmitting the inputted selection

information to the distribution center by means of a public network and for outputting
music software which was sent from the distribution center as sound and text information.

In addition, as a fundamental means, there is provided a power supply section, an

integrated control section, a memory section for telephone number registration, a button

input section, a display section, a transmitter and receiver control section, a transmitter

and a receiver, an electric wave transmitting and receiving controller, an antenna, a

control section for music;, an amplifier for music, and a receiver for music. Furthermore,

the portable type music selection/viewing equipment provides a memory section for

music which stores the received music software. In addition, the portable type music

selection/viewing equipment provides memory media for music as freely attachable and
detachable which stores the music software.

[0005]

[Embodiments] Fig. l is a complete formation diagram of the present invention’s

portable type music selection/viewing equipment. The system, shown with the entire

body as symbol 1, has a distribution center 10 with receiver and the distribution center 10

receives offers of music contents from record production companies 20. The portable

type music selection/viewing equipment 50, 60, and 70 are connected to this distribution

center through a public network 30.

[0006] The portable type music selection/viewing equipment 50 has the same structure as,

for example, a cell phone, providing the necessary push buttons and display 52. The

receiver 54 is connected to the main body 51. The user which has the portable type music

selection/viewing equipment 50 operates the push buttons on top of the main body 51 and

calls the distribution center 10 through the public network 30, receiving the desired music

software through the public network 30. The received music software is amplified by the

amp provided within the main body 51 of the portable music selection/viewing

equipment and output is to the receiver 54.
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[0007] The user who has put on the receiver, along with enjoying the music, can, as

necessary, display the lyrics on the display 52 and enjoy karaoke. This portable type

music selection/viewing equipment 50 is simplified and it is possible to receive offers of

music only during line connections.

[0008] The portable type music selection/viewing equipment 60 shows a television which

houses the memory device 666 within the main body 61. For the portable type music

selection/viewing equipment of the television, push buttons are operated and calls made

to the distribution center. The music software is offered along with output to the receiver

64 and display 62 and is stored by the memory device 66. Consequently, the user, even

after cutting the connection with the public line 30, can enjoy the reproduction of music

software within the memory device 66.

[0009] The portable type music selection/viewing equipment 70 provides the memory

device 76 which can be attached or detached from the main body 71. This memory device

76 is a memory card like, for example, a magnetic card, magnetic tape, CD, DVD, or IC

card. The user operates the push buttons of the main body 71 and when downloading

music software to the memory device (media) 76 of the portable type music

selection/viewing equipment, along with being able to enjoy this music software using

the display 72 or receiver 74 of the portable type music selection/viewing equipment 70,

this memory device can be removed and inserted in other audio units and it is possible to

enjoy high quality reproduced music. In addition, it is possible to store the music

software within the memory device 76 using other audio units. It is possible to enjoy

music by inserting this memory device 76 in this portable type music selection/viewing

equipment 70.

[0010] Fig. 2 is a structure diagram of the present invention’s portable type music

selection/viewing equipment having the functions of a portable telephone. The main body

of the portable type music selection/viewing equipment is shown using the symbol 100

and has the integrated control section 110 which is connected to the power supply 130

and for the integrated control section 110, the memory section 120 for telephone number

registration is connected. The button input control section 180, having the button input

section 182 which the user operates, sends signals to the integrated control section 160

and the integrated control section 110, along with displaying operating details to the

display 162 by means of the display control section 160, accesses the public network by

means of the electromagnetic wave sending and receiving control section 140 and the

antenna 150. If the user calls other telephones, switching equipment calls the telephone

and using the transmitter 174 and receiver 172 which are connected to the sending and

receiving control section 170, it is possible for the user to telephone other parties.

[0011] The control section for music 200 is connected to the integrated control section

110, the power supply 130, the electromagnetic wave sending and receiving section 140,

the button input control section 180, and the display control section 160. The user

operates the button input section 182 and when the command for calling the distribution

center is output, along with displaying the details to the display section 162, the
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electromagnetic sending and receiving control section 140 accesses the distribution center

through a public network by means of the antenna 150.

[0012] When it is possible to access the distribution center, the user makes a selection
and the distribution center sends the selected music software. The control section 200 for

received music amplifies the signal using an amplification section for music and outputs

sounds to the receiver 230 used for music which is inserted in the receiver jack 220. This

sound output can be output also to the receiver 172 and information about lyrics is

displayed on the display section 162.

[0013] The memory section for music 240 which is connected to the control section for

music 200 stores music software. The memory media 250 such as magnetic cards,

magnetic tape, CD, DVD, or IC cards, along with storing music software, is removable
and can be used with other audio units.

[0014] Fig. 3 is a flow diagram of the processing used in the present invention’s system.

In step S10, music, lyrics, and images are registered from the record production company

20 to the distribution center 10 (change and deletion). In step S11, the user can select a

track name, an artist’s name, lyrics, track name No., and a composer’s name, using the

display and push buttons of the portable type music selection/viewing equipment. In step

S12, the selected track and lyrics are sent from the distribution center to the user via a
circuit.

[0015] In step S13, sounds are heard from the user’s receiver, along with display of the

lyrics and images on the display. With a memory device attached, it is possible to

reproduce after registration and phone call completion. In step 14, if the transmission

from the distribution center is complete, accounting is performed. The accounting is

performed based on the NTT Q2 method. In step S15, if a telephone call is incoming

during reproduction from the memory device, an interruption notice or indication is given.

[0016]

[Effect of the Invention] From the previous description of the invention, because it is

possible for a user, using the cell phone, to enjoy music software, the application of

public networks is expanded and service is improved.

[Brief Explanation of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1] A formation diagram of the present invention’s portable type music

selection/viewing system.

[Fig. 2] A formation diagram of the present invention’s portable music selection/viewing

system.

[Fig. 3] A flow diagram of the present invention’s portable type music selection/viewing

system.

[Explanation of the Elements]
10- distribution center

20- record production company
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30- public network

50,60, 70- portable music selection/Viewing equipment
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[Fig. 1]

 
10-distribution center (server), 20- record production company, 30- public network
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[Fig. 3]
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S10- perform registration of track, lyrics, and images to the distribution center 10 from

the record production company 20.

S11- call distribution center from user of portable type music selection/viewing

equipment and select. (Using push button and display of the portable type music

selection/viewing equipment, it is possible to select the track name, artist’s name, genre,

and track No. and composer’s name).

S 12-Send by means of wire to the user’s portable type music selection/viewing

equipment from the distribution center the selected track, lyrics and images.

S13- Display the sounds from receiver of the user’s portable type music

selection/viewing equipment and the lyrics and images on the display. When a memory

device is attached, it is possible to reproduce after registration and communications are

completed.

S 14- If the transmission from the distribution center is completed, perform accounting

processing. Perform the accounting processing based on NTT’s Q2 method.

S15- If there is an incoming telephone call during reproduction from the memory device,

notify or display interruption.
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[Fig. 2]
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150- display lyrics of selected downloaded track, 2-hear also using telephone receiver, 3-

operation of selected button, 110- integrated control section, 120- memory section used

for telephone number registration, 130-power supply section, 140- electromagnetic wave

reception control section, 160- display control section, 162- display section, 170-sending

and receiving control section, 172- receiver, 174- transmitter, 180- button input control
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section, 182- button input section, 200-music controller, 210- amplification section for

music, 220- receiver jack, 240-memory section for music, 250- memory media for music
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(54) [Title of the Invention] Multimedia Communication System and Tenninal Apparatus Thereof

(57) [Abstract]

[Purpose] In order to match all media to a scale corresponding to a transmission capacity, to provide

a multimedia communication system capable of creating representative information for which some

information is thinned out by the infonnation transfer side.

[Constitution] Representative infonnation, with the amount of information reduced on the

communication tenninal device 11 to an extent that the original-like attribute of the received

infonnation is not lost, is extracted, and when requested by a mobile wireless communication

tenninal device 12, the representative infonnation is transferred from the communication tenninal
device 11 to the mobile wireless communication tenninal device 12 via the communication network

14 and the wireless base station 13.

[Effects] By receiving representative infonnation, the mobile wireless communication tenninal

device 12, too, that has a limited infonnation retention capacity, can easily keep track of the content
of the infonnation itself
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[What Is Claimed Is]

[Claim 1] A multimedia communication system, comprising: at least one first communication

terminal device, at least one second communication tenninal device, and a communication network

that connects said first and second communication tenninal devices; wherein said first

communication tenninal device comprises: a communication unit that sends and receives various

types of infonnation to and from the communication networks, a high—function processing unit that

extracts representative information with a reduced amount of infonnation from the received

infonnation to an extent that does not lose the original—like attribute, a communication recording

unit that records in time—series the representative infonnation obtained from said high—function

processing unit, and a database unit that stores the received infonnation and the representative

infonnation acquired from said high—function processing unit by associating them, such that

keyword searches can be made on said stored infonnation; wherein said second communication

terminal device, which is portable, comprises: a communication unit that receives infonnation and

transmits new infonnation, an icon display unit that separates media infonnation from the received

infonnation and displays different types of icons based on the types of said media infonnation, and

a communication processing unit that perfonns the processing of selecting communication means

and communication media from instructions input that corresponds to said icons and that is
interactive.

[Claim 2] The multimedia communication system of Claim 1, wherein said first
communication tenninal device has an infonnation transfer means that transfers extracted

representative infonnation to another communication terminal device.

[Claim 3] The multimedia communication system of Claim 1 or 2, wherein said first

communication tenninal device has an infonnation transfer means that transfers the original

infonnation corresponding to the representative infonnation based on instructions from said second

communication tenninal device to any communication tenninal device.

[Claim 4] The multimedia communication system of Claim 1, 2, or 3, wherein said
communication network and said first or second communication terminal device send and receive

data wirelessly.

[Claim 5] The multimedia communication system of Claim 1, 2, 3, or 4, wherein the

multimedia communication system comprises a video distribution center connected to said

communication network, and wherein

said first communication terminal device comprises a set top that makes it possible to display the

video infonnation from said video distribution center on a display unit as well as a means of

extracting representative infonnation from said video infonnation.

[Claim 6] A multimedia communication tenninal device, comprising: a communication unit

that sends and receives various types of infonnation to and from communication networks,

a high—function processing unit that extracts representative infonnation with a reduced amount of

infonnation from the received infonnation to an extent that does not lose the original—like attribute,

a communication recording unit that records in time—series the representative information obtained

from said high—function processing unit,

and a database unit that stores the received infonnation and the representative information acquired

from said high—f‘unction processing unit by associating them, such that keyword searches can be
made on said stored infonnation.

[Claim 7] The multimedia communication tenninal device of Claim 6, wherein the device has

an infonnation transfer means that transfers said representative infonnation to another
communication tenninal device.

[Claim 8] The multimedia communication terminal device of Claim 6, wherein the tenninal

device has an infonnation transfer means that transfers the original information corresponding to
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the representative information based on instructions from another communication tenninal device to

any communication terminal device.

[Claim 9] A multimedia communication terminal device, which is portable, comprising: a

communication unit that receives infonnation and transmits new infonnation, an icon display unit

that separates media infonnation from the received information and displays different types of icons

based on the types of said media infonnation, and a communication processing unit that perfonns

the processing of selecting communication means and communication media from instructions

input that corresponds to said icons and that is interactive.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of Industry] This invention is directed to a multimedia communication system that perfonns
infonnation transfer services in multimedia communications and tenninal devices thereof.

[0002]

[Prior Art] In recent years, there have been rapid advances in infonnation transfer services in

multimedia communications, leading to the provision of various services. For example, pagers (e.g.,

pocket bells) that call a person wirelessly and cause him or her to contact a given place, and pagers

that implement bidirectional communications through the addition of a function that transmits

handwritten characters and data have come to be provided, and the following services as

infonnation transfer services that use such pagers are known:

[0003] 1. Voice mail service, wherein when the caller dials a number assigned by a center, the

center rings the pager that is called, and the call—receiving party accesses (telephones) a number

assigned by the center to listen to the message. (Recruit “Delta Mail”, TTM Comm—Net “Bell

Voice”, and the like). 2. A voice mail service, wherein a center on a network transfers and records

an answering—machine—recorded message to the same company, and simultaneously uses a pager to

call the away—from—phone party wirelessly. The called party can telephone the center to listen to

said transferred and recorded message. (MIT Systems Laboratories, “Call Anywhere”).

3. A monitoring system, wherein, when a machine that runs on an unattended basis fails, the event

is conveyed to a pager through a modem, eight types of failures are recognized, and different codes

corresponding to these failures are transmitted. (Kyowa System, “Communications Expert”,

Energy Support, “Pocket Bell Monitor.)

[0004]

[Problems to Be Solved by the Invention] In the conventional multimedia communication system

described above, however, due to a transmission limited capacity of the pager to which information

is transferred, the type of infonnation that can be transferred is limited to voice and small amounts

of data, and the conventional system is up against a first problem: the inability to transfer large-

volume data and video information. There is also a second problem: the requirement that the

tenninal used to receive incoming calls in wireless calls be different from the tenninal that makes a

call in order to obtain an actual message. Also there is a third problem in that, because the

communication is basically a bidirectional communication, it is not possible for the user to request

repeated deliveries of a message if details on the first delivery were missed. Also, there is a fourth

problem in that, whereas a bidirectional pager can make and receive calls using the same terminal

equipment, a log of calls received cannot be saved. Also, there is a fifth problem in that the system

does not provide a user interface that would pennit initialing a new call based on log infonnation on
received calls.

[0005] In view of the above problems, an objective of the present invention, in order to match all

media to a scale corresponding to a transmission capacity, is to provide a multimedia

communication system capable of creating representative information for which some infonnation

is thinned out by the infonnation transfer side. A second objective of the present invention is to
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provide a multimedia communication system capable of transmitting new detailed information

based on log infonnation on incoming calls as well as requests for detailed infonnation; a third

objective of the present invention is to provide a multimedia communication system capable of

associating representative information, a communications log, and incoming call data itself by

storing a communications log. And a fourth objective of the present invention is to provide a

multimedia communication system in which the user interface is structured in tenns of information

and that uses an icon display means for an easy—to—see display.

[0006]

[Means of Solving the Problems] In order to accomplish the above objectives, Claim 1 proposes

the following multimedia communication system: a multimedia communication system,

comprising: at least one first communication tenninal device, at least one second communication

tenninal device, and a communication network that connects said first and second communication

terminal devices; wherein said first communication terminal device comprises: a communication

unit that sends and receives various types of infonnation to and from the communication networks,

a high—function processing unit that extracts representative infonnation with a reduced amount of

infonnation from the received information to an extent that does not lose the original—like attribute,

a communication recording unit that records in time—series the representative infonnation obtained

from said high—function processing unit, and a database unit that stores the received infonnation and

the representative information acquired from said high—function processing unit by associating them,

such that keyword searches can be made on said stored infonnation; wherein said second

communication tenninal device, which is portable, comprises: a communication unit that receives

infonnation and transmits new infonnation, an icon display unit that separates media infonnation

from the received infonnation and displays different types of icons based on the types of said media

infonnation, and a communication processing unit that performs the processing of selecting

communication means and communication media from instructions input that corresponds to said
icons and that is interactive.

[0007] Claim 2 proposes: in the multimedia communication system of Claim 1, said first
communication tenninal device has an infonnation transfer means that transfers extracted

representative infonnation to another communication terminal device.

[0008] Claim 3 proposes: in the multimedia communication system of Claim 1 or 2, said first

communication tenninal device has an information transfer means that transfers the original

infonnation corresponding to the representative infonnation based on instructions from said second

communication tenninal device to any communication tenninal device.

[0009] Claim 4 proposes: in the multimedia communication system of Claim 1, 2, or 3, said
communication network and said first or second communication terminal device send and receive

data wirelessly.

[0010] Claim 5 proposes: in the multimedia communication system of Claim 1, 2, 3, or 4, the

multimedia communication system comprises a video distribution center connected to said

communication network, and said first communication terminal device comprises a set top that

makes it possible to display the video infonnation from said video distribution center on a display

unit as well as a means of extracting representative infonnation from said video infonnation.

[0011] Claim 6 proposes: a multimedia communication tenninal device, comprising: a

communication unit that sends and receives various types of infonnation to and from

communication networks, a high—function processing unit that extracts representative information
with a reduced amount of infonnation from the received information to an extent that does not lose

the original—like attribute, a communication recording unit that records in time—series the

representative infonnation obtained from said high—function processing unit,
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and a database unit that stores the received information and the representative information acquired

from said high—function processing unit by associating them, such that keyword searches can be
made on said stored infonnation.

[0012] Claim 7 proposes: in the multimedia communication tenninal device of Claim 6, the device

has an information transfer means that transfers said representative infonnation to another
communication tenninal device.

[0013] Claim 8 proposes: in the multimedia communication tenninal device of Claim 6, the

terminal device has an infonnation transfer means that transfers the original infonnation

corresponding to the representative infonnation based on instructions from another communication

terminal device to any communication terminal device.

[0014] Claim 9 proposes: a multimedia communication terminal device, which is portable,

comprising: a communication unit that receives information and transmits new infonnation, an icon

display unit that separates media infonnation from the received infonnation and displays different

types of icons based on the types of said media information, and a communication processing unit

that performs the processing of selecting communication means and communication media from

instructions input that corresponds to said icons and that is interactive.

[0015]

[Operation of the Invention] According to the multimedia communication system of Claim 1,

communications are conducted through a communication network between the first communication

terminal device and the second communication terminal device, between a first communication

terminal device and another first communication tenninal device, or between a second

communication tenninal device and another second communication terminal device. In this case, in

said first communication terminal device, a communication unit sends and receives various types of

information to and from said communication networks, a high—function processing unit extracts

representative infonnation with a reduced amount of information from the received infonnation to

an extent that does not lose the original—like attribute, and a communication recording unit records

in time—series the representative infonnation obtained from said high—function processing unit.

Further, a database unit stores the received information and the representative infonnation acquired

from said high—function processing unit by associating them, such that keyword searches can be

made on said stored information. In addition, in said second communication tenninal device, a

communication unit receives information and transmits new infonnation, and an icon display unit

separates media information from the received information and displays different types of icons

based on the types of said media information. Further, a communication processing unit selects

communication means and communication media from instructions input that corresponds to said
icons and that is interactive.

[0016] According to Claim 2, an infonnation transfer means transfers the representative
infonnation extracted in said first communication tenninal device to another communication

terminal device. In this manner, the second tenninal device that has a small data storage capacity

can also keep track of the contents of information by means of representative infonnation.

[0017] According to Claim 3, the infonnation transfer means of said first communication tenninal

device transfers the original infonnation corresponding to the representative infonnation based on

instructions from said second communication tenninal device to any communication tenninal

device. In this manner, the user who has the second communication terminal device, which is

portable, can keep track of the content of details on infonnation by means of representative

infonnation and view it by means of a handy first communication terminal device and other devices.

[0018] According to Claim 4, between said communication network and said first or second

communication tenninal device, data is sent and received wirelessly. In this manner, there is no

restriction on the place of installation or use of communication terminal devices.
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[0019] According to Claim 5, the set top for said first communication terminal device makes it

possible to display the video infonnation from the video distribution center on a display unit, to

extract representative infonnation from said video infonnation, and to also transmit the

representative information on said video infonnation to another communication terminal device.

[0020] According to the multimedia communication system of Claim 6, a communication unit

sends and receives various types of infonnation to and from the communication networks, a high-

function processing unit extracts representative infonnation with a reduced amount of infonnation

from the received infonnation to an extent that does not lose the original—like attribute, a

communication recording unit records in time—series the representative infonnation obtained from

said high—function processing unit, and a database unit stores the received information and the

representative information acquired from said high—function processing unit by associating them,

such that keyword searches can be made on said stored infonnation.

[0021] According to Claim 7, an information transfer means transfers said representative

infonnation to another communication terminal device. In this manner, even portable terminal

devices that have a limited data storage capacity, for example, can keep track of the content of

information by means of representative information.

[0022] According to Claim 8, infonnation transfer means transfers the original infonnation

corresponding to the representative information based on instructions from another communication

tenninal device to any communication terminal device. In this manner, the user who has a portable

communication terminal device, for example, with a small data storage capacity can view details on

information, about which the content was tracked by means of representative infonnation, by using

a communication tenninal device with a large data storage capacity that is located close to him or
her.

[0023] According to the multimedia communication device of Claim 9, a communication unit

receives information and transmits new information to another tenninal device, and an icon display

unit separates media infonnation from the received infonnation and displays different types of icons

based on the types of said media infonnation. Further, a communication processing unit selects

communication means and communication media from instructions input that corresponds to said

icons and that is interactive. In addition, [SOMETHING] [Translator ’s note: the subject ofthe

sentence missing] is carried around and used by the user.

[0024]

[Embodiments] The following is an explanation of an embodiment of the present invention with

references to drawings. FIG. 1 is a configuration diagram that shows the mode of communication

network in the multimedia communication system of Embodiment l of the present invention. In the

figure, Reference Number 11 denotes a communication terminal device; 12, a mobile wireless

communication terminal device; 13, a wireless base station; and 14, a communication network.

[0025] The communication tenninal device ll is capable of conducting communications with the

wireless base station 13 via the communication network 14. The portable wireless communication

tenninal device 12 is designed to wirelessly communicate with the wireless base station 13. In this

manner, the portable wireless communication terminal device 12 can communicate with the
communication terminal device ll via the wireless base station 13 and the communication network

14.

[0026] FIG. 2 is a functional configuration diagram that depicts the communication terminal device

1 l and the portable wireless communication tenninal device 12 that implement the multimedia

communication system described above. In the figure, (a) represents the functional configuration of

the communication tenninal device ll, and (b), the functional configuration of the portable wireless

communication terminal device 12. The communication tenninal device ll comprises a

communication unit 31, a high—function processing unit 32 connected to the communication unit 31,
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a communication recording unit 33 connected to the communication unit 31 and the high—function

processing unit 32, and a database unit 34 connected to said communication recording unit 33. The

portable wireless communication terminal device 12 comprises a communication unit 41, an icon

display unit connected to said communication unit 41, and a communication processing unit 43

connected to said icon display unit 42. Also, the high—function processing unit 32 extracts

representative infonnation that has the amount of information to be described later.

[0027] FIG. 3 shows an example of the graphical user interface (GUI) on the display screen of the

icon display unit 42 for the portable wireless communication tenninal device 12 described above.

FIG. 4 shows an example of a media—specif1c functional icon.

[0028] As depicted in FIGs. 3 and 4, displayed on the icon display unit 42 are icons that

correspond to various functions. When one of these icons is clicked on, icons that are lower—level

than the clicked icon are displayed, and icons that are even lower in level exist.

[0029] An explanation of the operation of the embodiment of the above—described constitution
follows. When infonnation arrives on the communication tenninal device 11 via the

communication network 14, the communication tenninal device 11 extracts representative

infonnation from said information, and calls the portable wireless communication tenninal device

12 via the communication network 14 and the wireless base station 13. In this manner, the user of

the portable wireless communication tenninal device 12 confirms the call, and can view said

representative infonnation. Further, the user can access the communication tenninal device 11 via

the communication network 14 from the portable wireless communication terminal device 12 to

acquire detailed infonnation, and can reply to the sender of the message based on a call log based

on the content of records in the communication processing unit 43.

[0030] In concrete tenns, when infonnation arrives from a source external to the communication

terminal device 11, the communication unit 31 receives it, and the high—function processing unit 32

extracts representative infonnation from said information. Although the infonnation amount of the

representative infonnation depends on the storage capacity of said portable wireless communication

terminal device 12, as an example, the representative information is extracted as follows:

[0031] 1. Voice, data (electronic mail): Basically, all such infonnation is treated as representative

infonnation. If the amount of infonnation involved is large, in the case of voice, the infonnation is

divided by time, and in the case of data, it is divided in tenns of so many bytes from the beginning
of the data.

2. Fax, and still images: The image is reduced, and the scale is transformed to suit the supported

resolution on the wireless communication tenninal device. If the amount of infonnation is large in

all cases, only the transmission part is reduced and transmitted.

3. Moving pictures: One scene between cut points is extracted, and the results are reduced and

transmitted as a still image.

4. Pager: The data is transferred as is.

[0032] The extracted representative infonnation is stored in time series in the communication

recording unit 33, and it is transferred to the portable wireless communication terminal device 12

through the communication unit 31. The communication recording unit 33 being located above the

database 34 in levels, the stored data in the communication recording unit 33 is structured in terms

of media type, time of arrival, and representative infonnation; it is stored in association with the

original infonnation which is stored in the database unit 34. In this manner, infonnation retrieval

can be perfonned easily through the use of keywords. The structured infonnation is transferred to

the portable wireless communication tenninal device 12 via the communication unit 31.

[0033] On the portable wireless communication tenninal device 12, the communication unit 41

receives the infonnation transmitted from said communication tenninal device 11, and the icon
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display unit ll displays it in the form of icons. Here, icons are characterized by the type of

information received, such as media type and ultra—reduced images of representative infonnation.

[0034] In concrete tenns, the icon display unit 42 is comprised of a device such as a liquid crystal

display unit + a touch panel, and interactions with the user are input into the device. As shown in

FIGs. 2 and 3, when an icon is selected by means of interaction, representative infonnation and

function keys are displayed on the icon display unit 42.

[0035] The types of function keys provided vary depending on the media, as shown in FIG. 3;

however, generally the following function keys are provided:

1. reply: Reply

2. trans: Transfer — to output moving pictures and the like to other terminal devices

3. detail: To request detailed infonnation from a communication tenninal device
4. delete: To delete data off the communication tenninal device

5. quit: The default is to erase the icons on the wireless communication tenninal device and return

to a higher—level screen (the icon display screen)

6. save: To save the icon. After this processing, a quit will not erase the icon.

[0036] Based upon the specific function key selected, the communication processing unit 43

perfonns such procedures as assigning a destination address for perfonning communications, and

[SOMETHING] [Translator ’s note." the subject ofsentence missing] is transmitted from the

communication unit 41 of the portable wireless communication tenninal device 12. For example, if

a request for detailed infonnation is sent by return transmission from the communication tenninal

device 11, the request is received on the communication unit 31, the linked original infonnation is

fetched from the database unit 34 via the communication recording unit 33, and it is transmitted

from the communication unit 31 to the portable wireless communication terminal device 12.

[0037] Next, an explanation of Embodiment 2 of the present invention follows. FIG. 5, which is a

configuration diagram that shows Embodiment 2 of the present invention, depicts an embodiment in

a video distribution service, such as CATV, or a video—on—demand service using CATV. In the

figure, Reference Number 20 is a communication tenninal device equipped with a monitor TV 21

and a set top 22. Reference Number 23 denotes a portable wireless communication tenninal device;

24, a wireless base station; 25, a communication network; and 26, a video distribution center.

[0038] The set top 22, located between the monitor TV 21 and the communication network 25,

permits the reception of videos from the video distribution center on the monitor TV 21, and

perfonns communications with the wireless base station 24 and the video distribution center 26

through the communication network 25. In addition, the portable wireless communication tenninal

device 23 is designed to perform wireless communications with the wireless base station 24. In this

manner, the portable wireless communication tenninal device 23 can communicate with the set top

22 through the wireless base station 24 and the communication network 25. The configuration of

the set top 22 is virtually the same as that of the communication tenninal device ll of Embodiment

1 described previously, and the configuration of the portable wireless communication terminal

device 23 is similar to that of the portable wireless communication tenninal device 12 of
Embodiment l.

[003 9] According to the foregoing configuration, the user requests video infonnation onto the set

top 22 from the video distribution center 26 from the portable wireless communication terminal

device 23 via the wireless base station 24 and the communication network 25. In this manner, the

set top 22, accessing the video distribution center 26 and acquiring video infonnation, extracts

representative infonnation from said video infonnation and transmits it to said portable wireless

communication tenninal device 23. In this manner, the user can learn the video information

acquired in tenns of said representative information.
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[0040] Specifically, when there is incoming video information from the video distribution center

26 onto the set top 22, the communication unit 31 receives it, and the high—function processing unit

32 extracts representative information from said video infonnation. The infonnation volume of this

representative infonnation is similar to the case in Embodiment 1 described previously.

[0041] The extracted representative infonnation is stored in time series in the communication

recording unit 33, and it is transferred to the portable wireless communication tenninal device 23

through the communication unit 31. The communication recording unit 33 exists in a fonn that is

overlaid on the database 34. The data in the communication recording unit 33 is structured in terms

of media type, call arrival time, and representative infonnation; it is stored in association with the

original infonnation stored in the database unit 34. The structured infonnation is transferred to the

portable wireless communication tenninal device 23 through the communication unit 31.

[0042] In the portable wireless communication terminal device 23, the wireless communication

unit 41 receives the infonnation from the set top 22, and displays icons on the icon display unit 42.

Stored below the icons is representative infonnation. Here, the icons are characterized by media

type, the ultra—reduced images of representative infonnation, and by the infonnation that is sent, as
in the case of Embodiment 1.

[0043] Via the icon display unit 42, interactions from the user are input into the system. When an

icon is selected by an interaction, the representative infonnation and function keys appear on the

icon display unit 42.

[0044] Based upon the specific function key selected, the communication processing unit 43

perfonns such procedures as assigning a destination address for perfonning communications, and

[SOMETHING] [Translat0r’s note." the subject ofsentence missing] is transmitted from the

communication unit 41 of the portable wireless communication terminal device 23. For example, if

a request for detailed infonnation is sent to the set top 22 by return transmission by specifying a

reception—target communication tenninal device, the request is received on the communication unit

31 in the set top 22. In the set top 22, the linked original infonnation is fetched from the database

unit 34 via the communication recording unit 33, and it is transmitted from the communication unit

31 to the specified communication terminal device (not shown in the figure) located near the user of

the portable wireless communication tenninal device 23. In this manner, the user of the portable

wireless communication tenninal device 23 can view details on the large—infonnation—volume

image infonnation through the use of a handy communication tenninal device.

[0045]

[Effects of the Invention] As explained above, according to the multimedia communication system

of Claim 1 of the present invention, the first communication tenninal device provides a high-

function processing unit that creates representative information for which information is thinned out

to some extent on the infonnation transfer side in order to match any media to a scale corresponding

to the transfer capacity. Therefore, the second communication tenninal device, for example, also

can keep track of the content of the infonnation by receiving said representative infonnation.

Because a communication recording unit is provided in the first communication tenninal device, a

communication log can be stored, and representative infonnation, the communication log, and the

incoming call data itself can be saved in association. Further, because a communication processing

unit is provided in the second communication tenninal device, new infonnation can be transmitted

from the incoming log information and detailed infonnation can be requested. Further, the

provision of an icon display unit pennits the structuring of infonnation in the user interface, can

display infonnation in an easy—to—understand manner, and offers an excellent operability. This

pennits the implementation of bidirectional multimedia infonnation transfer services so that the

user can keep track of summary information anytime, anywhere, and can easily request for details

on a given message.
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[0046] According to Claim 2, in addition to the above effect, the information transfer side creates

representative infonnation by thinning out the information to some extent to match any media to a

scale corresponding to the transfer capacity. In this manner, for example, the second

communication tenninal device, too, can easily keep track of large—capacity information contents by

receiving said representative infonnation.

[0047] According to Claim 3, in addition to the above effect, said first communication tenninal

device transfers to any other communication terminal device the original information corresponding

to the representative infonnation based on instructions from said second communication tenninal

device. Therefore, the use who has the second communication tenninal device, which is portable,

can easily view details on the infonnation, about which the content was understood based upon

representative infonnation, through the use of a handy first communication tenninal device and
other devices.

[0048] According to Claim 4, in addition to the above effect, data is sent and received wirelessly

between the communication network and said first or second communication tenninal device;

consequently, there are no restrictions on where the communication terminal devices are installed or
used.

[0049] According to Claim 5, in addition to the above effect, representative information is

extracted from the video infonnation transmitted from the video distribution center, and

representative infonnation on said video information can also be transmitted to other

communication tenninal devices. Therefore, using a portable second tenninal device, the content of

large—volume video infonnation can also be easily tracked.

[0050] Further, according to the multimedia communication tenninal device of Claim 6, a high-

function processing unit is provided that creates representative infonnation for which infonnation is

thinned out to some extent by the infonnation transfer side in order to match any media to a scale

corresponding to the transmission capacity. Therefore, even with a communication tenninal device

with a small infonnation accumulation capacity, the content of infonnation can be tracked by

receiving said representative infonnation. In addition, the provision of a communication recording

unit pennits the storage of communication log and the saving of representative infonnation,

communication log, and the incoming call data itself by associating them.

[005 1] According to Claim 7, in addition to the above effect, the infonnation transfer side creates

representative infonnation by thinning out infonnation to some extent and matches any media to a

scale that corresponds to the transmission capacity. Therefore, even with a communication tenninal

device with a small information retention capacity, the content of infonnation can be tracked by

receiving said representative infonnation.

[0052] According to Claim 8, in addition to the above effect, the original information

corresponding to representative information based on instructions from another communication

terminal device is transferred to another communication terminal device. Therefore, the user who

owns a portable communication tenninal device with a limited data retention capacity can easily

view, as necessary, details on the infonnation, about which the content was understood based upon

representative infonnation, through the use of a handy first communication tenninal device and

other devices that have a large data retention capacity.

[0053] Further, according to the multimedia communication tenninal device of Claim 9, because

a communication processing unit is provided, new information can be transmitted from the

incoming log information and detailed information can be requested. Further, the provision of an

icon display unit pennits the structuring of infonnation in the user interface, can display

infonnation in an easy—to—understand manner, and offers an excellent operability. In addition, the

communication unit pennits bidirectional communications so that the user can keep track of

summary information anytime, anywhere, and can easily request for details on a given message.
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[Brief Description of Drawings]

[FIG. 1] A configuration diagram showing the multimedia communication system of Embodiment

1 of the present invention.

[FIG. 2] A configuration diagram showing the communication terminal device and the portable

wireless communication terminal device of Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[FIG. 3] A diagram showing an example of GUI on the display screen of the portable wireless

communication tenninal device of Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[FIG. 4] A diagram showing an example of media—specific icons in Embodiment 1 of the present
invention.

[FIG. 5] A diagram showing a communication network mode for video distribution services, such

as CATV, and video—on—demand services using CATV, in Embodiment 2 of the present invention.

[Explanation of Codes]

11 communication tenninal device, 12 portable wireless communication tenninal device, 13

wireless base station, 14 communication network, 20 communication terminal device, 21

monitor TV, 22 set top, 23 portable wireless communication tenninal device, 24

wireless base station, 25 communication network, 26 video distribution center, 31

communication unit, 32 high—function processing unit, 33 communication recording unit, 34

database unit, 41 communication unit, 42 icon display unit, 43 communication

processing unit
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[FIG. 2]
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[FIG. 3]
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[FIG. 4]
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(54) [Title of the Invention] System Charger

(57) [Abstract]

[PROBLEM] The problem is one of making a telephone call if the cell telephone is removed from the

charger While the battery is charging in a conventional cell telephone. In addition, with a conventional

cellular recording medium/reproduction device, in order to hear audio while charging the battery, it is

expected that an earphone is required.

[SOLUTION] Provide in a charger a plug which engages the earphone jack and a speaker of a cell phone or

a portable recording medium/reproduction device.
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[Claims]

[Claim 1] A system charger comprising:

a charger terminal for charging which is connected to the power supply battery terminal

of a cell telephone;

a plug for engaging to an earphone jack of the cell telephone device; and

a means for performing hands-free telephone calls through the engaged earphone jack

and plug or a means for recording audio.

[Claim 2] A system charger comprising:

a charger terminal for charging which is connected to the power supply battery terminal

of a cell telephone;

a plug for engaging to an earphone jack of the cell phone device; and

a means for amplifying the reproduced sound of the recording medium/reproduction

device through the engaged earphone jack and plug.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[000 1 ]

[Technical Field] The present invention is related to a system charger which incorporates, in addition to the

function of charging a cellular apparatus, functions other than realizing hands-free telephone calls, if the

cellular apparatus is a cell phone.

[0002]

[Description of Related Art] Cellular apparatus of conventional cell phones or cellular type recording

medium/reproduction devices (devices for hearing reproduced recordings by earphone) operate with a

battery as a power supply. Because of this arrangement, if the battery’s charge becomes low, the cellular

apparatus is connected unaltered to the charger and the battery is charged or switching is made to an

already charged battery.

[0003]

[Problems that the Invention is to Solve] However, it is difficult to make a telephone call while charging a

battery connected to the charger, if the telephone call is made after the cell phone, using conventional cell

phones, is removed from the charger. In this case, there is the requirement of making a telephone call

without accomplishing full charge and in this case, there is concern that that telephone call will be

interrupted midway through because of the battery depletion.

[0004] In addition, convention cellular recording medium/reproduction devices can make reproductions of

recording medium while a battery, connected to a charger, charges, but, also in this case, it is expected that

hearing is difficult as audio that is generated must be heard through an earphone.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The first invention for solving the problems of conventional technology is

a system charger comprised of

a charger terminal for charging which is connected to the power supply battery terminal

of a cell phone;

a plug for engaging to an earphone jack of the cell phone device; and

a means for performing hands-free telephone calls through the engaged earphone jack

and plug or a means for recording audio.

[0006] In addition, the second invention is a system charger comprised of

a charger terminal for charging which is connected to the power supply battery terminal

of a cell phone;
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a plug for engaging to an earphone jack of the cell phone device; and

a means for amplifying the reproduced sound of the recording medium/reproduction

device through the engaged earphone jack and plug.

[0007]

[Embodiments] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a cell phone charging system showing one embodiment of the

present invention. 1 denotes a cell phone, and 2, every block of a system charger. The cell phone 1 is

formed from the CPU 11, the wireless section 12, the incoming signal detector 13, the telephone circuit 14,

the speaker sp, the microphone mc, the liquid crystal display section 15, the key operating section 16, the

power supply circuit 17, the battery 18, the recording/reproducing circuit 19, the power supply battery

terminals a1 and b1, and the earphone jack c1. The power supply battery terminals a1 and b1 and the

earphone jack c1 are arranged on a side which connects with the system charger 2. The

recording/reproduction circuit 19 has a recording medium such an IC memory or MD and in addition to

performing telephone call recording can transmit to the wireless circuits the recording contents through the

telephone call circuit 14 and wireless section 12, while making a telephone call and can reproduce the

recording contents using the speaker sp as well as recording voice from the microphone mc.

[0008] The system charger 2 is formed from the CPU 21, the incoming signal detector 22, the telephone

call circuit 23, the ringer/speaker unit 24, the microphone unit (below mike unit) 25, the answering circuit

26, the key operation section 27, the AC-DC conversion circuit 28, the power supply circuit 29, the liquid

crystal display section 30, the charging terminals a2 and b2 and the plug c2. The charging terminals a2 and

b2 and the plug c2 are respectively arranged within a recess which contains the cell phone 1.

[0009] Moreover, the solid line connecting each block in the cell phone 1 and the system charger 2 shows a

control path or voice path and the dotted line shows the power supply path.

[0010] When, for the previously described structure of the cell phone 1 and the system charger 2, the cell

phone lies within a specific recess of the system charger 2 in order to charge the battery 17 of the cell

phone 1, the plug c2 is inserted and connected (engaged) to the earphone jack c1 and when the plug c2 is

completely inserted, the power supply battery terminals a1 and b1 are contact connected to the charging

terminals a2 and b2. That is, the insertion connection (engagement) of the earphone jack c1 and the plug c2

and the power supply terminals a1 and b1 and the charging terminals a2 and b2 for the cell phone 1 and the

system charger 2 result in a structure which is simultaneously completed in one connection operation. In

addition, because the insertion connection of the earphone jack c1 and the plug c2 function as a position

fixing structure, the power supply terminals a1 and b1 and the charging terminals a2 and b2 are assuredly
connected and there is no concern for connection defects.

[0011] Under these connection conditions, when the CPU11 of the cell phone 1 detects incoming calls

using the output of the incoming signal detector, incoming signals are generated and the incoming signals

are made known to the system charger 2 through the voice path which connects the telephone call circuit 14

and earphone jack c1 and plug c2. When the incoming signal detector 22 of the system charger 2 detects

incoming calls, the CPU21 is notified. At this time, the ringer/speaker 24 sounds a ringer under the control

of the CPU 21. If a specific key of the key operation section 27 is pushed, an incoming response call from

CPU 21 passes through the voice path which connects the telephone call path 23 and the plug c2 and is

output to the cell phone. The CPU 11, which detected the incoming response call, which passed through the

voice path and which connects the earphone jack c1 and the telephone circuit 14, wirelessly transmits the

incoming response call by the wireless section 12 and starts the telephone call. Control of the cell phone by

operation of the key operation section 27 has additional possibilities. There is output, through the voice

path, to the cell phone 1 of control signals for performing, for example, dial signal generation or

reproduction by the recording/reproduction circuit 19. This output is detected by the CPU 11 and every

kind of control can be performed.

[0012] Subsequently, telephone calls are performed for the voice signals which are transmitted and

received by the cell phone 1 passing through the wireless section 12, the telephone circuit 14, the voice

path of the cell phone side of the earphone jack c1, and the voice path of the system charger 2 side of the

plug c2, the telephone call circuit 23, the ringer-speaker section 24, and the mike section 25. This telephone
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call is a hands-free telephone call, the ringer-speaker section 24 amplifies the voice, and the mike

sensitivity for the mike section 25 is high as the mike section has a noise canceling function.

[0013] Moreover, the answering circuit 26 includes recording medium and the system charger 22 which

connects the cell phone 1 functions as an answering telephone. Under conditions in which the system

charger 2 is set to answering mode by the key operation section 27, when incoming signals are detected, the

CPU 21 performs automatic incoming signal response and message transmission by the answering circuit

26 and messages for other sections are recorded. The recording medium is not limited to IC memory and

may be cassette tape having long recording periods.

[0014] In addition, it is possible to reproduce the contents recorded in the recording/reproduction circuit 19

of the cell phone, passing through the telephone call circuit 14, the earphone jack c1, the plug c2, the

telephone circuit 23, and the voice path of the ringer-speaker section 24.

[0015] Moreover, in the case where the recording medium, which provides the recording/reproduction

circuit 19 of the cell phone 1, is a large capacity recording medium (cassette tape, etc.), this cell phone

functions as a portability type recording/reproduction device. During transport, the non-illustrated earphone

plug is inserted and connected to the earphone jack c1 and in addition to being able to make telephone calls

by using the microphone and earphone which are connected by cord to the earphone plug, it is possible to

hear audio from the earphone as reproduced from the recording medium. When the cell phone is placed in

the system charger 2 at the time of returning home, it is possible to hear audio at high volume after

reproduction of the recording medium from the ringer-speaker section 24, in addition to hands-free

telephone conversations.

[0016] As described above, because there are hands-free telephone conversations during battery charging

with the cell phone connected to the charger, it becomes unnecessary to remove from the charger the cell

phone when there are incoming signals during battery charging and telephone conversations can occur

without the worry of battery depletion. In addition, when the cell phone is used as a cellular

recording/reproduction device, the earphone is not used during battery charging and it is possible to listen

to audio at high volume after reproducing the recording medium.

[0017] As described above, a description has been made of a system charger for a cell phone as one

embodiment of the present invention, but the present invention is not limited to this embodiment and

without providing the functions of a cell phone, it goes without saying that it is possible to use the

invention as a system charger of cellular apparatus having the function of only a cellular recording

medium/reproduction device.

[0018]

[Effect of the Invention] According to the present invention as described above, by the cellular apparatus

(cell phone, portable type recording medium/reproduction device) providing to a charger a plug which is

inserted and connects to a provided earphone jack, and because it is possible to transmit and receive voice

signals and control signals between the cellular apparatus and charger, it is not necessary to establish

separate connection terminals on the side of the cellular apparatus, miniaturization is not adversely affected

and cost increases do not occur . Furthermore, during terminal connection, in addition to the terminals used

for charging, additional terminals for voice signals and control are required and there is some concern for

connection defects. However, there is no concern for connection defects with the present invention, as the

invention has a structure which connects the plug to the earphone jack.
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[Brief Explanation of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1] A block diagram of the cell phone system showing one embodiment of the present invention.

[Explanation of the Elements]

1: Cell phone

2: System charger
1 1 21 :CPU

12: Wireless section

13, 22: Arrival detecting section

14, 23: Speaking circuit

15, 30: Liquid crystal display section

16, 27: Key operation section

17, 29: Power supply circuit
18: Battery

19: Recording/reproduction circuit

24: Ringer speaker section

25: Microphone section (microphone section)

26: Answering circuit
28: AC—DC conversion circuit

a1, b1: Power supply battery terminals

a2, b2: Charging terminals

c1: Earphone jack

c2: Plug

sp: Speaker

mc: Microphone
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[Fig. 1]
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